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AbstratThis work is a study of how large Lotos spei�ations an be developed stepwise.First a spei�ation is written using partially de�ned proesses. After this, thepartially de�ned proesses are re�ned either into omplete proesses, or into partiallybut more spei�ed proesses. After some steps all the proesses are totally de�nedand the system is omplete. If the servie desription of the system is given, it ispossible to ompare partially de�ned systems with the servie at every step usingappropriate re�nement relations. These relations detet whether a partially de�nedsystem an or annot be ompleted into a orret totally de�ned system. Thus,design errors an be deteted automatially at an early stage.In this work, appropriate re�nement relations are developed in deorated trae se-mantis or failure semantis. Espeially, we onentrate on two partiular failure se-mantis, the so-alled BKO- and CFFD-semantis. These semantis are suÆientlyompliated examples to illustrate the tehnique needed in transferring oneptsfrom the bisimulation to failure semantis. However, the de�nitions an be adaptedeasily into other trae-based semantis.We show that our re�nement relations behave ompositionally with respet to theLotos operators and show how the relations an be omputed algorithmially. Weextend our relations so that it is also possible to re�ne ations in full Lotos spei�-ations. Ation re�nement is realized, however, in a restrited form.Partially de�ned spei�ations have other appliations as well. We show how par-tially de�ned proesses an be used in distributed detetion of deadloks.
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Chapter 1Introdution
1.1 Speifying systems in LotosLotos is a spei�ation language for systems onsisting of ommuniating proesses.Its semantis has been formally de�ned and this makes it possible to analyse andverify formally or algorithmially systems written in Lotos. Beause Lotos is meantfor the spei�ation of real systems, it is fairly omplex. Espeially its data part,i.e. the desription tehnique of the data sent between proesses, is ompliated andit is impossible to master it ompletely algorithmially. The new extended versionof Lotos, E-Lotos, is still more omplex and it resembles programmming languages.A usual way to analyse and verify a Lotos spei�ation is to �rst generate a labeledtransition system or a so alled reahability graph. In the reahability graph we anloate deadloks and other de�ienes suh as liveloks, unspei�ed or unexeutableinterations and other kinds of dubious behaviour. Other types of errors are alsopossible. In fat, there are so many di�erent potential error situations that it isimpossible to enlist them all expliitly beforehand and then to hek their preseneor absene automatially one by one. So instead of a diret analysis, we need adi�erent approah. We an either minimize the reahability graph and study thissmaller graph, or we an ompare it with a simpler and orret system. Bothapproahes demand a new onept, a proess equivalene.Proess equivalenes are reexive, symmetri and transitive relations betweenproesses. Using an equivalene we an identify similar proesses with eah other.Of ourse, an equivalene abstrats details away to a ertain extent, but when hosenarefully, it an keep trak of those properties we are interested in. For example,most of the known equivalenes preserve deadloks. Proess equivalenes failitatethe analysis of distributed systems, beause usually every proess has a minimal,often unique, ounterpart with respet to an equivalene. This minimal proess isequivalent with the original one and usually onsiderably smaller. So we an studythe smaller ounterpart instead of the original proess.Very often, in pratie, the original system is even so large that we annot build1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONits reahability graph and thus we an't onstrut its minimal ounterpart diretly.But we are often able to minimize the omponents, ombine them and minimizethe possibly smaller system to ahieve the minimal proess. An essential onditionin this method is that our equivalene � is ongruent with respet to the appliedoperators. If C is the set of possible proesses and if we were using an operatorf : C � C ! C when ombining smaller systems, the requirement that the relation� is a ongruene means that for every P1, P2 2 C, if P1 � P 01 and P2 � P 02, thenf(P1; P2) � f(P 01; P 02). However, this approah does not guarantee suess, beauseit might be that after minimizing the omponents, the resulting ombined system isstill too large. But if arefully planned and realized, the ompositional onstrutionbrings bigger systems within reah of our analysis better than without intermediateminimizations.A system usually interats with other systems or users. It is not neessary for asystem to know the internal struture of other systems, but it is essential to knowthe interfaes aurately. The term servie is used to desribe the interfae a proessgives to other systems via its interations. Often the servie an be desribed easilyand, when formally spei�ed as a proess, it may already be minimal. Now it ispossible to test if the original proess, when restrited in some way, is equivalentto its servie proess. If this is the ase, we an onlude that the system operatesaording to our requirements. Thus equivalene relations give us better prospetsto verify the orretness of large systems. There are many equivalenes and hoosingan appropriate one for an appliation is not always easy. An equivalene should atthe same time be intuitive and as weak as possible, but still preserve the properties adesigner is interested in. Even if we had good equivalenes something is still missing.Large spei�ations are often onstruted by a method known as stepwise re�ne-ment. First we have a oarse body, whih is enlarged and re�ned by adding newparts and details to it. It is lear that di�erent versions are not equivalent, beausenewer spei�ations have gone through essential modi�ations. Anyway, it wouldbe useful to be able to ompare di�erent versions in a systemati way. Espeiallylater versions should be ompatible in one form or another with earlier ones. Weneed relations, whih are looser than equivalenes. These looser relations are notsymmetri and sometimes even the transitivity property must be dropped. Theserelations are alled preorders, partial orders, implementation relations or re�nementrelations depending on their properties and the ontext. We adopt the last term. Ifv is a re�nement relation, then we interpret the formula P v R by saying that Pis more abstrat than R or that R is more spei�ed than P . In other words, R is are�nement of P . A re�nement relation is usually losely related to an equivalene.This follows from the fat that the intersetion v \ v�1 is an equivalene and oftenit is losely related to the equivalene we are interested in.In order to be useful, a re�nement relationv should have the following properties.It should be ompatible with the equivalene � we are using in the sense that ifP1 v P2 and P 01 � P1, P 02 � P2, then P 01 v P 02. Furthermore, it should be ongruentwith the operators, i.e. if f : C � C ! C is an operator and P1 v P 01, P2 v P 02, thenf(P1; P2) v f(P 01; P 02). A re�nement relation should preserve the same essential



1.2. THE NEW DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS 3properties as the orresponding equivalene, for example deadloks and liveloks,divergenes or traes. These are preserved in the sense that if P1 has a ertainproperty, suh as P1 an be deadloked, and P1 v P2, then P2 also has the sameproperty, i.e. P2 an deadlok, too.We have various possibilities to de�ne proesses in the ontext of equivalenes andre�nement relations. Firstly, we an de�ne proesses ompletely and ompare themwith the help of re�nement relations and equivalenes. Seondly, we an developproesses by stepwise re�nement and point out expliitly, whih parts in the proessare de�ned inompletely. In the latter alternative the idea is that among ompletelyde�ned proesses a re�nement relation agrees with the orresponding equivalene.This property seems to be valuable and we adopt the latter alternative when de�ningproesses. Of ourse we have to modify the de�nitions of equivalenes, too.This thesis studies equivalenes and re�nement relations that are suitable forthe stepwise re�nement of Lotos spe�ations. We start with partially de�ned basiLotos spei�ations, i.e. Lotos spei�ations without data part. We modify ertainexisting failure equivalenes so that they an be applied to this situation and omparethem with the modi�ed bisimulation equivalenes. In this approah only states anbe re�ned. In full Lotos it is, however, desirable to re�ne also the data. In general,this is a diÆult demand, if the semantis of the parallel operator is based oninterleaving. Fortunately, the data re�nement in full Lotos an be done in spiteof the interleaving semantis. The solution is not perfet but hopefully useful inpratie. Data re�nement also shows some di�erenes between bisimulation andfailure equivalenes.We apply the tehniques in various plaes. The �rst appliations are small andthey are done either manually or using Basi Lotos. At the end we examine a biggerexample, Bounded Retransmission Protool. Its data part is moderately omplexand thus it gives a good example about applying re�nements in realisti full Lotosases. First we apply only state re�nement. After designing the protool in thisway, we start all over again and re�ne the data, as well.1.2 The new de�nitions and resultsThe starting point in this thesis has been the bisimulation and partial bisimulationre�nements introdued in [Cleaveland and Ste�en 90℄. I have proved the ongrueneproperties of these relations with respet to the basi Lotos operators. It turnedout that it was possible to follow a similar proof in [Walker 90℄. However, Walkeronsidered CCS instead of Lotos and his relations were not exatly ours so that itwas neessary to make hanges and additions.I have de�ned the divergene, BKO- and CFFD-re�nements. The �rst was anuntrivial modi�ation of the bisimulation re�nement, but the two others demandedmore onsideration. Again, the ongruene properties with respet to Lotos wereproved. In the ase of CFFD-re�nement, it was possible to follow the ongruene



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONproof in [Valmari and Tienari 95℄ with some additions.After the hapter �ve we have a lot of di�erent equivalenes and re�nementrelations. The �rst task to make order of this haos is to ompare these relations witheah other. For the most part the omparisons follow diretly from the de�nitions.The only exeption is the relationship between CFFD-re�nements and bisimulation-based re�nements. I have given a fairly detailed and hene lengthy but not verydiÆult proof relating CFFD-re�nements with other re�nement relations.In hapter 7, I have shown how the BKO- and CFFD-re�nements an be om-puted algorithmially. It turned out that it is possible to apply the same ideas aswas used omputing the CFFD-equivalene in the artile [Valmari and Tienari 91℄,but in the ase of re�nement relations the algorithm is essentially more ompliatedthan in the ase of equivalenes.A onjeture about the struture and interpretation of re�nement relations wasformulated by Roope Kaivola. Its loser investigation reveals interesting di�erenesbetween the bisimulation and failure-based semantis. These observations are new.I have introdued a method to re�ne ations in full Lotos in hapter 9. In manyspei�ations ompliated and lengthy data de�nitions are needed. In re�ning aspei�ation stepwise, it is not natural to de�ne all data items ompletely already inthe �rst step. My method to re�ne data works in pratie as its appliation to theBounded Retransmission Protool shows. This idea seems to be valuable in pratiealthough it is not theoretially perfet.The �rst two appliations in hapter 4 have been taken from the literature whereasthe distributed detetion of deadloks is new. I have analysed the small examplein 4.3 semi-automatially. It means that partial state graphs have �rst been gener-ated. After this, I have examined the graphs manually. This proess ould be fullyautomated.The large example of Bounded Retransmission Protool has been taken from[Mateesu 96℄. However, this presentation did not apply stepwise re�nement whereasmy approah was based on it.I have implemented algorithms to ompute BKO- and CFFD-re�nement rela-tions. The implementation of BKO-relation also works in the ase of partial ations,but CFFD-implementation only works in the ase of partially de�ned states. Theprograms are prototypes, written in Ada95, and they have been used in a Linuxenvironment.



1.3. ABOUT NOTATIONS 51.3 About notationsI have used traditional mathematial onventions and symbols:� Set an ontain only one opy of an element.� Subset relation A � B allows the possibility A = B.� Set di�erene is written AnB instead of A�B.� Relation in a set A is a subset R � A� A. Generally, a relation between setsA1; A2; � � � ; An, n � 2, is a subset R � A1 � A2 � � � � � An.� I have followed the usual mathematial typography in mathematial formulas.To take an example, if the name of a funtion or prediate is a natural word oran abbreviation like sin, log, Div, then this name is written in mathematialformulas using the ordinary roman type instead of mathematial type sin, log,Div. It seems that these good onventions, widely adopted in mathematis,are not universally followed in omputer siene.
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Chapter 2Basi Conepts
2.1 Partially de�ned Lotos proessesWe study the theory and appliations of partially de�ned Lotos proesses in thespirit of the papers [Cleaveland and Ste�en 90℄ and [Celikkan and Cleaveland 95℄.Suh proesses are onstruted with the help of the proess udef. In what follows,we think that udef is part of the Lotos language like stop and exit. Its semantisis pratially the same as the semantis of stop, i.e. no transition is possible fromudef. But in order to be able to separate stop and udef formally, we de�ne thatudef ��! udef . Here � is a reserved ation like Æ in normal Lotos. It representsthe fat that some ations might be possible from the state udef. The proessudef an be ombined with other proesses using the Lotos operators ation pre�x,hoie, hiding, parallel omposition, sequential omposition and disabling. Theoperational semantis of these operators are de�ned in the table 2.1. We assumethat the basi properties of these operators are familiar to the reader. (see forinstane [Bolognesi and Brinksma 87℄).We take the liberty to use di�erent symbols ompared to standard Lotos. Theinternal ation in diagrams is here 0� 0 instead of 0i0. In hiding and parallel ompo-sition, the original Lotos onventions are somewhat restritive, beause Lotos doesnot use symbols as parameters; we use set symbols to represent the parameter listin these operations. So we write P jBjQ and hB(P ), where B is a set of ations.With these modi�ations we try to improve the readability of the theory. However,sometimes we use the original symbols in examples.As it is well known, every Lotos behavioural expression orresponds to a labeledtransition system and vie versa. Thus, we an speak about the states of a Lotosproess or expression. For theoretial onsiderations, we introdue a prediate "whih indiates, if the initial state of a Lotos proess is partially de�ned or not. IfP is a proess with a partially de�ned initial state, we write P ". In pratie, thismeans that new transitions an be added to the initial state. If the initial state ofP is totally de�ned, we write P #. Formally we de�ne7



8 CHAPTER 2. BASIC CONCEPTSProess Assumptions Possible transitionsudef udef ��!udefstop no transitionsexit exit Æ�!stopi;B i; B i�!Ba;B a;B a�!B0hide g1; � � � ; gn in B B a�!B0, a 62 fg1; � � � gng hide g1; � � � ; gn in B a�!hide g1; � � � ; gn in B0B a�!B0, a 2 fg1; � � � ; gng hide g1; � � � ; gn in B i�!hide g1; � � � ; gn in B0B[h1=g1; � � � ; hn=gn℄ B gi�!B0 B[h1=g1; � � � ; hn=gn℄ hi�!B0[h1=g1; � � � ; hn=gn℄B a�!B0, a 62 fg1; � � � ; gng B[h1=g1; � � � ; hn=gn℄ a�!B0[h1=g1; � � � ; hn=gn℄P [h1; � � � ; hn℄ BP is the de�nition of P and P [h1; � � � ; hn℄ a�!B0BP [h1=g1; � � � ; hn=gn℄ a�!B0B1 [℄ B2 B1 a�!B01 B1 [℄ B2 a�!B01B2 a�!B02 B1 [℄ B2 a�!B02B1j[g1; � � � ; gn℄jB2 B1 a�!B01, a 62 fg1; � � � ; gn; Æg B1j[g1; � � � ; gn℄jB2 a�!B01j[g1; � � � ; gn℄jB2B2 a�!B02, a 62 fg1; � � � ; gn; Æg B1j[g1; � � � ; gn℄jB2 a�!B1j[g1; � � � ; gn℄jB02B1 a�!B01, B2 a�!B02, B1j[g1; � � � ; gn℄jB2 a�!a 2 fg1; � � � ; gn; Æg B01j[g1; � � � ; gn℄jB02B1 >> B2 B1 a�!B01, a 6= Æ B1 >> B2 a�!B01 >> B2B1 Æ�!B01 B1 >> B2 i�!B2B1[> B2 B1 a�!B01 B1[> B2 a�!B01[> B2B1 Æ�!B01 B1[> B2 Æ�!B01B2 a�!B02 B1[> B2 a�!B02Figure 2.1: Semantis of Lotos operators



2.1. PARTIALLY DEFINED LOTOS PROCESSES 9� stop#, exit#;� if a is an ation, B a set of ations, �; Æ; � 62 B, and P and Q are proesses then1. (a:P ) #;2. if P # and Q #, then (P +Q) #, (P [> Q) #, (P jBjQ) #;3. if P #, then (P >> Q) # and hB(P ) #.These rules de�ne when the initial state of a proess is totally de�ned. If the initialstate is not totally de�ned, it is partially de�ned.A behavioural expression written in basi Lotos with udef orresponds with apartially de�ned labeled transition system.De�nition 2.1.1 A partially de�ned labeled transition system P is a tuple(S;A; T; "; q0), where� S is a ountable set of states;� A is a ountable set of ations; it an ontain the speial elements � , the internal(invisible) ation, and Æ, the suessful termination; on the other hand, � 62 A;� T � S�A�S is a transition relation. We denote by Ta the set T \(S�fag�S)for every a 2 A; it is supposed that Ta 6= ; for every a 2 A;� "� S is a partiality prediate;� q0 2 S is the initial state; we demand that every state in S is reahable fromthe initial state q0 when the system is interpreted as a graph.We write p a�!q instead of (p; a; q) 2 T and p " if p 2". If p 62", then we use thenotation p #. If p # for all p 2 S, then P is totally de�ned or spei�ed, otherwise Pis partially spei�ed.We don't allow �-transitions in transition systems. Instead of �, the prediate "shows, if a state is partially de�ned. It seems to be oneptually easier to use � inLotos proesses and " in transitions systems. Later we give rules whih show howto generate a transition system from a Lotos expression.Let ALTS (augmented labeled transition systems) be the set of partially de�nedlabeled transition systems. Note that in our terminology totally de�ned labeledtransition systems also belong to ALTS. We assume that every ation symbol is a�nite string onstruted using a �xed �nite alphabet. In addition, it is assumed thatthere is a ountable superset of states and the state set in an arbitrary transitionsystem is a subset of this superset. By these assumptions ALTS is ountable andwell de�ned as a set. We do not de�ne this superset expliitly and feel free to usewhatever names seem to be pratial in onrete situations. The same is true foration names, but it is sometimes onvenient to have a symbol for the set of allations. Let A be the set of all possible ation symbols in all possible transitionsystems. If (S;A; T; "; q0) is a labeled transition system, then A � A.



10 CHAPTER 2. BASIC CONCEPTSThe speial ation Æ plays an important role in sequential omposition of proessesand in disabling. In order to ahieve onsisteny with Lotos expressions, we haveto demand that every transition system is Æ-onsistent, that is, if (s; Æ; s0) 2 TÆ thens0 # and there are no a and no s00 suh that (s0; a; s00) 2 Ta. This means that afterexeuting a Æ-transition in a given labeled transition system no more exeutabletransitions an be reahed.If P = (S;A; T; "; q0) 2 ALTS and q 2 S, then we an onsider P 0 = (S;A; T; "; q)as another transition system with the initial state q. Of ourse, we should also modifythe sets S, A and T , if there are unreahable states in the new system. But usuallywe are interested only in the exeutable transitions and don't bother to remove thesuperuous states expliitly. We use the notation P a�!P 0, when (q0; a; q) 2 T .2.2 Conept of re�nementWe now have enough onepts to de�ne informally, what we mean by re�nementin pratie. Theoretially, re�nements an be more omplex, beause we onsiderproesses modulo an equivalene. But the pratial re�nement tehnique we desribein this setion an be applied with respet to every equivalene and re�nementrelation we de�ne in this thesis.The idea to re�ne programs or algorithms is not new. However, our method hasvery little in ommon, for example, with Dijkstra's re�nement method ([Dijkstra76℄, [Dijkstra and Sholten 89℄) or its modern versions ([Bak 78℄, [Bak and Wright98℄). Closer to our approah is the pratie to apply preorders or implementationrelations to verify programs. A good example is the artile [Hoare, Jifeng 91℄, whihuses CSP and re�nement relations to develop a veri�ed ompiler. The method usedin their artile di�ers essentially from ours anyway, beause partially de�ned statesor proesses are not used.Consider �rst an algebrai expression with one or more udef. A re�nement ofthis expression is any expression, whih has been onstruted by replaing one ormore udef's with another proess. These other proesses may be totally de�ned orthey may ontain udef.Consider next a labeled transition system with partially de�ned states. A re�ne-ment of this is a transition system whih is onstruted by adding transitions frompartially de�ned states. After adding transitions, the state an still be partiallyde�ned or it an be hanged into totally de�ned. It is also possible that a partiallyde�ned state is hanged into totally de�ned without adding new transitions. Thenew transitions an lead to new, totally or partially de�ned states, or they an leadto already existing states.These two ways to re�ne are, as a matter of fat, omplementary representationsof the same thing. More preisely, a Lotos expression with udef orresponds witha partially de�ned labeled transition system as follows. First we generate a labeledtransition system in a normal way. Every state in this transition system orre-



2.2. CONCEPT OF REFINEMENT 11sponds with a subexpression in the original Lotos expression. We remove all the�-transitions and mark the orresponding states as partially de�ned. For example,the expression a; b; stop j[a℄j a; ;udefgives rise to the transition system?a; b; stop j[a℄j a; ;udef?ab; stop j[a℄j ;udef���	 b ���Rstop j[a℄j ;udef b; stop j[a℄j udef "���R ���	 bstop j[a℄j udef "
Consider also the proess a;udef [ ℄ b;udef :It generates the transition system ?a;udef [ ℄ b;udef���	 a ���Rbudef" udef"Under the normal Lotos semantis this is same asa; udef [ ℄ b; udef a; b�!udef " :This does not orrespond with our intuition. In the original proess de�nitionthere are two points where the re�nement an start from and the two re�nementsan be di�erent. On the other hand, in the latter diagram there is only one possiblepoint of re�nement. We draw the diagrams in the former way. We ould de�neformally that every udef in a Lotos expression is indexed with a unique naturalnumber. This guarantees that di�erent udef-proesses are not identi�ed. We don'tuse indexes in diagrams, beause we draw them so that udef-prosesses have alreadybeen separated. Furthermore, it is not neessary to use indexes in the forthomingde�nitions of equivalenes and re�nement relations, beause the de�nitions are on-struted so that they do not depend on this detail. We return to this question later,when we de�ne the weak bisimulation equivalene.



12 CHAPTER 2. BASIC CONCEPTSEvery partially de�ned transition system an be transformed to a orrespondingLotos expression. Consider for example the following transition systems:! P1 " a�!P2 a�!P3 ";! Q1 a�!Q2 " a�!Q3;! R1 a�!R2 " a�!R3 a�!R4 " :These orrespond with the Lotos expressionsP = (a; a;udef)[ ℄udef ;Q = a; (a; stop[ ℄udef);R = a; ((a; a;udef)[ ℄udef):The usual transition system, for example, generated from the �rst expressionwould be (a; a;udef) [ ℄ udef ��!udef ��?aa;udef?audef��if we also draw the �-transitions.2.3 Lotos operators and transition systemsThe Lotos operators are also operators between transition systems, i.e. they aremappings on ALTS or on ALTS�ALTS to ALTS. The usual operational semantisof the operators ombined with the rules for the partiality prediate determines di-retly the resulting transition systems. There is one subtle point onerning proessinstantiation in Lotos expressions: if we want a omplete orrespondene betweenLotos expressions and transition systems, we should de�ne something equivalent toproess instantiation with respet to transition systems. By studying the de�nitionof proess instantiation, it an be seen that renaming is a suitable equivalent oneptin transition systems. If P is a transition system and f : Anf�g �! Anf�g is arenaming funtion, then the notation P [f ℄, renaming, means the transition systemwhih is like P , but the ations a 6= � in P are replaed by the ations f(a). Iff(a) 6= a only for �nitely many ations a1; � � � ; an, then we an also use the notationP [f(a1)=a1; � � � ; f(an)=an℄.The following diagrams depit how the operators transform transition systems.



2.3. LOTOS OPERATORS AND TRANSITION SYSTEMS 131. Pre�x.
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5. Hiding has no inuene on states.6. Renaming has no inuene on states.



14 CHAPTER 2. BASIC CONCEPTS7. Parallel omposition generates the well-known reahability graph from the om-ponent proesses. The transitions follow from the operational semantis of theparallel operator.In a Lotos spei�ation there is always a �nite number of ations (or gates, if weare using full Lotos). But if we are using full Lotos and the orresponding transitionsystem is in�nite, then the transition system may ontain an in�nite number ofdi�erent ations. Thus when dealing with transition systems, the parameter B inthe hiding operator hB and parallel operator �jBj� may be an in�nite set. Thesame is true for renaming funtions, i.e. f(a) 6= a an happen for in�nite manya 2 A.2.4 Equivalenes, preorders and graphsLet C be a set. A reexive, symmetri and transitive relation �� C � C is anequivalene. If x 2 C, then the set[x℄� = fy 2 C j (x; y) 2�gis the equivalene lass of the element x. When the equivalene is known from theontext we write [x℄ instead of [x℄�. We also write x � y instead of (x; y) 2�.A olletion H of subsets of C is a partition, ifH1. every B 2 H is non-empty,H2. SB2HB = C,H3. B1 \ B2 = ; for every B1; B2 2 H, B1 6= B2.Proposition 2.4.1 If �� C � C is an equivalene, then the set of equivalenelasses, C= �, is a partition of C. If x and y 2 C, then x � y if and only if x andy belong to the same equivalene lass.Let H be a partition of C. If a relation RH � C � C is de�ned by demandingthat (x; y) 2 RH if and only if x and y belong to the same set in the partition H,then RH is an equivalene relation.Furthermore, if H = C=R, where R is an equivalene relation, then RH = R.Proof. See introdutory textbooks on algebra. 2The proposition shows that we an deal with equivalenes using either relationsor partitions. Whih one is hosen depends on the ontext. Typially, relations areused in theoretial onsiderations whereas algorithms are based on partitions.



2.4. EQUIVALENCES, PREORDERS AND GRAPHS 15De�nition 2.4.1 Let C be a set and f : C ! C, g : C � C ! C mappings. Anequivalene relation � on C is a ongruene with respet to f and g, if x � y andz � v imply f(x) � f(y) and g(x; z) � g(y; v). In this ase we also say that f andg are ompositional with respet to �.Proposition 2.4.2 An equivalene relation � on C is ongruene with respet tof : C ! C and g : C � C ! C, if and only if f and g indue mappings�f : C= � �! C= �; �f([P ℄) = [f(P )℄;�g : C= � �C= � �! C= �; �g([P1℄; [P2℄) = [g(P1; P2)℄:Proof. The funtions �f and �g are well de�ned only if their values are independent ofthe hosen representative in an equivalene lass. If � is a ongruene and x 2 C,then f(x) = f(y) for all y 2 [x℄. In other words, �f is well-de�ned. Similarly, if g isa ongruene, it is well-de�ned.If �f and �g are well-de�ned, then for all y 2 [x℄ and v 2 [z℄ both [f(x)℄ = [f(y)℄and [g(x; z)℄ = [g(y; v)℄. But this means that f(x) � f(y) and g(x; z) � g(y; v). Sof and g are ompositional with respet to �. 2Proposition 2.4.3 If g is ommutative, i.e. g(x; y) = g(y; x) for all x; y 2 C, andif x � y implies g(x; z) � g(y; z) for all z 2 C then g is a ongruene with respetto �.Proof. Let x � y and z � v and suppose that g is ommutative and the onditionin the proposition is valid. Theng(x; z) � g(y; z) = g(z; y) � g(v; y) = g(y; v):2De�nition 2.4.2 A preorder is a reexive and transitive relation.Proposition 2.4.4 If v is a preorder, then v \ v�1 is an equivalene.Proof. Follows diretly from the de�nitions. 2Proposition 2.4.5 If Ei, i 2 I, is an arbitrary olletion of equivalenes and Rj,j 2 J, is any olletion of preorders, then Ti2I Ei is an equivalene and Tj2J Rj isa preorder.Proof. Straightforward. 2It should be noted that an arbitrary union of equivalenes or the omplement of anequivalene relation are not neessarily equivalenes.



16 CHAPTER 2. BASIC CONCEPTSProposition 2.4.6 If a preorder v is ongruent with respet to an operator f : C !C, i.e. the property x v y implies f(x) v f(y), then the equivalene � = v \(v)�1is a ongruene with respet to f . If g de�nes a mapping C � C ! C and x v y,z v v implies g(x; z) v g(y; v), then � is a ongruene with respet to g.Proof. By the de�nition of ongruene, we have to prove that x � y implies f(x) �f(y). This is lear, beause x v y and y v x and thus f(x) v f(y), f(y) v f(x),i.e. f(x) � f(y). In the ase of g we an reason in the same way. 2A labeled direted graph onsists of a set N of nodes, a set A of labels and a relationE � N � A�N . The relation E is alled the set of ars. An element (v; a; w) 2 Eis alled an ar labeled with a. For every a 2 A we denote by Ea the set of triples(v; a; w) suh that (v; a; w) 2 E. The set Ea is alled the set of ars labeled with a.A path (v1; a1; v2; a2; � � � ; ak�1; vk) in a labeled direted graph is a sequene ofars, where vi, 1 � i � k, are nodes, aj, 1 � j < k, are labels and (vi; ai; vi+1) 2 Efor every i = 1; 2; � � � ; k � 1. The length of the path is k � 1, the number of arsalong the path. The trivial ase k = 1, empty path, is permitted. Aording to theprevious de�nition, a path is of �nite length. Later we also de�ne in�nite paths, butthe term path without attributes always refers to a �nite path.Suppose G1 and G2 are graphs with node sets V1 and V2 , label sets A1 and A2and ar sets E1 and E2, respetively. The graphs G1 and G2 are isomorphi, ifA1 = A2 = A and there is a bijetive mapping f : V1 ! V2 suh that (v; a; w) 2 E1if and only if (f(v); a; f(w)) 2 E2. If G is a set of labeled direted graphs, thenthe graph isomor�sm is an equivalene relation on this set. Two labeled transitionsystems P and Q are isomorphi, if they are isomorphi as labeled graphs and theinitial states map to eah other. In this ase we write P � Q.We an express some properties of the basi Lotos operators with the help of theisomorphism relation �:1. P [ ℄Q � Q[ ℄P .2. P jBjQ � QjBjP .3. Parallel omposition is not assoiative, i.e. it may be that(P jB1jQ)jB2jR 6� P jB1j(QjB2jR):4. Let P , Q and R be proesses with ation sets LP , LQ and LR, respetively.ThenP jLP \ (LQ [ LR)j(QjLQ \ LRjR) � (P jLP \ LQjQ)j(LP [ LQ) \ LRjR:Proof of the property 4. The parallel operator in this ase oinides with theCSP parallel operator, whih is known to be assoiative. However, we givequite thorough proof (see also [Brinksma 88℄).



2.5. NOTATIONS 17A state in the proesses on both sides of the equality an be representated by atriple (Pi; Qj; Rk), where a omponent in the triple is a state of the respetiveomponent proess. We show that for every transition in the �rst system thereis a orresponding transition in the seond system and the other way around.Let (P1; Q1; R1) be the initial state of A = P jLP \ (LQ[LR)j(QjLQ\LRjR).It is also the initial state of B = (P jLP \LQjQ)j(LP [LQ)\LRjR. Suppose(P1; Q1; R1) a�!(Pi; Qj; Rk) is a transition in A. We show that it is also atransition in B. There are several alternatives to be heked.(i) Suppose a 62 LP \ (LQ [ LR) and P1 a�!Pi, Qj = Q1, Rk = R1. Beausea 2 LP , it follows that a 62 LQ [ LR and thus a 62 (LP [ LQ) \ LR anda 62 LP \LQ. So we have the transition (P1; Q1; R1) a�!(Pi; Q1; R1) also inB.(ii) Suppose a 62 LP \ (LQ [LR), a 62 LQ \LR and (Pi; Qj; Rk) = (P1; Qj; R1).Beause a 2 LQ, it follows that a 62 LP \LQ and a 62 (LP [LQ)\LR. Thusthe transition is also in B. The ase (Pi; Qj; Rk) = (P1; Q1; Rk) is similar.(iii) Suppose a 62 LP \ (LQ [ LR), but a 2 LQ \ LR and the next state in A is(P1; Qj; Rk). Beause a 62 LP , we have a 62 LP \ LQ, a 2 (LP [ LQ) \ LR.So in P jLP \LQjQ there is the transition (P1; Q1) a�!(P1; Qj). We an usethis transition and the transition R1 a�!Rk to get the transition from theinitial state in B to the state (P1; Qj; Rk).(iv) If a 2 LP \(LQ[LR) and a 2 LQ\LR, then a 2 LP \LQ\LR. Espeially,a 2 LP \ LQ and a 2 (LP [ LQ) \ LR.iv) If a 2 LP \ (LQ [LR) and a 62 LQ \LR, then a 2 LP \LQ or a 2 LP \LR.If (P1; Q1; R1) a�!(Pi; Qj; R1), then a 2 LP \ LQ, a 62 LP \ LR. Henethe transition is also a transition in B. If (P1; Q1; R1) a�!(Pi; Q1; Rk), thena 2 LP \ LR, a 62 LP \ LQ. In this ase the transition is also a transitionin B.Thus in all the ases a transition by a in A is also a transition in B. That atransition in B is also a transition in A is proved in the same way. 25. For an arbitrary ation set B,P jBj(QjBjR) � (P j B j Q) j B j R:The above formula an be proved in the same way as the previous formula withthe exeption that now there are fewer alternatives (a 2 B and a 62 B).6. P jB1j(QjB2jR) � (P jB1jQ)jB2jR; if LP \ B2 = ; and LR \ B1 = ;. Theproof is a modi�ation of the proof in 4 (see also [van Sinderen 89℄).2.5 NotationsLet P = (S;A; T; "; q0) 2 ALTS be a proess, p; q 2 S states, a 2 A an ation andu = a1a2 � � �an 2 (Anf�g)� a string of ations. A string an also be an empty string



18 CHAPTER 2. BASIC CONCEPTS". We use the following notations and onepts throughout this report.1. There is a � -path from a state p to a state q in P , if p = q or there are transitionsp = p1 ��!p2 ��!� � � ��!pn ��!q:In this ase we write p =) q.2. We write p �=)q, if p=)r1 ��!r2=)q for some states r1 and r2.3. A string u leads from p to q, p u=)q,if u = " and p =) q or there is a pathp=)p1 a1�!r1=)p2 a2�!r2=)� � �=)pn an�!rn=)q;where u = a1a2 � � �an, n � 1. If there is no path from p to q with u, then wedenote this by p 6u=)q. Note that p "=)q means the same as p=)q.4. There is a path from p with a string u, p u=), if there is a state q suh thatp u=)q. If there is no path from p with u, we denote this by p 6u=).5. If p is a state, we write p *, if for some state q, p) q and q ".6. A string u leads from a state p to a partially de�ned state, p * u, if there is astate q suh that u = u1u2, p u1=)q and q ".7. We write p + u if not p * u.8. We an use proesses instead of states in these de�nitions. For example, if Pand P 0 are proesses, then P u=)P 0 means that p u=)p0, where p is the initialstate of P and p0 is the initial state in P 0 (of ourse, p0 is also a state in P ).9. The trae set is de�ned bytr(P ) = fu 2 A� j P u=)g:10. The boolean funtion Div(P ), de�ned on the set ALTS, is true if and only ifthere is an in�nite � -path p1 ��!p2 ��!� � � ;where p1 is the initial state of P . This unary divergene funtion is extended tothe binary funtion Div(P; u), where P is a proess and u is a string of ations,by de�ning Div(P; u) to be true if and only if Div(P ) or there is a P 0 suh thatfor some pre�x u0 of u, P u0=)P 0 and Div(P 0). If not Div(P ) or Div(P; u), thenwe write Conv(P ) or Conv(P; u), respetively. Notie that Div(P ) if and onlyif Div(P; ").



Chapter 3Weak Bisimilarity and RelatedRe�nement RelationsIn this and the following hapters we extend the well known onepts bisimulation,weak bisimulation equivalene et. to inlude partially de�ned systems. The gen-eralizations are made in suh a way that in the absene of partially de�ned statesthe generalized onepts oinide with the original ones. This results in termino-logial problems. We resolve these problems by using the ustomary terms also inthe ontext of partially de�ned systems. If one wants to make a distintion be-tween the ustomary and generalized onepts, it is possible to use the qualifyingword "spei�ation" with the generalized onepts, e.g. bisimulation | spei�a-tion bisimulation, weak bisimulation equivalene | weak spei�ation bisimulationequivalene et. In de�nitions, we usually point out expliitly, if a new onept is ageneralization (spei�ation in parentheses) or really a new one (without spei�a-tion in parentheses). Weak bisimulation equivalene and bisimulation re�nement inthe ontext of partially de�ned states are well known, although the terms an vary([Cleaveland and Ste�en 90℄).3.1 Strong bisimilarityThe strong bisimilarity is one of the strongest proess equivalenes. It is usefulin theoretial onsiderations as a basi identity relation and the algorithms deid-ing the strong bisimilarity of two systems usually generalize to other bisimulationequivalenes. It is rather near to the isomorphism relation of proess graphs. Dueto its strength it is not widely used in pratial veri�ations or ompositional min-imizations and that's why we will not develop re�nement relations with respet tostrong bisimilarity. It would not be too diÆult an exerise for an interested readerto develop the de�nitions himself on the basis of the weak bisimulation equivaleneand re�nement relation. 19



20 CHAPTER 3. WEAK BISIMILARITY AND RELATED REFINEMENT RELATIONSDe�nition 3.1.1 A relation R � ALTS � ALTS is a strong (spei�ation) bisim-ulation, if (P1; P2) 2 R implies that:1. P1 " if and only if P2 ";2. for all a 2 A,a) P1 a�!Q1 implies that there is a Q2 suh that P2 a�!Q2 and (Q1; Q2) 2 R;b) P2 a�!Q2 implies there is a Q1 suh that P1 a�!Q1 and (Q1; Q2) 2 R.Strong bisimilarity, �s, is the largest strong bisimulation�s = [fRj R is a strong bisimulationg:Thus two proesses P1 and P2 are strongly bisimilar, P1 �s P2, if there is a strongbisimulation ontaining the pair (P1; P2).We have de�ned strong bisimilarity for partially de�ned labeled transition sys-tems. But the de�nition an also be used in the ase where proesses are Lotosproesses with udef. This is true also for all other equivalene and re�nementrelation de�nitions in this thesis.The relation �s is an equivalene relation. This an be seen by the same kind ofreasoning as in the ase of weak bisimulation equivalene in the next setion. Strongbisimilarity is also ongruene with respet to all the Lotos operators.We have used the prediate " in the de�nition. As a matter of fat, the ondition1 in the de�nition ould be left out, if we allowed a 2 A [ f�g. But we haveformulated the de�nition with ", beause it will have a key role in the de�nitions ofthe re�nement relations. It would be very umbersome to de�ne re�nement relationsusing only �.3.2 Weak bisimilarityOne of the best established equivalenes is the weak bisimulation equivalene or inshort weak bisimilarity. It is neessary to modify its de�nition in order to take intoaount the possibility of partiality in our proess onept [Cleaveland and Ste�en90℄.De�nition 3.2.1 A relation R � ALTS � ALTS is a weak (spei�ation) bisimu-lation, if (P1; Q1) 2 R implies that:1. P1 * if and only if Q1 *;2. for all a 2 (Anf�g) [ f"g,a) P1 a=)P2 implies that there is a Q2 suh that Q1 a=)Q2 and (P2; Q2) 2 R;



3.3. BISIMULATION REFINEMENT 21b) Q1 a=)Q2 implies there is a P2 suh that P1 a=)P2 and (P2; Q2) 2 R.Weak bisimilarity, �wbis, is now de�ned as the largest bisimulation,�wbis = [fR j R is a bisimulationg:Hene two proesses P , Q are weakly bisimilar, P �wbis Q, if there is a bisimulationontaining the pair (P;Q).We have de�ned the weak bisimilarity using proesses instead of states. But aswe have explained, a state an be onsidered the initial state of a proess. Thus wean also speak about the equivalene of two states in the same proess and ombinethe equivalent states to form a state minimal proess (see [Eloranta 94℄).Proposition 3.2.1 The relation �wbis is an equivalene relation.Proof. (See [Milner 89℄.) The laim follows from the fat that the following relationsare bisimulations:a) R = f(P; P ) j P 2 ALTSg:b) R�1 = f(P2; P1) j (P1; P2) 2 Rg, where R is a bisimulation.) R = f(P1; P3) j (P1; P2) 2 R1; (P2; P3) 2 R2 for some P2 2 ALTSg, where R1and R2 are bisimulations. 2The weak bisimulation equivalene is a ongruene with respet to parallel om-position, pre�x, renaming, hiding and sequential omposition. The proof is similarto the proof in the next setion dealing with the orresponding properties of therelated bisimulation re�nement.3.3 Bisimulation re�nementThe bisimulation re�nement, vwbisref , ([Cleaveland and Ste�en 90℄), is used to de-termine when one proess is more spei�ed than another. The relation is de�ned interms of prebisimulations.De�nition 3.3.1 A relation R � ALTS�ALTS is a prebisimulation, if (P1; Q1) 2R implies that the following holds for all a 2 (Anf�g) [ f"g.1. If P1 a=)P2, then there is a Q2 suh that Q1 a=)Q2 and (P2; Q2) 2 R.2. If P1 + a, thena) Q1 + a,b) Q1 a=)Q2 implies there is a P2 suh that P1 a=)P2 and (P2; Q2) 2 R.



22 CHAPTER 3. WEAK BISIMILARITY AND RELATED REFINEMENT RELATIONSBy the same kind of tehnique as in the onstrution of the weak bisimulationequivalene it an be shown that the largest prebisimulationvwbisref = [fR j R is a prebisimulationgis a preorder. This is the bisimulation re�nement. It is ompositional with respetto all the operators with the exeption of hoie and disabling. Disabling, however,is ompositional in a restrited form.We an see from the de�nition of vwbisref that di�erent udef's are not di�erenti-ated from eah other. If we want to test the relation P vwbisref Q for two proessesP and Q, we an, for example, �rst minimize P to get P 0 and then test the onditionP 0 vwbisref Q. It doesn't matter in vwbisref , if di�erent udef's have been identi�edin P 0.The ondition 2 deserves further onsideration. As [Walker 90℄ observes, it is notsuÆient to demand in the ondition 2 that if P1 + then Q1 + (i.e. without a in +).Namely, let P and Q be the following transition systems:P: - P1" -b P2 Q: Q1- -� Q3"?Q2bIf we used + without an ation, then we would have P vwbisref Q, beause f(P1; Q1);(P2; Q2)g were a prebisimulation. But a:P 6vwbisref a:Q, beause there would be noprebisimulation for a:P and a:Q (Q3 would have no orrespondene in P !). Thusvwbisref would not be a ongruene with respet to ation pre�x. That is why wemust formulate the de�nition using + a instead of +.Next we show that the number of udef-states in a transition system is not es-sential. By a udef-state in a transition system we mean a partially de�ned statewith no outgoing transitions. Let P = (S;A; T; "; q0) be a transition system ands1; s2 2 S. Suppose u1 and u2 are new partially de�ned states (u1; u2 62 S) suhthat no transitions start from them. Construt transition systems R1 and R2 asfollows. The system R1 is got from P by adding a transition from s1 to u1 with anation a and by adding a transition from s2 to u2 with an ation b. The ation a orb an also be a silent ation � . The system R2 is onstruted by adding a transitionfrom s1 to u1 with a and a transition from s2 to u1 with b.Proposition 3.3.1 The system R1 is strongly bisimilar with R2.Proof. We onstrut a strong bisimulation R between R1 and R2. The relation Ronsists of pairs (q; q), q 2 S, plus the pairs (u1; u1) and (u2; u1). It is seen at onethat with this de�nition R is a strong bisimulation. 2Theorem 3.3.2 If P;Q;R 2 ALTS, P vwbisref Q, a 2 A, B � Anf�g and f is arenaming funtion, then



3.3. BISIMULATION REFINEMENT 23a) a:P vwbisref a:Q,b) P j B j R vwbisref Q j B j R,) hB(P ) vwbisref hB(Q),d) P [f ℄ vwbisref Q[f ℄.e) P >> R vwbisref Q >> R and R >> P vwbisref R >> Q,f) P [> R vwbisref Q[> R.Proof. The proof resembles a ongruene proof in [Walker 90℄. We give a detailedproof for b) and ). In the other ases we mention only the prebisimulation relation.a) There is a prebisimulation R suh that (P;Q) 2 R. Now R[f(a:P; a:Q)g is alsoa prebisimulation.b) Let R = f(P jBjR;QjBjR) j P vwbisref Qg. By de�nition it suÆes to provethatR is a prebisimulation. Suppose P vwbisref Q and assume that P jBjR a=)P 0jBjR0,a 2 (Anf�g) [ f"g. We show the �rst part of the de�nition of the prebisimulation.b1) If a 2 B [ fÆg, then a 6= " and P a=)P 0, R a=)R0. Beause P vwbisref Q, thereis a Q0 suh that Q a=)Q0 and P 0 vwbisref Q0. Obviously also QjBjR a=)Q0jBjR0and (P 0jBjR0; Q0jBjR0) 2 R. So in the ase a 62 B [ fÆg R satis�es the �rstpart of the de�nition of the prebisimulation.b2) Suppose a 62 B[fÆg. Then either P a=)P 0 and R) R0 or P ) P 0 and R a=)R0.Note that a an be ". If P a=)P 0, then there is a Q0 suh that Q a=)Q0 andP 0 vwbisref Q0. It follows that (P 0jBjR0; Q0jBjR0) 2 R. If P ) P 0 and R a=)R0,then also there is a Q0 suh that Q ) Q0 and P 0 vwbisref Q0. In this aseQjBjR a=)Q0jBjR0, and we have (P 0jBjR0; Q0jBjR0) 2 R. Thus also in the asea 62 B [ fÆg R satis�es the �rst part of the de�nition of the prebisimulation.We have still to verify ondition 2 in the de�nition of the bisimulation re�nement.Suppose that (P jBjR) + a. If a 62 B[fÆg, then P + a and R + a. Beause P vwbisrefQ, it follows that also Q + a. Thus (QjBjR) + a. If now QjBjR a=)Q0jBjR0, thenit is seen in the same way as in b2) that P jBjR a=)P 0jBjR0 and P 0 vwbisref Q0 forsome P 0. It an be onluded that in the ase a 62 B [ fÆg R is a prebisimulation.If (P jBjR) +, i.e. a = ", then P + and R + and we an reason in the same way asabove that R is a prebisimulation.Suppose (P jBjR) + a and a 2 B [ fÆg. At �rst we know that P + and R +. IfP + a and R + a, then we an proeed as above. If P * a and R + a or P + a andR * a, then there are no transitions a=) from P jBjR beause of (P jBjR) + a. ThusP 6a=) or R 6a=). If P 6a=), then also Q 6a=), beause P + a and P vwbisref Q. Itfollows that there are no transitions a=) from QjBjR and (QjBjR) + a. So R is aprebisimulation in all the ases.



24 CHAPTER 3. WEAK BISIMILARITY AND RELATED REFINEMENT RELATIONS) Let R = f(hB(P ); hB(Q)) j P vwbisref Qg. We hek �rst that the ondition1 in De�nition 3.3.1. holds. Suppose hB(P ) ) P 00. Then there is a P 0 suh thatP 00 = hB(P 0) and P u=)P 0, where u = a1 � � �an, ai 2 B, i = 1; � � � ; n, or u = ". IfhB(P ) a=)P 00, a 6= ", then there is a P 0 suh that hB(P 0) = P 00 and P v=)P 0, wherev = a1 � � �an, a = ai and a1; � � � ; ai�1; ai+1; � � � ; an 2 B. In either ase it followsfrom the de�nition of vwbisref , using indution on the length of u or v, that thereis a Q0 suh that Q u=)Q0 or Q v=)Q0 and P 0 vwbisref Q0. Thus hB(Q)) hB(Q0) orhB(Q) a=)hB(Q0) and (hB(P 0); hB(Q0)) 2 R.We further hek the ondition 2 in De�nition 3.3.1. Suppose that hB(P ) + a,a 6= ". It follows by the de�nition of + a that hB(P ) + and also P +. BeauseP vwbisref Q, we know thatQ +. Hene espeiallyQ # and by the de�nition of hB(P )also hB(Q) #. Assume now hB(Q) * a. Then either hB(Q) * or hB(Q) a=)hB(Q0),a 6= ", hB(Q) + and hB(Q0) *.1) Assume hB(Q) *. Then there is a hain of transitionshB(Q) ��!hB(Q1) ��!� � � ��!hB(Qk�1) ��!hB(Qk);k � 1, suh that hB(Q) #, hB(Qi) #, 1 � i � k � 1, and hB(Qk) ". By thede�nition of the hiding operator we also have a hainQ b1�!Q1 b2�!� � � bk�!Qk;where bi 2 B [ f�g for all i, 1 � i � k, and Q #, Qi #, 1 � i � k � 1, Qk ".If P * b1, then by the assumption P + we know b1 6= � . Now the only possibilityis P b1=)P 0 and P 0 * for some P 0. Thus hB(P )) hB(P 0) and hB(P 0) *. In otherwords, hB(P ) *, whih is a ontradition. So it has to be that P + b1. BeauseP + b1 and P vwbisref Q, there is a P1 suh that P b1=)P1 and P1 vwbisref Q1.Consider now the transition Q1 b2�!Q2. Beause P + b1, we know that P1 +.Now exatly in the same way as in the ase of P and b1 we an onlude thatthere is a P2 suh that P1 b2=)P2 and P2 vwbisref Q2. Continuing in this way weget a hain of transitions P b1=)P1 b2=)� � � bk=)Pk;where Pi vwbisref Qi, 1 � i � k, and Pi #, 1 � i � k. But now we musthave Pk *, beause Qk *. Hene also hB(P ) *, whih is a ontradition. ThushB(Q) +.2) Assume that hB(Q) a=)hB(Q0), a 6= ", hP (Q) + but hB(Q0) *. Then there is ahain of transitionsQ = Q0 b1�!Q1 b2�!� � � bk�!Qk a�!Qk+1 k+1�!Qk+2 k+2�!� � � k+m�1�! Qk+m;where k � 0, m � 1, bi 2 B [ f�g for all i, 1 � i � k, j 2 B [ f�g for all j,k + 1 � j � k +m� 1, Qt #, 0 � t � k +m� 1, Qk+m ". As in 1) it an be



3.3. BISIMULATION REFINEMENT 25shown that for every Qt, 0 � t � k +m, there is a Pt suh that Pt vwbisref Qtand P = P0 b1=)P1 b2=)� � � bk=)Pk a=)Pk+1 k+1=)Pk+2 k+2=)� � � k+m�1=) Pk+m:It follows from this that hB(P ) a=)hB(Pk+m). Beause hB(P ) + a, we havefurthermore that hB(Pt) + for all 0 � t � k + m. Beause hB(Pk+m) + andPk+m vwbisref Qk+m, we have a ontradition with the antithesis Qk+m ". Thusit should be hB(Q) + a.It remains to hek the ase hB(P ) +. This is in fat the same situation as inthe ase 1).The last part is to show that hB(Q) a�!hB(Q0) implies there is a P 0 suh thathB(P ) a�!hB(P 0) and hB(P 0) vwbisref hB(Q0). This follows quite diretly fromthe fats P vwbisref Q and P +.d) Let f : Anf�g ! Anf�g be a renaming funtion. NowR = f(P [f ℄; Q[f ℄ j P vwbisref Qgis a prebisimulation.e) De�ne the prebisimulation byR = f(P >> R;Q >> R) j P vwbisref Qg[f(R;R) j R 2 ALTSgor by S = f(R >> P;R >> Q) j P vwbisref Qg[f(P;Q) j P vwbisref Qg.f) Let R = f(P [> R;Q[> R) j P vwbisref Qg[f(R0; R0) j R0 2 ALTS:2 The relation vwbisref is not ompositional with respet to the hoie operator [ ℄.For example, let P , Q and R be the proessesP : ! P1 ��!P2; Q : ! Q1; R : ! R1 a�!R2:Then P vwbisref Q, but P [ ℄R 6vwbisref Q[ ℄R. These proesses an also be usedto show that it is not possible to hange the order of the prosesses in the previoustheorem in f), beause R[> P 6vwbisref R[> Q. These de�ienies have some sig-ni�ane in pratie, although the most important operators in veri�ations are hBand jBj. The preorder vwbisref has another imperfetion, whih is shown in the nexttheorem in d). The theory would be more omplete and symmetri if the equivaleneindued by the re�nement vwbisref would agree with �wbis, but this is not the ase.The statements a), b) and ) show, however, that vwbisref is not without merits.



26 CHAPTER 3. WEAK BISIMILARITY AND RELATED REFINEMENT RELATIONSProposition 3.3.3 Let �wbisref be the equivalene vwbisref \ v�1wbisref :a) The preorder vwbisref agrees with the equivalene �wbis on totally de�ned proesses.b) If P is totally de�ned and P vwbisref Q, then Q is totally de�ned and P �wbis Q.) If P �wbis Q, then P �wbisref Q.d) �wbis��wbisref stritly.Proof. a) and b) are obvious by the de�nitions of �wbis and vwbisref .) Suppose P �wbis Q. LetR be a bisimulation suh that (P;Q) 2 R. ThenR is alsoa prebisimulation. Namely, the de�nition of bisimulation implies the �rst onditionof prebisimulation. If P + a, then P + and beause P �wbis Q, also Q +. If Q a=)Q0,then there is a P 0 suh that P a=)P 0 and P 0 �wbis Q0. Now Q0 * implies P 0 *,a ontradition. Thus Q + a and the seond ondition of prebisimulation follows.Hene P vwbisref Q. In a similar way we an show that R�1 is a prebisimulationand so Q vwbisref P . Thus P �wbisref Q.d) Let P and Q be the proesses! P1 " a�! P3 " ; ! Q1 " a�! Q2:??yaP2Then P vwbisref Q, beause f(P1; Q1); (P2; Q2); (P3; Q2)g is a prebisimulation.Also Q vwbisref P , beause f(Q1; P1); (Q2; P2)g is a prebisimulation. But P 6�wbisQ, beause P3 " and Q2 #.2 The preorder vwbisref preserves the same properties as the equivalene �wbis inthe following sense. Let P be a proess and P 0 a state of P , whih as a proess istotally de�ned. If P vwbisref Q, then there is a state Q0 of Q suh that P 0 �wbis Q0.To see this, let R be a prebisimulation suh that (P;Q) 2 R. It follows from thede�nition of the prebisimulation that there is a Q0 suh that (P 0; Q0) 2 R. In otherwords, P 0 vwbisref Q0. But P 0 is totally de�ned, so by the 3.3.3 Q0 also is totallyde�ned and thus P 0 �wbis Q0.3.4 Partial bisimulation re�nementFor omparison we de�ne another bisimulation preorder ([Cleaveland and Ste�en 90℄).De�nition 3.4.1 A relation R � ALTS�ALTS is a partial bisimulation, if for all(P;Q) 2 R and for all a 2 (Anf�g) [ f"g suh that P + a the following holds:



3.4. PARTIAL BISIMULATION REFINEMENT 271. Q + a;2. if P a=)P 0, then there is Q0 suh that Q a=)Q0 and (P 0; Q0) 2 R;3. if Q a=)Q0, then there is P 0 suh that P a=)P 0 and (P 0; Q0) 2 R.The partial bisimulation re�nement vpbisref is de�ned to be the relationvpbisref = [fR j R is a partial bisimulationg:In the same way as in the ase of the bisimulation re�nement it is seen that vpbisrefis a preorder. The theorem 3.3.2 is also valid in the ase of the partial bisimulationre�nement. Let �pbisref be the equivalene vpbisref \ v�1pbisref . The next propositionshows the most important properties of vpbisref and �pbisref .Proposition 3.4.1 a) The partial bisimulation re�nement vpbisref agrees with theequivalene �wbis on totally de�ned systems.b) If P vwbisref Q, then P vpbisref Q. There are proesses P and Q suh thatP vpbisref Q but P 6vwbisref Q.) We have that �wbisref � �pbisref properly and �wbis��pbisref properly.Proof.a) This is obvious from the de�nitions.b) The �rst laim is readily seen from the de�nitions. The seond laim is alsoobvious, beause if the re�nement relation is vpbisref and if the initial states arepartially de�ned, the inner strutures of the related proesses an be arbitrary. Forexample, let P and Q be the proessesP1 " a�!P2; Q1 " :Then P vpbisref Q, but P 6vwbisref Q.) The proesses in the previous example are suh that P vpbisref Q andQ vpbisref P .Consequently P �pbisref Q, but P 6�wbis Q and P 6�wbisref Q. If P �wbisref Q, thenP vwbisref Q and Q vwbisref P . It follows from b) that also P vpbisref Q andQ vpbisref P . From this and proposition 3.3.3 we get that �wbis��wbisref��pbisref .2 The partial bisimulation re�nement does not preserve properties as aurately asthe bisimulation re�nement. Let P be a proess and P 0 a state in P . Suppose thereis a path from P to P 0, where every state inluding P and P 0 are totally de�ned. IfP vpbisref Q, then there is a state Q0 in Q suh that P 0 vpbisref Q0. If P 0 as a proessis totally de�ned, then so is Q0 and P 0 �wbis Q0. Note that with the bisimulationre�nement, in order to get the same result, it is not neessary that the path onsistsof totally de�ned states.



28 CHAPTER 3. WEAK BISIMILARITY AND RELATED REFINEMENT RELATIONSThere is a di�erent philosophy behind the two preorders. As for the bisimulationre�nement, one an think that in the ase P vwbisref Q the more spei�ed proessQ ontains a opy of a proess equivalent to P . It is possible to add transitionsto partially de�ned states and maintain the relation. In the ase of the partialbisimulation re�nement the larger proess ontains a opy of an equivalent proessto the smaller one only up to partially de�ned states. It is left out of onsiderationwhat happens in partially de�ned states.It seems that bisimulation re�nement orresponds more aurately with the ideaof stepwise re�nement than partial bisimulation re�nement. But the latter also hasmerits, espeially in some theoretial onsiderations (see the onept "adequay" in[Cleaveland and Ste�en 90℄).3.5 Other bisimulation based re�nement relationsWe have many other tehnial and oneptual possibilities to de�ne re�nement re-lations. For instane, we ould de�neP t a if and only if 9 P 0 : P a=)P 0 and P 0 "and use this relation instead of P * a. This tehnial hange does not inuene thede�nition of the weak bisimulation equivalene, but the resulting preorder is oarserthan the one we have de�ned.It would be more far-reahing to hange the way the partiality is used. If a stateis partially de�ned, then aording to the present de�nitions we don't know whihtransitions are missing, just that something is missing. In pratie, however, weoften know the transitions that have been left out. It would be reasonable to equipevery partially de�ned state with a set of those labels that our in the missingtransitions and de�ne a preorder aording to this sheme. The resulting equiv-alene and preorder would be tighter than the present ones. I feel that it wouldbe worthwhile to study these variations, too, but it is desirable to larify the basiquestions onerning simpler relations �rst. Moreover, full Lotos presents ertainompliations, if data and its re�nements are onsidered and I am interested to ex-amine how far in this diretion one an proeed. For this purpose basi equivalenesand re�nement relations are suÆient.In addition, there are other options; see [Larsen and Thomsen 88℄ and [Cleave-land and Ste�en 90℄ for further remarks.



Chapter 4AppliationsIn this hapter, we present three appliations for partially de�ned systems to moti-vate the onepts and results developed so far. The �rst appliation is ompositionalveri�ation. When done without a detailed analysis of the ase, ompositional ver-i�ation an in some ases lead to larger state explosion than the straightforwardonstrution of the system as a whole. A partially de�ned system is one method toenode the results of the analysis in order to avoid unneessary states in intermediateminimization phases.The seond and main appliation is stepwise design of a provably orret protool.A traditional way to develop orret distributed algorithms or protools is �rst towrite omplete formal spei�ations for the protool and the servie of the protool.After this, designers try to show these two spei�ations equivalent with respetto some equivalene relation. Usually the �rst attempts fail beause of syntatierrors, minor or major design errors in the spei�ations or errors in integratingsubsystems. These errors, although not severe in priniple, an be very diÆultto detet in pratie. A more designer-friendly approah is to speify only onesubsystem at a time, integrate it with the existing skeleton and to verify that thepartially de�ned system an be ompleted to a orret ompletely de�ned system.As the words hosen to desribe the approah suggest, the above method an beformalised with the help of partially de�ned systems and their re�nement relations.As the third appliation we show how partially de�ned proesses an be appliedfor distributed detetion of deadloks. The reahability graphs of real systems areoften too large to be examined ompletely in one omputer and in one run. Byutting a system to several partially de�ned subsystems it is possible to analysethe subsystems separately either in several omputers at the same time or one afteranother in one omputer.All appliations to be presented now are small in order to illustrate the basiideas. After developing further onepts we later present a larger ase study tobetter illustrate the stepwise re�nement of protools. Our �rst appliation is fromthe artile [Larsen and Thomsen 88℄. The appliations for stepwise re�nementsare based on [Celikkan and Cleaveland 95℄, whereas the distributed detetion of29



30 CHAPTER 4. APPLICATIONSdeadloks is new to our knowledge.4.1 Compositional veri�ation, a oneptual exampleLet P , Q, R, S and V be the following proesses:
P1- P2 P3-a -p? s Q1- Q2 Q3-p -b? q

R1- R2 R3-q -? r S1- S2 S3-r -d? s

V1- V2 V3 V4-a -b -? d
Let B = fp; q; r; sg and de�neT = hide B in ((P jfpgjQ)jfqgjR)jfr; sgjS: (1)We want to show that T is weakly bisimilar with the proess V . First notie thatwe an apply the property 4 on the page 16 to getT = hide B in (P jfpgjQ)jfq; sgj(RjfrgjS): (2)To proeed ompositionally we deompose T into two proesses:T1 = hide fpg in P jfpgjQ;T2 = hide frg in RjfrgjS:



4.1. COMPOSITIONAL VERIFICATION, A CONCEPTUAL EXAMPLE 31Now T = hide fq; sg in T1jfq; sgjT2: (3)The proesses T1 and T2 are unneessarily large, beause they ontain transitions,whih are not needed in the �nal ombination (3). As we shall see later, we andetet the unneessary transitions by analyzing the order of ations. By analyzing�rst the individual proesses we get the following orders, obtained by examining theyles from the initial state to the initial state:P : a < p < s;Q : p < b < q;R : q <  < r;S : r < d < s:The notation a < p means that a is always exeuted before p in P . In thisexample it is very easy to get lear preedene relations between all the ations inone proess, beause the proesses ontain neither branhes nor inner yles. Inmore ompliated systems it is more diÆult to get preedene relations between allthe ations in a proess. In this kind of situations one has to onsider a subset ofall ations and restrit the preedene relation between the ations in this subset.In our example the ation p is a synhronizing ation between P and Q and henewe an ombine the preedene relations of P and Q to get a preedene relationfor T1. In the same way r is a synhronizing ation between R and S and we getthe preedene relation for T2:T1 : 8<: a < sb < qa < b T2 : 8<: q <  < dd < sWe have left the ations p and r out of the relations beause they are invisible in T1and T2.Furthermore, q and s are synhronizing ations and with the help of these ationswe an ombine the preedene relations of T1 and T2 to get the global preedenerelation of T : a < b < q <  < d < s: (4)The next step is to onstrut T1 in suh a way that the ordering of ations does notviolate the global order. If there is a transition in T1 whih is not in aordane withthe relation (4), then we an leave that transition out, beause it is not needed inthe �nal omposition. We get the proess T �1 (�gure 4.1). The proess T �1 ontains 5totally de�ned states and 5 transitions (altogether 7 states and 7 transitions). Thetotally de�ned states are essential in the sense that they are needed in the transitionsystem of T . The partially de�ned states are not needed in the transition system ofT . Without restritions T1 would ontain 9 states and 13 transitions. Thus T �1 isproperly simpler than T1.
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P3Q1 P3Q3 P1Q1"� -q sP3Q2 P1Q2"? -b sP2Q1
P1Q1?
?
?�p
a-

s
Figure 4.1: Proess T �1 , a partial de�nition of T1The �rst two transitions by s have happened too early in the proess T1 andonsequently ontinuations an be dropped. The result is a partially de�ned proess.This situation also lari�es a minor tehnial detail. We an't leave the s-transitionsout and mark the states P3Q2 and P3Q3 partially de�ned, beause then we wouldalso have partially de�ned states in the �nal omposition T . We must inlude the�rst unneessary transitions and stop only after this.We an proeed in the same way in the ase of T2. In addition to the preedenerelation (4) we also use the proess T �1 with its preedene relations. In the relation(4) the ations q and s are synhronizing relations between T1 and T2. The ation qan our in T2 for the seond time only after the ation s has oured for the �rsttime in T1. It follows that s must our also in T2 before q has oured for the seondtime. We get the proess T �2 representing T2 (�gure 4.2). Without restritions T2would be of the same size as T1.We see from the de�nition of vwbisref thatT �1 vwbisref T1; T �2 vwbisref T2;beause T �1 is a subgraph of T1 and T �2 is a subgraph of T2 and the partially de-�ned states are situated in the ut o� points. Parallel omposition and hiding areompositional with respet to the bisimulation re�nement and thushide fq; sg in (T �1 jfq; sgjT �2 ) vwbisref hide fq; sg in (T1jfq; sgjT2) = T:
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R1S3 R2S3"-

-

q
s R1S2 R2S2"-?d

q
R3S1?�r
R2S1?
R1S1??q

Figure 4.2: Proess T �2 , a partial de�nition of T2We still have to show thatV vwbisref hide fq; sg in (T �1 jfq; sgjT �2 ):The states P2Q1 and P3Q2 in T �1 are �wbis-equivalent with eah other as well asthe states R3S1 and R1S2 in T �2 . Let T �1m and T �2m be the minimizations of T �1 andT �2 , respetively. Beause T �1m �wbis T �1 and T �2m �wbis T �2 , by the proposition 3.3.2) and the transitivity of a preorder we still haveT �1m vwbisref T1; T �2m vwbisref T2:Now it is straightforward to onstrut W = hide fq; sg in (T �1mjfq; sgjT �2m):
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Without restritions W (i.e. T ) would be two times larger, so we have aquireda 50 per ent redution. The result W is �wbis-equivalent to V . The re�nementbisimulation is transitive, heneV vwbisref W vwbisref Timplies that V vwbisref T:Both V and T are totally de�ned and thusV �wbis T �wbis W:It may seem that it is very diÆult, espeially in larger spei�ations, to �ndpreedene relations. However, if we had software tools to test the equivalene andre�nement relations, it would not be neessary to be sure in advane that preedenesare orret. If the guesses are wrong, then there are partially de�ned states in the�nal parallel omposition and we annot prove our laims, beause some of ourrelations are not valid and the veri�ation tool points that out. After this we anmake new assumptions and proeed similarly.4.2 Stepwise design of protoolsWe present two examples. The �rst one shows how Alternating Bit Protool or AB-protool an be designed stepwise and how wrong design deisions an be avoidedat an early stage. The seond example represents the detetion of erroneous basiideas in onstruting a data ommuniation protool.The AB-protool onsists of a sender and a reeiver onneted with a half-duplexhannel. The sender takes data messages s from a user and sends them to the



4.2. STEPWISE DESIGN OF PROTOCOLS 35reeiver. The reeiver gives the reeived messages r to another user. It is understoodthat the reeiver gives every s only one to the user. The servie desription of theprotool is then very simple:ABservie := s; r; ABservie:The hannel an drop messages. In priniple, it an also distort pakets, butwe think that erroneous messages are not delivered further, i.e. they are disardedbefore they are given to the sender or reeiver. In order to ensure that every messagegoes to the aimed destination, s-messages are given sequene numbers 0 or 1. Wedenote by d0 an s-message with 0 and by d1 an s-message with 1. The reeiveraknowledges the reeived d0 and d1 by a0 and a1, respetively. In the spei�ationof the hannel we must make a distintion between inoming d0 and d1 and deliveredd0 and d1. That's why we denote by dd0 and dd1 the inoming messages from thesender. Respetively, aa0 and aa1 are the inoming aknowledgements from thereeiver. The hannel C an be represented asC := C1 [ ℄ C2;where C1 := dd0; (d0;C1 [ ℄ i;C1) [ ℄ dd1; (d1;C1 [ ℄ i;C1)and C2 := aa0; (a0;C2 [ ℄ i;C2) [ ℄ aa1; (a1;C2 [ ℄ i;C2):Now we an start to speify the AB-protool itself. The omplete system isAB := hide A in(SjjjR) jBj C;where S is the sender, R is the reeiver, A is the set ontaining all the ations inthe system with the exeption of s and r andB = fd0; dd0; d1; dd1; a0; aa0; a1; aa1g:Let the �rst designs for S and R be:S1 : ! S1 " s�!S2 " dd0�!S3 "R1 : ! R1 " d0�!R2 "Now hide A in (S1jjjR1) jBj C vwbisref ABservie; (4.1)so S1 and R1 are orret starting points. Next we re�neS2 : S1 " s�!S2 " dd0�!S3 " a0�!S4 " s�!S5 "R2 : R1 " d0�!R2 " aa0�!R3 " r�!R4 " :



36 CHAPTER 4. APPLICATIONSBut now hide A in (S2jjjR2) jBj C 6vwbisref ABservie;so we have made a mistake and S2 and R2 annot be ompleted to orret proessesS and R. We an analyse the reason for the mistake, if we draw the transition graphof the whole, still partially de�ned, system.
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AB4"AB3" -� AB3'"AB2"AB1"?

- -a0 sAB9" AB10"- -a0 sAB6"?r AB7"?rWe see that s an our two times before r oures. The reason for this is that R2aknowledges d0 before delivering r to the user. If we modify R2 as followsR2 : ! R1 " d0�!R2 " r�!R3 " aa0�!R4 ";the anomaly disappears and we an ontinue to develop R2 and S2 into R3 and S3,respetively. #S1 " a1 � S6 "??ys x??dd1S3 : S2 " S5 "??ydd0 x??sS3 " a0�! S4 "
#R1 " aa1 � R6 "??yd0 x??rR3 : R2 " R5 "??yr x??d1R3 " aa0�! R4 "Now the equation 4.1 for S3 and R3 is also valid, so S3 and R3 desribe the behaviourorretly in a ase where no transmission errors our. Notie that the hannels aretotally de�ned and they an orrupt messages. Beause the sender and reeiver donot onsider error situations, errors in hannels lead to partially de�ned deadlokedstates. This means that errors are handled in those parts of the sender and reeiverthat will be spei�ed in the following steps.Next we add error routines. First we remove the partial state symbol " from thestates S1, S2, S4, S5 and R2, R3, R5, R6 and test that the S4 and R4 so aquired



4.2. STEPWISE DESIGN OF PROTOCOLS 37proesses satisfy the equation 4.1. Beause they satisfy it, it is neessary to addmore ations only to the states S3, S6 and R1, R4. The results are:#S1 a1 � S6??ys ??yt x??dd1S : S2 S5x??t ??ydd0 x??sS3 a0�! S4
#R1 d1�!aa1 � R6??yd0 x??rR : R2 R5??yr x??d1R3 aa0�!d0 � R4Now the whole system, AB, is totally de�ned andAB �wbis ABservie;so we have ompleted the design.Next we present a warning example. In it we try to design a similar protool,whih is based on erroneous ideas ([Lynh 68℄). In spite of using re�nement relationswe do not detet the error at an early stage. For simpliity we assume that theommuniation between the sender and reeiver is synhronous. Messages betweenthe protool entities an be orrupted but they never vanish. The basi idea in theprotool is to send negative aknowledgements to erroneous messages. The serviethe protool produes is the same as in the AB-protool, but now we simply all itServie. The basi loops in the sender and reeiver are as follows:S:R: --S1R1" - -s da- -da rS2"R2 S3"a? R3"a?After getting the message from a user the sender sends it with a positive aknowl-edgement (da). After reeiving a orret message the reeiver delivers it to a userand sends a positive aknowledgement. We have marked "unde�ned" those stateswhih must handle the erroneous messages.Let B be the messages ommon to S and R. Beausehide B in SjBjR vwbisref Servie; (4.2)the partial spei�ations S and R an, in priniple, be developed to orret totallyde�ned proesses. Next we add the ase of a orrupted aknowledgement to theprotool:



38 CHAPTER 4. APPLICATIONSS:R: --S1R1" 6dn
- - -s da e S4"? dn
- -da rS2"R2 S3"a? R3"aje?Still, the equation 4.2 is valid and we an ontinue by taking orrupted data messagesinto aount. Let us �rst onsider the ase where da an be orrupted:S:R: --S1R1 6dn
- - -s dajde e S4"? dn
- -da rS2R2 S3a? 6 n R3aje??deR4"n ��

The equation 4.2 is valid and we ontinue by inluding the ase of orrupted ninto the system. This an be done by adding the ar R4 e�!R1 and marking R4ompletely de�ned. But now the equation 4.2 is not valid any more. We an try toremedy the situation by a di�erent strategy for n:
R: -R1 6dn- -da rR2 R3aje??deR4?njeR5-de 6dajdn



4.3. DISTRIBUTED DETECTION OF DEADLOCKS 39With these modi�ations the equation 4.2 is again valid. The only remainingdetail is the distortion of dn in S. But if we add this possibility to S and thenonsider the spei�ations omplete, the protool does not produe Servie. Afterminimizing the system it is possible to see the reason for the failure: R an deliverthe same r more than one to the user. And it is impossible to orret R and Swithout making fundamental hanges to the protool. This example shows thatsometimes a 'orret' partial spei�ation an not be ompleted to a reasonablealgorithm. In fat, this is easily understandable, beause we an always �rst speifythe behaviour without error ases, and after this, one an try to add inorret errorroutines to the spei�ation. This will, of ourse, fail.It should be noted that in the artile [Celikkan and Cleaveland 95℄ the authorsalso present a diagnosti algorithm, whih helps in loating a failure.4.3 Distributed detetion of deadloksLet P 2 ALTS be a totally de�ned proess. A partially de�ned subsystem or sub-proess of P is a onneted subgraph Q of P suh that� the initial state of P is the initial state of Q;� every state in Q is reahable from the initial state of P ;� if a state s is in Q, but Q does not ontain every transition from s in P , thens is partially de�ned in Q.Let Q1 and Q2 be two subproesses of P . Assume that transition systems Q1and Q2 are Q1 = (S1; A1; T1; s0; "); Q2 = (S2; A2; T2; s0; "):De�ne the proess union of Q1 and Q2 to be the transition systemQ1 ℄Q2 = (S;A; T; s0; ");where� S = S1 [ S2,� A = A1 [ A2,� T = T1 [ T2,� if s 2 S1 \ S2 and s " in Q1 and Q2, then s " in Q1 ℄ Q2, otherwise s #; ifs 2 Sn(S1 \ S2), then s " if and only if s " in Q1 or in Q2, otherwise s #.A olletion B = fPiji 2 Ig of partially de�ned proesses is a over for a totallyde�ned proess P , if



40 CHAPTER 4. APPLICATIONS� Pi is a subproess of P for all i 2 I;� Ui2I Pi = P .By the de�nitions of over and proess union, a ompletely de�ned state in P isompletely de�ned at least in one of the over proesses.Proposition 4.3.1 Let BR = fRiji 2 Ig be a over for R, BS = fSjjj 2 Jg a overfor S and B a set of ations. Then℄i2Ij2J RijBjSj vwbisref RjBjS:Proof. By the de�nition of a over, Ri vwbisref R and Sj vwbisref S for everyi 2 I and j 2 J . Beause the parallel omposition is ompositional with respetto vwbisref , we have RijBjSj vwbisref RjBjS for every i 2 I, j 2 J . As a matterof fat, RijBjSj is a subproess of RjBjS. By the de�nition of the proess union,(Ri1 jBjSj1) ℄ (Ri2jBjSj2) is also a subproess of RjBjS. 2The ideal situation would be suh that Ui2I;j2J RijBjSj = RjBjS, i.e. theproess union Ui2I;j2J RijBjSj would be a over for RjBjS. Unfortunately, theonstrution of a over is not ompositional with respet to the parallel operator. Itmay our that ℄i2I;j2JRijBjSj 6�wbis RjBjS as the following example shows.Let R and S be the following proesses:! R1 b �a�! R3??y x??dR2 ! S1 b �a�! S3??yS2 d�! S4 a�! S5Let a over for R onsist of the proesses R1 and R2:#R1 b �a�! R3R1 : ??yR2 " #R1 a�! R3 "R2 : x??d??yR2The proess S itself is a over for S. Let B = fa; b; ; dg and let the proessesR1jBjS and R2jBjS be as follows:#R1S1 b �a�! R3S3??yR2S2 " #R1S1 a�! R3S3 "??yR2S2 d�! R1S4 a�! R3S5 "



4.3. DISTRIBUTED DETECTION OF DEADLOCKS 41The union (R1 jBj S) ℄ (R2 jBj S) is#R1S1 b �a�! S3R3??yR2S2 d�! R1S4 a�! R3S5 "whereas RjBjS is the same with the exeption that the state R3S5 is totally de�ned.Even if Ui2I;j2J RijBjSj is not a over, we an use it to test deadloks in thefollowing way. Our example is the erroneous protool from the previous setion[Lynh 68℄. This time we modify the protool so that the erroneous behaviourresults in a deadlok [Tienari 89℄. We also use a hannel to deliver messages, i.e.the sender and reeiver ommuniate asynhronously.The sender proess S and the reeiver R are as follows:S1??take(d0)S2?d0a, deS3?an- S4����������d0n,deeS5?take(d1)S6?d1a, deS7-n

-
a

S8�d1n,de 6eSender

R1?give(d0)R2?a, eR3?d1ad1n,d0n - R4����������n, edeR5?give(d1)R6?a, eR7-d0n,d1n

-
d0a

��� R8� n, e 6deReeiver



42 CHAPTER 4. APPLICATIONSThe sender reeives a message (take(d0) or take(d1)) from an appliation. It sendsthe reeived message into a hannel (d0a or d1a) with a positive aknowledgement,if everything has gone well. The sender gets a positive or negative aknowledgement(aa or nn) from the reeiver. In addition, an aknowledgement an be distorted (e).A negative unorrupted aknowledgement auses a retransmission of the previouslysent message with a positive aknowledgement. The distorted aknowledgementalso auses a retransmission of the previous message, but this time with a negativeaknowledgement. Notie that the inoming messages are aa, nn and e (from thehannel) whereas the outgoing messages (into the hannel) are d0a, d0n, d1a, d1n.The messages take(d0) and take(d1) ome from the appliation proess that is notneessary to de�ne.The inoming messages to the reeiver (from the hannel) are dd0a, dd0n, dd1a,dd1n and a orrupted data paket de. R sends messages a and n into the hannel.The messages give(d0) and give(d1) are delivered to an appliation whih is notspei�ed.The hannel onsists of six parts,C = C1 ||| C2 ||| C3 ||| C4 ||| C5 ||| C6,where the omponents as Lotos proesses are as follows:C1 := d0a;(i;dd0a;C1 [℄ i;de;C1),C2 := d1a;(i;dd1a;C2 [℄ i;de;C2),C3 := d0n;(i;dd0n;C3 [℄ i;de;C3),C4 := d1n;(i;dd1n;C4 [℄ i;de;C4),C5 := a;(i;aa;C5 [℄ i;e;C5),C6 := n;(i;nn;C6 [℄ i;e;C6).De�ne the ation sets A and B as follows:A = fd0a; d0n; d1a; d1n; aa; nn; eg;B = fdd0a; dd0n; dd1a; dd1n; de; a; ng:The whole system is (SjAjC)jBjR:Next we searh for deadloks. The reahability graph of the whole system onsists of78 states and 91 transitions, but let us pretend it is too large. We onstrut a overfor every hannel proess Ci, i = 1; � � � ; 6. In this way, we an partition the wholesystem into many proesses as in Proposition 4.3.1. We do not know if the olletionof proesses is a over or not, but we an analyse the existene of deadloks. In thisexample we proeed sequentally and examine one proess at a time.Consider �rst C1. We partition it into two parts C11 and C12 as follows:



4.3. DISTRIBUTED DETECTION OF DEADLOCKS 43C11 := d0a; (i;dd0a; C11 [℄ i;de;C11),C12 := d0a; (i;dd0a; C11 [℄ i; udef).Notie that C11 is same as C1. All the other hannel proesses are partitioned inthe same way. Then we start to ombine them. There will be 64 di�erent hannelproesses C altogether and one of them is the original C. We start to examine themfrom the simplest ombinations. First we try the possibility that only the messagesdd0 an be distorted:C1 := d0a;(i;dd0a;C1 [℄ i;de;C1),C2 := d1a;(i;dd1a;C2 [℄ i;udef),C3 := d0n;(i;dd0n;C3 [℄ i;udef),C4 := d1n;(i;dd1n;C4 [℄ i;udef),C5 := a;(i;aa;C5 [℄ i;udef),C6 := n;(i;nn;C6 [℄ i;udef).With these de�nitions of the proesses Ck, k = 1; � � � ; 6, we get a hannel proessCH1 and the whole system is now(SjAjCH1)jBjR:Its reahability graph onsists of 32 states and 38 transitions. We have used theARA-tool (Advaned Reahability Analysis) developed in the Computer Tehnol-ogy Laboratory of Tehnial Researh Center in Finland to generate the transitiongraphs from Lotos spei�ations [Valmari & al 93℄. The tool shows small graphs,less than 100 states, graphially. It is not able to handle partially de�ned states,but we have de�ned udef as an ordinary proess and heked visually, if a stateis totally or partially de�ned. Also we have analysed the graphs visually to detetdeadloks. In this ase there are no totally de�ned deadloked states.Next, we an keep C2 in its original form and modify the other inluding C1 aspreviously. In this way we get the proess(SjAjCH2)jBjR:Again, no deadloks are deteted. We proeed in this way until we ome to theproess C5. The reahability graph now onsists of 35 states and 40 transitions. Ifa an be distorted, it leads to two totally de�ned deadloked states. The messagesleading to the �rst deadloked state are in order as follows:take(d0), d0a, i, dd0a, give(d0), a, i, e, d0n, iWe see that a distortion of the aknowledgement a leads to a deadlok. The otherdeadlok is indued by a orrupted aknowledgement a of the message d1a. 2In the above example we had, in fat, a over, beause the original system alsobelonged to the olletion. This kind of over is not very suitable, beause someproesses in it are nearly as large as the original system. Only the 6 or 12 smallest



44 CHAPTER 4. APPLICATIONSproesses are interesting and indeed we have deteted deadloks by analysing the�ve smallest proesses in the over.We now develop an algorithm that works in the ase, where we have several pro-esses Si, i 2 I, but the olletion fSigi2I is not neessarily a over. The algorithmbehaves as follows:� It returns 'yes', if it �nds a deadlok.� It returns 'no', if the olletion is a over and no deadloks are deteted.� The output is 'don't know', if no deadlok is deteted and the algorithm annotshow that the olletion is a over.The algorithm onsists of two phases.Algorithm: Distributed detetion of deadloksPhase 1.Initial on�guration: Proess S, proesses fSigi2I suh that Si vwbisref S,proessors pri, i 2 I. Input for prosessor pri is Si.Method for proessor pri:1. begin2. Generate the global state graph for Si;3. If there are totally de�ned deadloked states then return 'yes' and stop;4. If there are no totally de�ned deadloked states, enter phase 2;5. end.If after phase 1 we have found totally de�ned deadloked states, we an stop andorret the mistakes in the proess S. Notie that probably only part of all thedeadloked states are found in phase 1.If no deadloked states are found, we must ontinue. Beause fSigi2I is notneessarily a over, we must examine partially de�ned states arefully in order toensure that there are no deadloks.In phase 2 the proessors examine the partially de�ned states. They hek, if apartially de�ned state in their own global state graph is totally de�ned in the globalstate graph of another proessor. After phase 2 eah proessor has a olletion ofpartially de�ned states whih are not totally de�ned in any other proessor.



4.3. DISTRIBUTED DETECTION OF DEADLOCKS 45Phase 2.Initial on�guration: Proessors pri, i 2 I, with the global state graphs Si.Method for proessor pri:1. begin2. Let PSi be the set of the partially de�ned states in Si;3. Send every s 2 PSi to every other prj, j 2 I, j 6= i;4. Reeive states from other proessors;5. Let RS be the set of pairs (s; j), where s is a reeived state and j is theindex of the proessor that sent s;6. For every (s; j) 2 RS7. hek, if s is in Si and totally de�ned;8. if it is, send bak to prj the answer (s; deadlok� free);9. end for;10. Reeive the answers from the other proessors;11. Let PSi the set of states in the original PSi thathave not reeived the answer 'deadlok-free';12. if PSi = ; then return 'no from i' otherwise return 'don't know';13. end.If after the seond phase all the proessors have returned 'no', the �nal output is'no', i.e. the olletion is a over and there are no deadloks. If at least one of theproessors has output 'don't know', then the �nal output is also 'don't know', i.e.the olletion is not a over and there may be deadloked states.The output of the algorithm is orret for the following reasons. If every PSi isempty, then we know that every state of the original system S is present and totallyde�ned at least in one of the proesses Si. Namely, suppose s is a state in S. If sis not present and totally de�ned in any of Si, some of Si must be partially de�ned.In fat we an say more: there must be some Si suh that Si is partially de�ned andat least one partially de�ned state in Si is not totally de�ned in any other Sj. Thismeans that PSi 6= ;.If on the other hand PSi is not empty, then we know that the given olletionis not a over. There are states that are totally de�ned, but not present in any Si.



46 CHAPTER 4. APPLICATIONSThese states may be deadloked or deadlok-free, but the algorithm does not knowwhih one.If the seond phase returns 'don't know', the only alternatives are to try a di�erentolletion or to generate the missing states. The latter alternative leads to thetraditional global state graph generation. It is possible to distribute the generationof the missing states using the proess graphs Si. The generation of the missingstates in this way is slower than the traditional sequential method, beause nowthere is a great deal of ommuniation between the proessors. However, time isnot our major onern, but the memory spae. The distributed algorithm uses theentral memories of the proessors instead of the disk and this ompensates theommuniation ost.We present the third phase of the algorithm in the ase that we want to generatethe missing states in a distributed way. In the third phase eah proessor pri ex-amines its set PSi. It generates new states from the states in PSi. Now everythingis totally de�ned. Proessors have the spei�ations of the original totally de�nedproesses. It is an easy task to onstrut the totally de�ned state or states orre-sponding with a given partially de�ned state in PSi. New states are generated fromthis totally de�ned state. After generating a new totally de�ned state, proessorshek that it is not totally de�ned already in some partially de�ned global stategraph Si. If it is, it is not neessary to generate further states from this new state.In other words, the proessors generate parts of the original, totally de�ned globalstate graph until all states have been heked.The examination of new global states demands synhronization between the pro-essors. If two proessors generate the same new global state, it is more eÆient, ifonly one of the proessors ontinue to generate states from the new state. This goalan be ahieved as follows. After generating a new state a proessor sends it to everyother proessor. Next the proessor reeives states from other proessors. It om-pares the reeived states to its old, totally de�ned states and also to its new state. Ifa reeived state is the same as one of the old states, the proessor sends informationabout the situation bak to the proessor that sent the state. It is not neessary forthat proessor to examine its new state anymore. If the reeived state is the same asthe new state, it is neessary to generate more states from this new state, but it isenough that only one proessor does this. The hosen proessor an be that with thesmallest index or the proessor an be hosen randomly. We designate this phase inthe algorithm simply with the proedure hek_existene(state, status). Thevariable status has two values, old and new.In the third phase we mark states old. If a state has not been marked old, it isnew. If s is a state, the set follow(s) onsists of states reahable with one step froms, i.e. s0 2 follow(s) if and only if s a�!s0 in S for some a 2 A [ fig. Notie thatbefore onstruting the set follow(s), the state s is ompleted to a totally de�nedstate using the original spei�ations of the proesses. Moreover, all the states infollow(s) are totally de�ned.



4.3. DISTRIBUTED DETECTION OF DEADLOCKS 47Phase 3.Initial on�guration: Proessors pri, i 2 I, with the global state graph Si andset PSi of partially de�ned states not found totally de�ned in the other proessors.In addition, every proessor has opies of the original, totally de�ned proesses.Method for proessor pri:1. begin2. Mark every state in Si old;3. While PSi 6= ; loop4. take s from PSi;5. If follow(s) = ; then6. return "s deadloked" and stop;7. else8. for every new r 2 follow(s) loop9. hek_existene(r, status);10. if status = new then add r to PSi; end if;11. end for;12. mark s old;13. end if;14. end while;15. end.From these algorithms we see that in the ase of a over the situation is straight-forward and the algorithm is muh more eÆient than without a over. However,it is not easy to onstrut a good over or to on�rm that a olletion is indeed aover. In these ases we must apply the seond version of the algorithm. Phase 2an also be very eÆient, if there are not many partially de�ned states. Phase 3 isslow, but if the olletion of proesses is arefully hosen, most states have alreadybeen generated and distributed in the proessors. Thus, it is possible to examinelarge state graphs in a reasonable time.It is an open question how to show that a given olletion is indeed a over. Weshould at least have some neessary onditions whih guarantee that the olletionis a over. This is an interesting researh topi.
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Chapter 5Divergene, BKO- andCFFD-RelationsIn the previous hapters we have formulated the entral onepts in the frameworkof the weak bisimulation equivalene. Next we want to study whether the samekind of approah an be applied to other equivalenes. Compared to bisimilarity,the divergene bisimilarity is tighter, beause it separates divergent states fromonvergent ones. In other respets it is like the bisimilarity. Traditionally, it hasbeen ustomary not to onsider divergenes at all. But there are situations, wherein�nite internal omputations must be taken into aount. In verifying livenessproperties, for example, using proess algebrai tehniques, divergenes have to betaken into aount.The alternatives to the bisimulation equivalenes onsidered in this thesis arethe BKO- and CFFD-equivalenes. They are essentially weaker than the two otherequivalenes and they belong to a di�erent group of equivalenes. However, theypreserve many important properties of proesses, and beause of their oarseness,they allow stronger ontrations. This an be useful when verifying large systemsompositionally.5.1 Divergene bisimilarity and re�nement relationsThe weak bisimilarity an be generalized in a straightforward way to inlude diver-genes as well. In the next de�nition we make a lear distintion between diver-gent and partially de�ned states. Our de�nition resembles losely the de�nitionsin [Eloranta 91℄ and [Eloranta 94℄. Other approahes are possible. For example,[Walker 90℄ onsiders partially de�ned states divergent in his de�nition of diver-gene bisimilarity.
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50 CHAPTER 5. DIVERGENCE, BKO- AND CFFD-RELATIONSDe�nition 5.1.1 A relation R � ALTS � ALTS is a divergene (spei�ation)bisimulation, if (P1; Q1) 2 R implies that for all a 2 (Anf�g) [ f"g:1. P1 * if and only if Q1 *,2. Div(P1) if and only if Div(Q1),3. a) P1 a=)P2 implies that there is a Q2 suh that Q1 a=)Q2 and (P2; Q2) 2 R,b) Q1 a=)Q2 implies there is a P2 suh that P1 a=)P2 and (P2; Q2) 2 R.Divergene (spei�ation) bisimilarity �div is de�ned by�div = [ fR j R is a divergene bisimulationg :It is an equivalene relation and ongruene with respet to the same operators asthe weak bisimilarity.If we want to get a divergene re�nement, whih is ompositional with respet tohiding and sequential omposition, we have to ombine partiality and divergene insome way. We don't want to identify them as is done in [Walker 90℄, but try to �nda di�erent way to ombine them instead.De�nition 5.1.2 A relation R � ALTS � ALTS is a divergene prebisimulation,if (P1; Q1) 2 R implies the following for all a 2 (Anf�g) [ f"g:1. If P1 a=)P2 then for some Q2, Q1 a=)Q2 and (P2; Q2) 2 R.2. If Div(P1), then Div(Q1).3. If P1 + a thena) Q1 + a,b) Div(P1) if and only if Div(Q1),) Q1 a=)Q2 implies there is a P2 suh that P1 a=)P2 and (P2; Q2) 2 R.The divergene re�nement, vdivref , is the largest divergene prebisimulation,vdivref = [ fR j R is a divergene prebisimulationg :The de�nition has two onditions for divergene, whih may seem superuous.Condition 2 guarantees that the divergene re�nement behaves aording to ourintuition. For example, we want to exlude the ase P vdivref Q for the proessesP and Q below:



5.1. DIVERGENCE BISIMILARITY AND REFINEMENT RELATIONS 51-
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Intuitively speaking, it is not very satisfying, if a less de�ned proess, in this exampleP , an ontain a divergene, whereas its re�nement Q ontains no divergenes. Theondition 3.b) is needed, beause we want the divergene re�nement to oinide withthe divergene bisimilarity on totally de�ned systems. In the ase of onvergentproesses De�nition 5.1.2 agrees with the bisimulation re�nement in De�nition 3.3.1We an formulate the de�nition of the divergene prebisimulation in an alterna-tive way as follows:De�nition 5.1.3 A relation R � ALTS � ALTS is a divergene prebisimulation,if (P1; Q1) 2 R implies the following for all a 2 (Anf�g) [ f"g:1. If P1 a=)P2 then for some Q2, Q1 a=)Q2 and (P2; Q2) 2 R.2. If Div(P1), then Div(Q1).3. If P1 + a thena) Q1 + a,b) Q1 a=)Q2 implies there is a P2 suh that P1 a=)P2 and (P2; Q2) 2 R.4. If P1 + then Div(P1) if and only if Div(Q1).Proposition 5.1.1 The two de�nitions of divergene prebisimulation de�ne thesame relation.Proof. Suppose R is a divergene prebisimulation of the �rst de�nition. We showthat it is also a divergene prebisimulation of the seond de�nition. We denote byD1 the �rst de�nition and by D2 the seond de�nition.Let (P;Q) 2 R. Conditions 1 and 2 are the same in both de�nitions, so it isenough to hek that ondition 3 in D1 implies onditions 3 and 4 in D2.



52 CHAPTER 5. DIVERGENCE, BKO- AND CFFD-RELATIONSChoose �rst a = " and suppose P + ", i.e. P +. Now 3 in D1 implies 3 in D2.In addition, 3 b) in D1 implies 4 in D2. If a 6= " and P + a, then P + and 3 in D1implies both 3 and 4 in D2.Suppose R is a divergene prebisimulation of the seond de�nition. Let (P;Q) 2R. The only ondition to be heked is 3 b) in D1. So suppose P + a. Now alsoP + and 4 in D2 implies 3 b) in D1. 2De�nition 5.1.3 demonstrates that divergene properties have nothing to do with* a-onepts, but it is enough to onsider only * " with divergenes. In the proofswe use, however, De�nition 5.1.2, beause it resembles the de�nition of weak bisim-ulation re�nement.The next two results show that the divergene re�nement has all the harater-istis of the bisimulation re�nement.Proposition 5.1.2 The divergene re�nement is a preorder.Proof. The divergene re�nement is learly reexive. To show the transitivity, letP vdivref Q and Q vdivref R. There are divergene prebisimulations R and Ssuh that (P;Q) 2 R and (Q;R) 2 S. Now R Æ S = f(P;R)j 9Q : (P;Q) 2R; (Q;R) 2 Sg is a divergene prebisimulation. More preisely, if P a=)P 0, thenQ a=)Q0 and (P 0; Q0) 2 R. And there is a R0 suh that R a=)R0 and (Q0; R0) 2 S.Thus (P 0; R0) 2 R Æ S. Condition 2 is learly valid for P and R. If P + a, thenQ + a, R + a and Conv(P ) if and only if Conv(Q) if and only if Conv(R). Ifnow R a=)R0, then we an repeat the former reasoning bakwards to onlude thatfor some P 0, P a=)P 0 and (P 0; R0) 2 R Æ S. We have thus proved that R Æ S is adivergene prebisimulation and hene vdivref is transitive. 2Theorem 5.1.3 The divergene re�nement is ompositional with respet to the sameoperators as the bisimulation re�nement (see Theorem 3.3.1).Proof. If proesses are onvergent in all states, the divergene re�nement agreeswith the bisimulation re�nement. Thus we an use the same examples as in thease of the bisimulation re�nement to show that the divergene re�nement is notompositional with respet to the operators hoie and disabling. Otherwise we anproeed as in the proof of the theorem 3.3.2. So let P , Q, R 2 ALTS, P vdivref Q,a 2 A, B � Anf�g and f a renaming funtion. Construt the relations R in thesame way as in the theorem 3.3.2, but using vdivref instead of vwbisref . We haveto show that the R's are divergene prebisimulations. The only new aspet to beheked is the boolean funtion Div. We give detailed proof only in the ase ofhiding, parallel omposition and sequential omposition. The other ases are easier.a) Parallel omposition. Let (P jBjR;QjBjR) 2 R and suppose Div(P jBjR). Theneither Div(P ) or Div(R). Hene either Div(Q) or Div(R) and thus Div(QjBjR).Condition 2 of the de�nition of vdivref is valid.



5.1. DIVERGENCE BISIMILARITY AND REFINEMENT RELATIONS 53Suppose (P jBjR) + a. Reasoning in the same way as in the ase b) of the theorem3.3.2, we an onlude that also (QjBjR) + a. We already know that Div(P jBjR) im-plies Div(QjBjR). So suppose Conv(P jBjR). It follows that Conv(P ) and Conv(R).Beause (P jBjR) + a, we know that P +. From the de�nition of P vdivref Q it anbe onluded that Conv(Q). Hene Conv(QjBjR).b) Suppose (hB(P ); hB(Q)) 2 R and Div(hB(P )). There is an in�nite hainhB(P ) ��!hB(P1) ��!hB(P2) ��!� � � :By the de�nition of hiding we have an in�nite hainP a1�!P1 a2�!P2 a2�!� � � ;where ai 2 B [ f�g for all i � 1. We an write this hain asP a1=)P1 a2=)P2 a3=)� � � :Beause P vdivref Q, we an proeed by indution to �nd an in�nite hainQ b1=)Q1 b2=)Q2 b3=)� � � ;where bi = ai if ai 6= � and bi = " if ai = � , for all i � 1. Furthermore, Pi vdivref Qifor every i � 1.If there is n � 1 suh that ai = � for all i � n, then Div(Pn) and thus alsoDiv(Qn). It follows that in this ase also Div(hB(Q)). Otherwise, suppose thatai 6= � for in�nitely many i. Then also bi 6= " for in�nitely many i. Hene we havea hain hB(Q) 1=)hB(Q1) 2=)hB(Q2) 3=)� � �where i = " or i = � and i = � for in�nitely many i � 1. But this means thatDiv(hB(Q)) and the ondition 2 has been proved.Next suppose that hB(P ) + a and Conv(hB(P )). We must show that Conv(hB(Q)).If Div(hB(Q)), then there is an in�nite hainhB(Q) ��!hB(Q1) ��!hB(Q2) ��!� � � :Beause hB(P ) + a, we have hB(P ) + and also hB(Q) +. Thus Q # and Qi #, i � 1.By the de�nition of hiding we have a hainQ bi�!Q1 b2�!Q2 b3�!� � � ;where bi 2 B [ f�g for all i � 1. We an dedue in the same way as in the theorem3.3.2 in ) that there is a hain P 1=)P1 2=)P2 3=)� � �, where i = bi if bi 6= � andi = " if bi = � . Furthermore, Pi vdivref Qi for all i � 1. Beause hB(P ) +, we knowthat P + and Pi + for all i � 1. If bi = � when i � n for some n � 1, then Div(Qn).Beause Pn vdivref Qn and Pn +, we have that also Div(Pn) and hene Div(hB(P )),a ontradition! If, on the other hand, bi 6= � for in�nitely many i, then also i 6= "



54 CHAPTER 5. DIVERGENCE, BKO- AND CFFD-RELATIONSfor in�nitely many i and hene Div(hB(P )), a ontradition! Thus we must haveConv(hB(Q)).) Beause sequential omposition is not ommutative, it is neessary to onsidertwo ases. Let P vdivref Q and �rst onsider the proesses P >> R and Q >> R.If Div(P >> R), then either Div(P ) or P=)P 0, P 0 Æ�!P 00 and Div(R). BeauseP vdivref Q, either Div(Q) or Q=)Q0, P 0 vdivref Q0, Q0 Æ=)Q00, respetively. Itfollows that also Div(Q >> R).First suppose that (P >> R) +. Then P + and if P Æ=)stop, also R +. BeauseP vdivref Q, it follows that Q + and in the ase P Æ=)stop also Q Æ=)stop and R +.Hene (Q >> R) +. If a 2 Anf�g and (P >> R) + a, then (P >> R) + and hene(Q >> R) +. If P >> R a=)P 0 >> R, then P a=)P 0 and by P vdivref Q there is aQ0 suh that Q a=)Q0 and P 0 vdivref Q0. Beause (P >> R) + a, also (P 0 >> R) +and hene (Q >> R) a=)(Q0 >> R) and (Q0 >> R) +. It follows (Q >> R) + a.Thus for all a 2 A, (P >> R) + a implies (Q >> R) + a.Suppose (P >> R) + a, a 2 (Anf�g) [ f"g, and Conv(P >> R). This impliesConv(P ) and also Conv(Q) beause P vdivref Q and P +. If now Div(Q >>R) then Q=)Q0 Æ�!Q00 i.e. Q >> R=)R and Div(R). By (P >> R) + and(P >> R) vwbisref (Q >> R) (3.3.2), also (P >> R)=)R. Hene Div(P >>R), a ontradition. We have proved (P >> R) + a and Conv(P >> R) implyConv(Q >> R) and the ondition 3.b) follows.Seondly, onsider the proesses R >> P and R >> Q. The only interestingase is a = Æ, but this redues to the ase P vdivref Q. 2We an modify the de�nition of the partial bisimulation re�nement to obtain an-other divergene re�nement, whih we all partial divergene re�nement and denoteit by vpdivref .De�nition 5.1.4 A relationR � ALTS�ALTS is a partial divergene bisimulation,if for all (P;Q) 2 R and for all a 2 (Anf�g) [ f"g suh that P + a the followingholds:1. Q + a;2. Div(P ) if and only if Div(Q);3. if P a=)P 0, then for some Q0, Q a=)Q0 and (P 0; Q0) 2 R;4. if Q a=)Q0, then for some P 0, P a=)P 0 and (P 0; Q0) 2 R.The partial divergene re�nement, vpdivref , is the largest partial divergene bisim-ulation, vpdivref = [fRj R is a partial divergene bisimulationg:



5.2. BKO-EQUIVALENCE AND REFINEMENT RELATIONS 55The partial divergene re�nement is a preorder and it is ompositional with thesame operators as the divergene re�nement. It agrees with the divergene bisimilar-ity on totally de�ned proesses. The next proposition shows some relations betweendivergene bisimilarity and divergene re�nements.Proposition 5.1.4 Let �divref be the equivalene vdivref \(vdivref )�1 and �pdivrefthe equivalene vpdivref \(vpdivref )�1. Then(i) vdivref � vpdivref properly;(ii) �divref � �pdivref properly;(iii) �div � �divref properly.Proof. i) Follows from the de�nitions.ii) -iii) If there are no divergenes, the divergene bisimilarity, divergene re�nementand partial divergene re�nement oinide with the weak bisimilarity, bisimulationre�nement and partial bisimulation re�nement, respetively. So we an use theounterexamples in the propositions 3.3.2 and 3.5.1 to dedue that the subsets in ii)and iii) are proper. We are left to show the inlusions.The inlusion in ii) is lear, beause P vdivref Q implies P vpdivref Q. Theinlusion in iii) follows diretly from the de�nitions. 25.2 BKO-equivalene and re�nement relationsOne of our main aims is to show that di�erent types of equivalenes allow the samekind of re�nement relations as the bisimulation equivalene. We have hosen asour examples the BKO-equivalene ([Bergstra, Klop, Olderog 86℄, [Bergstra, Klop,Olderog 87℄) and the CFFD-equivalene ([Valmari and Tienari 91℄, [Valmari andTienari 95℄). Both belong to the lass of failure equivalenes or deorated traeequivalenes.The BKO-equivalene resembles the testing equivalene as given, for example,in [Celikkan and Cleaveland 92℄ and [Cleaveland and Hennessy 93℄. The reasonwe have hosen the BKO-equivalene is that it is lose to the CFFD-equivalene.The CFFD-equivalene is an interesting example of failure equivalenes, beause itbehaves well in the presene of divergenes. The BKO-equivalene is the same as theCFFD-equivalene without divergenes. Thus, it an be used in a protool design inour way and, moreover, the step from BKO to CFFD is a short and straightforwardone.The testing preorders de�ned in [Celikkan and Cleaveland 92℄ and [Cleavelandand Hennessy 93℄ di�er essentially from our re�nement relations. The preordersof the previous artiles are implementing relations, i.e. looser relations than ourre�nements. It is possible to de�ne re�nement relations for the various versions of



56 CHAPTER 5. DIVERGENCE, BKO- AND CFFD-RELATIONSthe testing equivalenes as well. In fat, this an be done by modifying the de�nitionof the BKO-re�nement.Before de�ning the BKO-equivalene and related re�nement relations we intro-due some onepts needed in de�nitions.Let P = (Q;A; T; q0; ") be a partially de�ned labeled transition system. Wede�ne:1. The set of stable failures, sfail(P ), is a olletion of pairs (u; L) suh that(i) u 2 tr(P ),(ii) L � Anf�g,(iii) there is a state q suh that q0 u=)q, q # and q 6a�! for all a 2 L [ f�g.2. The set of traes to partially de�ned states ispartr(P ) = fu 2 tr(P )j 9q : q0 u=)q and q "g;3. A proess P is stable, if there are no � -transitions from the initial state of P .We denote this situation by stable(P ).4. Note that the trae set tr(P ) onsists of all possible traes. Thus for examplepartr(P ) � tr(P ).De�nition 5.2.1 Proesses P and Q are BKO-(spei�ation) equivalent,P �BKO Q, if and only if1. stable(P ) if and only if stable(Q),2. tr(P ) = tr(Q),3. partr(P ) = partr(Q),4. sfail(P ) = sfail(Q).Our BKO-equivalene on totally de�ned proesses is essentially the same as oneof the equivalenes presented in [Bergstra, Klop, Olderog 87℄. Bergstra, Klop andOlderog de�ned the equivalene in di�erent terms whereas we have used the oneptsand notations presented in [Valmari and Tienari 95℄.One modi�ation in our de�nition is the addition of ondition 3, beause wehave unde�ned states in proesses. Without ondition 3 we would have strangerelations P �BKO Q, whih we want to avoid. There are many alternatives toextend the de�nition of the set sfail to omprise partially de�ned proesses. Fromour standpoint partially de�ned states are inomplete and any transition an startfrom suh a state. Only ompletely de�ned states determine stable failure sets.However, we have kept the de�nition of the prediate stable intat. Thus, a proessan be stable whether or not its initial state is partially de�ned. It would be possible



5.2. BKO-EQUIVALENCE AND REFINEMENT RELATIONS 57to de�ne stable otherwise, for example so that the partially de�ned initial statealways is unstable. It seems that the hoie between these two is arbitrary, it doesnot depend on deeper reasons.In the ase of totally de�ned proesses the new de�nition of sfail oinideswith the original de�nition in the artile [Valmari and Tienari 95℄ and partr(P1) =partr(P2) = ;. Thus for totally de�ned proesses the extended de�nition of theBKO-equivalene agrees with the original one.Next, we de�ne the orresponding BKO-re�nement. Before giving a formal de�-nition, it is useful to analyse how re�nements are done and what kind of impliationsthey have for labeled transition systems.If P is a partially de�ned Lotos proess, it an be re�ned by replaing one udefby a new Lotos proess P 0. The proess P 0 an be partially or totally de�ned. It analso be the proess stop. Thus, if we denote by Q a re�nement of P , the followingonditions should be valid:C1. tr(P ) � tr(Q),C2. espeially, partr(P ) � tr(Q),C3. every trae of Q is a trae of P or has a trae to a partially de�ned state in Pas a pre�x,C4. every element of sfail(P ) is also an element in sfail(Q) and every element ofsfail(Q) is an element of sfail(P ) or it is possible to reate it in P by replaingudef in P by a new proess.Following the above onditions we get the next de�nition.De�nition 5.2.2 A proess Q is a BKO-re�nement of a proess P , P vBKOref Q,if 1. tr(P ) � tr(Q) and for every u 2 tr(Q), either u 2 tr(P ) or there is a pre�x u1of u suh that u1 2 partr(P );2. for every u 2 partr(Q) there is a pre�x u1 of u suh that u1 2 partr(P );3. P + =) (stable(P ) () stable(Q));P * =) (� stable(P ) =) � stable(Q));4. sfail(P ) � sfail(Q) and for every (u; L) 2 sfail(Q), either (u; L) 2 sfail(P ) orthere is a pre�x u1 of u suh that u1 2 partr(P ).Proposition 5.2.1 The BKO-re�nement vBKOref is a preorder.



58 CHAPTER 5. DIVERGENCE, BKO- AND CFFD-RELATIONSProof. The relation vBKOref is learly reexive. To show the transitivity, supposethe relations P vBKOref Q and Q vBKOref R are valid. Now tr(P ) � tr(Q) � tr(R)and sfail(P ) � sfail(Q) � sfail(R).By the de�nition of +, P + if and only if " 62 partr(P ) and Q * if and only if" 2 partr(Q). Hene P + implies Q + beause otherwise we have a ontraditionwith the assumption P vBKOref Q, espeially with ondition 2 in the de�nition ofBKO-re�nement. Similarly Q + implies R +. Hene, if P +, then stable(P ) if andonly if stable(Q) if and only if stable(R). If P * and � stable(P ), then � stable(Q).Now � stable(Q) implies � stable(R) irrespetive of whether Q + or Q * .Suppose u 2 partr(R). Then there is a pre�x u1 of u suh that u1 2 partr(Q)and a pre�x u2 of u1 suh that u2 2 partr(P ).If (u; L) 2 sfail(R), then (u; L) 2 sfail(Q) or u1 2 partr(Q) for some pre�x u1 ofu. In the former ase, either (u; L) 2 sfail(P ) or u2 2 partr(P ) for some pre�x u2 ofu. In the latter ase, u2 2 partr(P ) for some pre�x u2 of u1. But this u2 is also apre�x of u. 2Theorem 5.2.2 The BKO-re�nement is ompositional with respet to all the Lotosoperators.Proof. The proof is analogous to the orresponding ongruene proof in the artile[Valmari and Tienari 95℄.Most of the properties are lear from the de�nitions, but we go through the detailsfor safety's sake. So suppose P vBKOref Q.1) Ation pre�x. The laim is that a;P vBKOref a;Q for all a 2 A. First notiethat tr(� ;P ) = tr(P );partr(� ;P ) = partr(P );sfail(� ;P ) = sfail(P );� stable(� ;P )and similarly for Q. Thus obviously we have � ;P vBKOref � ;QSuppose next a 6= � . Now stable(a;P ) and stable(a;Q). The other propertiesfollow from the fatstr(a;P ) = fauj u 2 tr(P )g[f"g;partr(a;P ) = fauj u 2 partr(P )g;sfail(a;P ) = f(au; L)j (u; L) 2 sfail(P )g[f("; L)j a 62 Lgand similarly for Q.



5.2. BKO-EQUIVALENCE AND REFINEMENT RELATIONS 592) Choie. Let R 2 ALTS. We laim that P [ ℄R vBKOref Q[ ℄R. Firstly note thatfor all P and R, tr(P [ ℄R) = tr(P ) [ tr(R);partr(P [ ℄R) = partr(P ) [ partr(R):The hoie rule for sfail is more ompliated but easily deduible:sfail(P [ ℄R) = f(u; L) 2 sfail(P ) [ sfail(R)j u 6= "g[X;whereX = 8>>><>>>: f("; L)j ("; L) 2 sfail(P ) \ sfail(R)g; if stable(P ) ^ stable(R),f("; L)j ("; L) 2 sfail(R)g; if stable(P )^ � stable(R),f("; L)j ("; L) 2 sfail(P )g; if � stable(P ) ^ stable(R),f("; L)j ("; L) 2 sfail(P ) [ sfail(R)g; if � stable(P )^ � stable(R).Now it is seen at one that tr(P [ ℄R) � tr(Q[ ℄R). If u 2 partr(Q[ ℄R), then u 2partr(Q) or u 2 partr(R). If the latter, then u 2 partr(P [ ℄R). If the former, thenu1 2 partr(P ) for some pre�x u1 of u. Thus u 2 partr(P [ ℄R) or u1 2 partr(P [ ℄R).If (P [ ℄R) + and stable(P [ ℄R), then P +, R +, stable(P ) and stable(R). It followsthat also stable(Q) and hene stable(Q[ ℄R). The ase (P [ ℄R) + and � stable(P [ ℄R)is proved in the same way as the next ase. If (P [ ℄R) * and � stable(P [ ℄R), thenP * or R * and � stable(P ) or � stable(R). If � stable(P ), then � stable(Q).Hene � stable(Q[ ℄R) in all the ases.Suppose (u; L) 2 sfail(P [ ℄R). If u 6= ", then (u; L) 2 sfail(P ) [ sfail(R) �sfail(Q) [ sfail(R) and hene (u; L) 2 sfail(Q[ ℄R). If u = ", then we have fourases. Firstly, suppose stable(P ) and stable(R) and ("; L) 2 sfail(P ) \ sfail(R).Then ("; L) 2 sfail(Q) \ sfail(R) and thus ("; L) 2 sfail(Q[ ℄R) independentlywhether stable(Q) or not. Seondly, if stable(P ) and � stable(R), then ("; L) 2sfail(R) and hene ("; L) 2 sfail(Q[ ℄R). Thirdly, if � stable(P ) and stable(R), then("; L) 2 sfail(P ) � sfail(Q), � stable(Q) and hene ("; L) 2 sfail(Q[ ℄R). Finally, if� stable(P ) and � stable(R), then ("; L) 2 sfail(P )[sfail(R). Beause � stable(Q),we have ("; L) 2 sfail(Q[ ℄R). We have shown that sfail(P [ ℄R) � sfail(Q[ ℄R).To show the other part of ondition 4), let (u; L) 2 sfail(Q[ ℄R). Assume �rstthat u 6= ". Then (u; L) 2 sfail(Q) or (u; L) 2 sfail(R). If the latter, then (u; L) 2sfail(P [ ℄R). If the former, then either (u; L) 2 sfail(P ) or u1 2 partr(P ) for a pre�xu1 of u. Hene either (u; L) 2 sfail(P [ ℄R) or u1 2 partr(P [ ℄R).Assume now u = ". If stable(Q), stable(R) and thus ("; L) 2 sfail(Q) \ sfail(R),then ("; L) 2 sfail(P ) or " 2 partr(P ). If the former, then ("; L) 2 sfail(P [ ℄R)independent whether stable(P ) or � stable(P ) by the de�nition of X. If the latter,then P * and onsequently (P [ ℄R) *. Thus " 2 partr(P [ ℄R).If stable(Q), � stable(R) and thus ("; L) 2 sfail(R), then ("; L) 2 sfail(P [ ℄R)independently of the truth value of stable(P ).



60 CHAPTER 5. DIVERGENCE, BKO- AND CFFD-RELATIONSIf � stable(Q), stable(R) and thus ("; L) 2 sfail(Q), then ("; L) 2 sfail(P ) or" 2 partr(P ). If the latter, then " 2 partr(P [ ℄R). So suppose " 62 partr(P ). Thismeans that P +. It follows that � stable(P ) and hene ("; L) 2 sfail(P [ ℄R).If � stable(Q) and � stable(R) and thus ("; L) 2 sfail(Q) [ sfail(R), then either("; L) 2 sfail(Q) or ("; L) 2 sfail(R). If the latter, then ("; L) 2 sfail(P [ ℄R). If theformer, then ("; L) 2 sfail(P ) or " 2 partr(P ). Again we an assume " 62 partr(P ),beause otherwise the laim is lear. It follows that P + and � stable(P ). Thus("; L) 2 sfail(P [ ℄R).3) Sequential omposition. If u is a string of ations, then the set ations(u) onsistsof the ations in u. Now, beause P is Æ-onsistent, we havetr(P >> R) = fuj u 2 tr(P ) ^ Æ 62 ations(u)g[fuvj uÆ 2 tr(P ) ^ v 2 tr(R)g;partr(P >> R) = partr(P )[fuvj uÆ 2 tr(P ) ^ v 2 partr(R)g;sfail(P >> R) = f(u; L)j (u; L [ fÆg) 2 sfail(P ) ^ Æ 62 ations(u)g[f(uv; L)j uÆ 2 tr(P ); (v; L) 2 sfail(R)g;stable(P >> R) = stable(P ) ^ Æ 62 tr(P ):We have to onsider two ases, beause sequential omposition is not ommuta-tive. First onsider the proesses P >> R and Q >> R.If P vBKOref Q, then tr(P ) � tr(Q). By the formula for tr(P >> R), we seethat tr(P >> R) � tr(Q >> R). Suppose u 2 tr(Q >> R). Then either u 2 tr(Q)or u = vw, where vÆ 2 tr(Q) and w 2 tr(R). In the former ase, either u 2 tr(P )or u1 2 partr(P ) for a pre�x u1 of u. It follows that in this ase u 2 tr(P >> R)or u1 2 partr(P >> R). Consider now the latter ase, vÆ 2 tr(Q), w 2 tr(R).The only possibility is that (vÆ; L) 2 sfail(Q) for all ation sets L � Anf�g, whereA is the ation set of Q. Now either (vÆ; L) 2 sfail(P ) or v1 2 partr(P ) for somepre�x v1 of vÆ. If (vÆ; L) 2 sfail(P ), then vw 2 tr(P >> R). If on the other handv1 2 partr(P ), then also v1 2 partr(P >> R). We have proved the ondition 1) inthe de�nition of the BKO-re�nement.Conditions 2) and 4) for partr and sfail are proved in the same way as ondition1) for traes.Consider ondition 3) for stable. Suppose (P >> R) +. It follows that P + andif P Æ=)P 0, then also R +. Assume furthermore stable(P >> R). Now stable(P )and Æ 62 tr(P ). Beause P vBKOref Q and P +, we know that also stable(Q). IfÆ 2 tr(Q), then " 2 partr(P ), beause Æ 62 tr(P ). Hene P *, a ontradition. ThusÆ 62 tr(Q) and we have stable(Q >> R).Assume next (P >> R) + and � stable(P >> R). In this ase � stable(P ) orÆ 2 tr(P ). If � stable(P ), then also � stable(Q) and thus � stable(Q >> R). If



5.2. BKO-EQUIVALENCE AND REFINEMENT RELATIONS 61Æ 2 tr(P ), then also Æ 2 tr(Q) and we have � stable(Q >> R). We have provedthat in the ase (P >> R) +, stable(P >> R) if and only if stable(Q >> R).If (P >> R) * and � stable(P >> R), then � stable(P ) or Æ 2 tr(P ). Suppose� stable(P ) and Æ 62 tr(P ), beause the other ase is similar with the previous ase.But now � stable(Q) and hene � stable(Q >> R). Condition 3) has been proved.Seondly, onsider the proesses R >> P and R >> Q. This ase is easier andall the onditions follow diretly from the formulas and the property P vBKOref Q.4) Disabling. The starting point in the proof are the relations:tr(P [> R) = tr(P )[fuvj u 2 tr(P ) ^ Æ 62 ations(u) ^ v 2 tr(R)g;partr(P [> R) = partr(P )[fuvj u 2 tr(P ) ^ Æ 62 ations(u) ^ v 2 partr(R)g;stable(P [> R) = stable(P ) ^ stable(R);sfail(P [> R) = f(uÆ; L)j (uÆ; L) 2 sfail(P )g[X;where X = f(uv; L)j u 2 tr(P ) ^ Æ 62 ations(u) ^ (v; L) 2 sfail(R)g;if � stable(R), andX = f(uv; L)j u 2 tr(P ) ^ Æ 62 ations(u) ^ (v; L) 2 sfail(R) ^ v 6= "g[f(u; L)j (u; L) 2 sfail(P ) ^ ("; L) 2 sfail(R)g;if stable(R).Again, we have to onsider two ases beause of non-ommutativity. First on-sider the proesses P [> R and Q[> R. It is lear that tr(P [> R) � tr(Q[> R)and sfail(P [> R) � sfail(Q[> R). Suppose u 2 tr(Q[> R). If u 2 tr(Q), thenthe seond part of the ondition 1) in the de�nition of BKO-re�nement is readilyseen as valid. So assume that u = vw, v 2 tr(Q), Æ 62 ations(v) and w 2 tr(R).We know that v 2 tr(P ) or v1 2 partr(P ) for a pre�x v1 of v. If v 2 tr(P ), thenvw 2 partr(P [> R). Thus ondition 1) has been proved.Condition 2) is proved in the same way.Suppose (P [> R) +. Then P + and stable(P ) if and only if stable(Q). It followsthat stable(P [> R) if and only if stable(Q[> R). If (P [> R) * and � stable(P [> R),then either � stable(P ) or � stable(R). In both ases it follows that Q[> R isunstable.The seond part of ondition 4) for sfail is proved in the same way as the seondpart for ondition 1).Seondly, we have the proesses R[> P and R[> Q. This ase is simpler andall follows diretly either from the formulas, the property P vBKOref Q or similarreasoning as above.



62 CHAPTER 5. DIVERGENCE, BKO- AND CFFD-RELATIONS5) Hiding. If u is a string of ations and hB a hiding operator, we denote by hB(u)the string obtained from u by deleting the ations in B. We have the relations:tr(hB(P )) = fhB(u)j u 2 tr(P )g;partr(hB(P )) = fhB(u)j u 2 partr(P )g;sfail(hB(P )) = f(hB(u); L)j (u; L [B) 2 sfail(P )g;stable(hB(P )) = stable(P ) ^ B \ tr(P ) = ;:The onditions for Tr and partr are now lear.Suppose P vBKOref Q and hB(P ) +. Then P + and also Q +. Thus stable(P ) ifand only if stable(Q). Beause P vBKOref Q and P +, B \ tr(P ) = ; if and only ifB\tr(Q) = ;. It follows that stable(hB(P )) if and only if stable(hB(Q)). If hB(P ) *and � stable(hB(P )), then either � stable(P ) or B \ tr(P ) 6= ;. The former implies� stable(Q). If the latter, then also B \ tr(Q) 6= ;. Thus � stable(hB(Q)).In ondition 4) the requirement sfail(hB(P )) � sfail(hB(Q)) is lear by the thirdformula. Let (hB(u); L) 2 sfail(hB(Q)). Then (u; L [ B) 2 sfail(Q) and thus either(u; L [ B) 2 sfail(P ) or u1 2 partr(P ) for a pre�x u1 of u. In the former ase(hB(u); L) 2 sfail(hB(P )) and in the latter hB(u1) 2 partr(hB(P )).6) Renaming. If f is a renaming funtion, we denote by f(u) the string obtainedfrom u by applying f to the ations in u. In addition, let B be the set of thoseations a that are transformed by f , i.e. f(a) 6= a. We have the relations:stable(P [f ℄) = stable(P );tr(P [f ℄) = ff(u)j u 2 tr(P )g;partr(P [f ℄) = ff(u)j u 2 partr(P )g;sfail(P [f ℄) = f(f(u); L)j 9(u;M) 2 sfail(P ) : L � Cg;where C = (M [B)nff(a)j a 2 B; a 62Mg:We have to prove only ondition 4); the others are obvious. The formula forsfail beomes more understandable, if we examine the following example. Let P bea proess with an ation set A and let Pi be a state in P with the outgoing arsa1; � � � ; ak, ai 6= � , i = 1; � � � ; k:Pi�������R...a1akIf P u=)Pi, then (u;M) 2 sfail(P ), whereM � Anfa1; � � � ; ak; �g:



5.2. BKO-EQUIVALENCE AND REFINEMENT RELATIONS 63The situation in P [f ℄ is as follows:Pi�������R...f(a1)f(ak)If L � (M [ fa1; � � � ; akg)nff(a1); � � � ; f(ak)g;then (f(u); L) 2 sfail(P [f ℄). But alsoL � (M [B)nff(a)j a 2 B; a 62Mgand for every suh L, (f(u); L) 2 sfail(P [f ℄). More preisely, if b 2 L, then b 6= f(a),a 2 B, a 62 M . Thus b 6= f(ai), i = 1; � � � ; k. All this is also valid, if there arein�nitely many transitions from Pi.Now it is lear that sfail(P [f ℄) � sfail(Q[f ℄). If on the other hand (f(u); L) 2sfail(Q[f ℄), then there is (u;M) 2 sfail(Q) suh that L � C. Now either (u;M) 2sfail(P ) or u1 2 partr(P ) for a pre�x u1 of u. In the former ase it follows that(f(u); L) 2 sfail(P [f ℄). In the latter ase f(u1) 2 partr(P [f ℄).7) Parallel omposition. A state in P j B j R an be represented in the form(Pi; B;Rj), where Pi is a state in P and Rj a state in R. We usually denote astate simply by (Pi; Rj), if B is known. If (P j B j R) u=)(Pi; Rj), then there aresubsequenes v and w of u suh that P v=)Pi and R w=)Rj. If u = a1a2 � � �an and(P j B j R) a1=)(Pi1; Rj1) a2=)(Pi2; Rj2) a3=)� � � an=)(Pin; Rjn) = (Pi; Rj); (1)then ak belongs to v, if ak 62 B and Pik�1 ak=)Pik, and ak belongs to w, if ak 62 Band Rjk�1 ak=)Rjk. The element ak belongs both to v and w, if ak 2 B.If (P j B j R) u=)(Pi; Rj), then we denote by parom(u; v; w) the situation, wherev and w are derived from a path (1) using the rules presented above. We have theformulas:stable(P j B j R) = stable(P ) ^ stable(R);tr(P j B j R) = fuj 9v 2 tr(P ); 9w 2 tr(R) : parom(u; v; w)g;partr(P j B j R) = fuj 9v 2 partr(P ); 9w 2 tr(R) : parom(u; v; w)g[fuj 9v 2 tr(P ); 9w 2 partr(R) : parom(u; v; w)g;sfail(P j B j R) = f(u; L)j 9(v;M) 2 sfail(P ); 9(w;N) 2 sfail(R) :parom(u; v; w) ^ L \ (B [ fÆg) �M [N^ Ln(B [ fÆg) �M \Ng:Suppose P vBKOref Q. The laim is that (P j B j R) vBKOref (Q j B j R). Theinlusions tr(P j B j R) � tr(Q j B j R) and sfail(P j B j R) � sfail(Q j B j R) are



64 CHAPTER 5. DIVERGENCE, BKO- AND CFFD-RELATIONSlear by the formulas. Also ondition 3) is lear. Consider now the seond part ofondition 1).If u 2 tr(Q j B j R), then Q v=)Qi, R w=)Rj, parom(u; v; w). Now eitherv 2 tr(P ) or v1 2 partr(P ) for a pre�x v1 of v. Suppose v 2 tr(P ). Then P v=)Pkfor some Pk and thus (P j B j R) u=)(Pk;Rj). Hene u 2 tr(P j B j R). Supposev1 2 partr(P ). Now there is a pre�x w1 of w suh that parom(u1; v1; w1) for apre�x u1 of u. This means u1 2 partr(P j B j R).Condition 2) for partr is proved in the same way.Suppose (u; L) 2 sfail(Q j B j R). Then there are (v;M) 2 sfail(Q) and (w;N) 2sfail(R) suh that parom(u; v; w). If (v;M) 2 sfail(P ), then (u; L) 2 sfail(P j B jR). Otherwise there are pre�xes v1 of v, w1 of w and u1 of u suh that v1 2 partr(P )and parom(u1; v1; w1). Thus u1 2 partr(P j B j R).The theorem has now been proved. 2Proposition 5.2.3i) The BKO-re�nement oinides with the BKO-equivalene on totally de�ned pro-esses.ii) �BKO � (vBKOref \(vBKOref)�1) properly.Proof.i) This follows from the fat that partr(P ) = ; for a totally de�ned proess P .ii) If P �BKO Q, then learly P vBKOref Q and Q vBKOref P . Conversely, onsiderthe proesses: P : P1 " a�! P2 "??yaP3 Q : Q1 " a�!Q2Then partr(P ) = f"; ag and partr(Q) = f"g, and so P 6�BKO Q. Furthermoresfail(P ) = sfail(Q) = f(a; ;); (a; fag)g;tr(P ) = tr(Q) = f"; ag:It follows that P vBKOref Q and Q vBKOref P . 25.3 CFFD-equivalene and re�nement relationsCFFD-equivalene (Chaos-Free Failures Divergenes equivalene, [Valmari and Tien-ari 95℄) is a restrition of BKO-equivalene in the sense that it also onsiders diver-genes. Before introduing the CFFD-relations we de�ne some new onepts. LetP = (Q;A; T; q0; ") be a partially de�ned labeled transition system.



5.3. CFFD-EQUIVALENCE AND REFINEMENT RELATIONS 651. The set of divergene traes in P isdivtr(P ) = fu 2 tr(P )j q0 u=)q and Div(q)g:2. The set of in�nite traes isinftr(P ) = fa1a2a3 � � � j ai 2 Anf�g; a1a2 � � �an 2 tr(P ) for all n � 1g;De�nition 5.3.1 Proesses P1 and P2 are CFFD-(spei�ation) equivalent, P1 �CFFDP2, if and only if1. stable(P1) if and only if stable(P2),2. partr(P1) = partr(P2),3. inftr(P1) = inftr(P2),4. divtr(P1) = divtr(P2),5. sfail(P1) = sfail(P2).In the ase of totally de�ned proesses the new de�nition of sfail oinideswith the original de�nition presented in [Valmari and Tienari 95℄ and partr(P1) =partr(P2) = ;. Thus for totally de�ned proesses the extended de�nition of theCFFD-equivalene agrees with the original one. The ondition for in�nite traesis neessary, if we want that CFFD-equivalene is ongruene with respet to thehiding operator for in�nite proesses (see [Valmari and Tienari 95℄ for further ex-planations).Proposition 5.3.1 If P �CFFD Q, then tr(P ) = tr(Q).Proof. Let u 2 tr(P ), u 6= ". If u 2 divtr(P ) or (u; L) 2 sfail(P ) for some L, thenu 2 tr(Q). Suppose therefore that u 62 divtr(P ) and (u; L) 62 sfail(P ) for all L. Theonly possibility is that P u=)s and s " for some state s in P . Hene u 2 partr(P )and also u 2 partr(Q). Thus tr(P ) � tr(Q). The other inlusion tr(Q) � tr(P )isshown in the same way. 2De�nition 5.3.2 A proess Q is a CFFD-re�nement of a proess P , P vCFFDrefQ, if1. partr(P ) � tr(Q) and for every u 2 partr(Q) there is a pre�x u1 of u suh thatu1 2 partr(P );2. P + =) (stable(P ) () stable(Q));P * =) (� stable(P ) =) � stable(Q));



66 CHAPTER 5. DIVERGENCE, BKO- AND CFFD-RELATIONS3. inftr(P ) � inftr(Q) and for every u 2 inftr(Q), either u 2 inftr(P ) or there isa �nite pre�x u1 of u suh that u12 partr(P );4. divtr(P ) � divtr(Q) and for every u 2 divtr(Q), either u 2 divtr(P ) or thereis a pre�x u1 of u suh that u1 2 partr(P );5. sfail(P ) � sfail(Q) and for every (u; L) 2 sfail(Q), either (u; L) 2 sfail(P ) orthere is a pre�x u1 of u suh that u1 2 partr(P ).Proposition 5.3.2 If P vCFFDref Q, then tr(P ) � tr(Q).Proof. The laim is lear, beause for every u 2 tr(P ), either u 2 partr(P ), u 2divtr(P ) or (u; L) 2 sfail(P ) for some ation set L. 2Proposition 5.3.3 The CFFD-re�nement vCFFDref is a preorder.Proof. Proeeds in the same way as the ase of BKO-re�nement. In�nite anddivergene traes present no problems. 2Theorem 5.3.4 The CFFD-re�nement is ompositional with respet to all the Lotosoperators.Proof. The proof is analogous to the orresponding ongruene proof in [Valmariand Tienari 95℄. For the most part it has been proved already in the ase of BKO-re�nement. Here we enlist only the formulas for divergene and in�nite traes andprove in detail the ongruene with respet to the hiding operator.1) Ation pre�x. If a = � , then inftr(a;P ) = inftr(P ) and divtr(a;P ) = divtr(P ).If a 6= � , then inftr(a;P ) = fawj w 2 inftr(P )g;divtr(a;P ) = fauj u 2 divtr(P )g:2) Choie. inftr(P [ ℄R) = inftr(P ) [ inftr(R);divtr(P [ ℄R) = divtr(P ) [ divtr(Q):3) Sequential omposition.inftr(P >> R) = inftr(P )[fuwj uÆ 2 tr(P ) ^ w 2 inftr(R)g;divtr(P >> R) = divtr(P )[fuvj uÆ 2 tr(P ) ^ v 2 divtr(R)g:



5.3. CFFD-EQUIVALENCE AND REFINEMENT RELATIONS 674) Disabling.inftr(P [> R) = inftr(P )[fuwj u 2 tr(P ) ^ Æ 62 ations(u) ^ w 2 inftr(R)g;divtr(P [> R) = divtr(P )[fuvj u 2 tr(P ) ^ Æ 62 ations(u) ^ v 2 divtr(R)g:5) Hiding. If u is a string of ations and hB a hiding operator, we denote by hB(u)the string obtained from u by deleting the ations in B. We have the relations:inftr(hB(P )) = fhB(u)j u 2 inftr(P ) ^ jhB(u)j =1g;divtr(hB(P )) = fhB(u)j u 2 divtr(P )g[fhB(u)j u 2 inftr(P ) ^ jhB(u)j <1g:Condition 3 for inftr is similar but simpler than ondition 4 and that is why weprove only the latter. To prove ondition 4) we notie �rst that inftr(P ) � inftr(Q).Thus divtr(hB(P )) � divtr(hB(Q)). We are left to prove the seond part.Let t 2 divtr(hB(Q)). We an assume that t = hB(u), u 2 inftr(Q), jhB(u)j <1,beause the other alternative is obvious. Now either u 2 inftr(P ) or there is a �nitepre�x v1 of u suh that v1 2 partr(P ). Thus either hB(u) 2 divtr(hB(P )) or thepre�x hB(v1) of hB(u) belongs to partr(hB(P )). Condition 4) has been proved.6) Renaming. inftr(P [f ℄) = ff(w)j w 2 inftr(P )g;divtr(P [f ℄) = ff(u)j u 2 divtr(P )g:7) Composition.inftr(P j B j R) = fuj 9v 2 tr(P ) [ inftr(P ) : 9w 2 tr(R) [ inftr(R) :parom(u; v; w) ^ (v 2 inftr(P ) _ w 2 inftr(R)g;divtr(P j B j R) = fuj 9v 2 divtr(P ); 9w 2 tr(R) : parom(u; v; w)g[fuj 9v 2 tr(P ); 9w 2 divtr(R) : parom(u; v; w)g:2Proposition 5.3.5 i) The CFFD-re�nement oinides with the CFFD-equivaleneon totally de�ned proesses.ii) �CFFD � (vCFFDref \(vCFFDref)�1) properly.Proof.i) This follows from the fat that partr(P ) = ; for a totally de�ned proess P .



68 CHAPTER 5. DIVERGENCE, BKO- AND CFFD-RELATIONSii) If P �CFFD Q, then learly P vCFFDref Q and Q vCFFDref P . Conversely,onsider the proesses:P : P1 " a�! P2 "??yaP3 Q : Q1 " a�!Q2Then partr(P ) = f"; ag and partr(Q) = f"g, and so P 6�CFFD Q. Furthermoresfail(P ) = sfail(Q) = f(a; ;); (a; fag)g;divtr(P ) = divtr(Q) = ;;tr(P ) = tr(Q) = f"; ag:It follows that P vCFFDref Q and Q vCFFDref P . 25.4 RemarksOur examples of failure equivalenes have been BKO- and CFFD-equivalenes. Wehave de�ned the orresponding re�nement relations and analysed them in detail (seethe next hapter, as well). There are other losely related equivalenes whih ouldbe rede�ned for partially de�ned proesses and for whih one ould also de�ne or-responding re�nement relations. Examples of these equivalenes are trae, maximaltrae and NDFD-equivalenes ([Kaivola and Valmari 92℄, [Kaivola 96℄). By usingthe same kind of tehnique as in the ase of BKO- and CFFD-equivalenes it is easyto also de�ne orresponding re�nement relations for these other equivalenes. Forexample, the re�nement relation orresponding with the trae equivalene is de�nedusing the �rst two onditions of the BKO-re�nement in the de�nition 5.2.2.



Chapter 6Comparisons
6.1 EquivalenesWe have had four equivalenes, weak bisimilarity�wbis, divergene bisimilarity�div,BKO-equivalene �BKO and CFFD-equivalene �CFFD. Divergene bisimilarity im-plies weak bisimilarity, beause every divergene bisimulation is also an ordinarybisimulation. The CFFD-equivalene implies the BKO-equivalene. Otherwise,BKO- and CFFD-equivalenes are independent of the other two. For example, thefollowing proesses are weakly and divergene bisimilar, but not BKO- or CFFD-equivalent: ! P1; ! Q1 ��!Q2:The opposite ase an be seen from the following diagram (Figure 3 in [Eloranta 94℄):P1?P2 ���	a P3���RaP4?b P5?bP6? P7?d

�CFFD6�wbis6�div
Q1??aQ2���	b ���RbQ3 Q4? ?dQ5 Q6The next example shows the behaviour of �CFFD in the presene of partiallyde�ned states: 69



70 CHAPTER 6. COMPARISONSP1?P2 ���	a P3"���RaP4?b P5"?bP6? P7"?
�CFFD6�wbis6�div

Q1?Q2 ���	a ?aQ3 Q4"���RaQ5?b Q6"?b Q7?bQ8"? Q9? Q10?Of ourse, it is not ompletely fair to ompare the BKO- and CFFD-equivaleneswith bisimulation equivalenes, if we also onsider the prediate stable. Fairer om-parisons ould be ahieved, if we dropped the stability ondition from the de�nitionsof BKO- and CFFD-equivalenes. However, we proeed in the opposite way andmodify bisimulation equivalenes so that they also ontain some kind of onditionfor stability. This is neessary, if the equivalenes are wanted to be ongruenes withrespet to hoie and disable operators. In this way we get bisimulation equivalenesthat imply BKO- and CFFD-equivalenes.It is a well-known idea to use rooted proesses and rooted versions of equiva-lenes to make equivalenes ongruenes; see for instane [Bergstra and Klop 85℄and [Bergstra, Klop, Olderog 87℄. In [Eloranta 94℄, rooted versions are also used toompare various equivalenes. It turns out that rooted versions generalize withoutdiÆulties to partially de�ned labeled transition systems.Suppose P �wbis Q and let R be a bisimulation between P and Q. We say thata pair (P 0; Q0) has been derived from (P;Q), if there are hainsP a1=) P1 a2=)P2 a3=)� � � an=)Pn = P 0;Q a1=) Q1 a2=)Q2 a3=)� � � an=)Qn = Q0;suh that (Pi; Qi) 2 R for all i = 1; � � � ; n.De�nition 6.1.1 Let P , Q 2 ALTS.i) Proesses P and Q are weakly rooted bisimilar, P �rwbis Q, if there is a bisim-ulation R suh that (P;Q) 2 R and the following so alled root onditionis satis�ed: for every (P 0; Q0) 2 R derived from (P;Q), either P 0 6= P andQ0 6= Q, or P 0 = P and Q0 = Q.



6.1. EQUIVALENCES 71ii) Proesses P and Q are rooted divergene bisimiliar, P �rdiv Q, if there is adivergene bisimulation R suh that (P;Q) 2 R and the root ondition is sat-is�ed.We enlist some basi properties of the rooted equivalenes de�ned above. Firstly,it is easy to see that the relations are equivalenes. The next proposition lari�estheir relationship with the non-rooted versions.Proposition 6.1.1 There are the following proper inlusions:i) �rwbis � �wbis,ii) �rdiv � �div.Proof. The inlusions are valid beause of the de�nitions. It is only neessary toprove that they are proper. The following example is suÆient for this purpose:P : ! P1 ��!P2 a�!P3; Q : ! Q1 a�!Q2:2 The rooted versions of weak and divergene bisimilarities are not ongrueneswith respet to hoie and disabling. The ounter-example after the theorem 3.3.2is also valid for the rooted versions in the ase of disabling. The next example givesa ounter-example for hoie:Example 1. Let P and Q be the proesses:P1� ?�� -� P2 �?
?P3a Q1? -� Q2 �?

?Q3aThen we have the following relations, where R is a non-trivial proess in ALTS:P �wbis Q; P �div Q;P �rwbis Q; P �rdiv Q;P [ ℄R 6�wbis Q[ ℄R; P [ ℄R 6�div Q[ ℄R;P [ ℄R 6�rwbis Q[ ℄R; P [ ℄R 6�rdiv Q[ ℄R:



72 CHAPTER 6. COMPARISONS2 It seems as if �rwbis and �rdiv are of no use, but as a matter of fat they arereasonable equivalenes on a large subset of ALTS. Let RALTS onsists of proessesP 2 ALTS having no inoming transitions to the initial state of P . Now �rwbis and�rdiv are both ongruenes on RALTS with respet to all the Lotos operators. Wedon't present the easy proof of this result, but show the inlusions instead.Theorem 6.1.2 We have the following proper inlusions in ALTS:i) �rdiv � �CFFD,ii) �rdiv � �wbis,iii) �rwbis � �BKO.Proof. i) Suppose P �rdiv Q. We prove that also P �CFFD Q. The onditionsfor stable, inftr and divtr have been proved in theorem 18 in [Eloranta 94℄. Wemust hek the laim for partr and sfail. Suppose u 2 partr(P ). Then for some P 0,P u=)P 0 and P 0 ". Beause P �rdiv Q, it follows by indution that there is a Q0 suhthat Q u=)Q0 and P 0 �div Q0. Beause P 0 *, then also Q0 *. Thus there is a Q00 suhthat Q0=)Q00 and Q00 ". Thus u 2 partr(Q). By symmetry, we an also onludethat partr(Q) � partr(P ). Hene partr(P ) = partr(Q).Suppose next that (u; L) 2 sfail(P ). We an prove the property (u; L) 2 sfail(Q)in the same way as in the theorem 18 in [Eloranta 94℄ in spite of the di�erenes inthe de�nition of sfail.ii) This is lear, beause �rdiv implies �rwbis and �rwbis �wbis.iii) Use appropriate parts from i). 2Next we de�ne the bisimulation ongruene. It turns out that we an apply ideasfrom the ordinary bisimulation theory, see [Milner 89℄, h. 7. The only diÆultyis how to take the partiality prediate along with the de�nition. For example, thefollowing proesses are bisimilar with the root ondition satis�ed:
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P4P3"?b
P2?�
P1??a Q1??aQ2"?bQ3

And the same is true for proesses

P3P2"?a
P1??�

Q3Q2"?a
Q1"??�

It would be attrative, if bisimulation ongruene were an extension of rooted bisim-ulation equivalene. In other words, bisimulation ongruene would be de�ned onall of ALTS and it would agree with �rwbis on RALTS. With these motivations inmind we give the following de�nition.De�nition 6.1.2 Let P , Q 2 ALTS.a) Proesses P and Q are weak bisimulation ongruent, P �wbis Q, if P * if andonly if Q * and for every a 2 A,� P a�!P 0 implies that there is a Q0 suh that Q=) a�!=)Q0 andP 0 �wbis Q0;� Q a�!Q0 implies that there is a P 0 suh that P=) a�!=)P 0 andP 0 �wbis Q0.



74 CHAPTER 6. COMPARISONSb) Proesses P and Q are divergene ongruent, P �div Q, if P * if and only ifQ * and for every a 2 A the two properties in a) are valid with �wbis replaedby �div.Proposition 6.1.3 The relations �wbis and �div are equivalenes.Proof. Essentially the proof of Lemma 77 in [Eloranta 94℄. 2Proposition 6.1.4 The equivalenes �wbis and �div are ongruenes with respetto the Lotos operators.Proof. See Theorem 97 in [Eloranta 94℄. We need only to hek the properties ofthe partiality and onvergene prediates, but that is quite straightforward. 2Next, we show the relationship of the new ongruenes to the original equivalenes�wbis, �div and �CFFD.Lemma 6.1.5 For all a 2 (Anf�g) [ f"g,i) if P �wbis Q or P �div Q, then P * a if and only if Q * a;ii) if P �div Q, then Conv(P; a) if and only if Conv(Q; a).Proof. i) Suppose P * a. Then either P * or there is a P 0 suh that P a=)P 0 andP 0 *. In the former ase, also Q * and thus Q * a. In the latter ase there is a Q0suh that Q a=)Q0 and P 0 �wbis Q0. Hene Q0 * and thus Q * a. By the symmetryof an equivalene relation, we have proved the part i).ii) In this ase we an proeed similarly as above. 2Proposition 6.1.6 We have the following proper inlusions:i) �wbis � �wbis;ii) �div � �div :Proof. To prove the inlusions, it is enough to show that if P �wbis Q or P �div Q,then the relations R1 = f(P;Q)g [ f(S; T ) j S �wbis Tg;R2 = f(P;Q)g [ f(S; T ) j S �div Tgare bisimulation and divergene bisimulation, respetively. This is done for themost part in the proof of Lemma 76 in [Eloranta 94℄. It is only neessary to hekthe onditions for * and Conv, but with the help of the previous lemma this isstraighforward. In addition, the inlusions are proper; the examples in the proof ofProposition 6.1.1 are valid in this ontext, as well. 2



6.2. REFINEMENT RELATIONS 75Proposition 6.1.7 We have the following proper inlusions:i) �div � �CFFD,ii) �div � �wbis,iii) �wbis � �BKO.Proof. i) See Lemma 89 in [Eloranta 94℄.ii) This is evident, beause every divergene bisimulation is also ordinary weakbisimulation.iii) Use appropriate parts from i). 2The next diagram shows the relationship of all the equivalenes. An arrow E1 �!E2 means that the equivalene E1 implies E2.

�wbis

-

-�wbis�div6? �div?-�CFFD�BKO6 �rdiv?� �rwbis
�

����R����	Finally we present a simple fat whih is important in veri�ations.Proposition 6.1.8 Let � be one of the previous equivalenes. If P � Q, then P istotally de�ned if and only if Q is.Proof. Diretly from the de�nitions. 26.2 Re�nement relationsWe an add the root ondition to prebisimulation, partial bisimulation, divergeneprebisimulation and partial divergene bisimulation to get the rooted versions ofthe bisimulation-based re�nement relations. These rooted versions are not omposi-tional with respet to all the Lotos operators in ALTS, but in RALTS they are. Therooted re�nement relations vrbisref , vprbisref , vrdivref and vprdivref behave in the



76 CHAPTER 6. COMPARISONSsame way as their unrooted ounterparts in the propositions 3.3.2, 3.4.1 and 5.1.3.Thus(i) vrbisref and vprbisref agree with �rwbis on totally de�ned proesses;(ii) vrbisref � vprbisref properly;(iii) �rbisref � �prbisref properly, where �rbisref=vrbisref \(vrbisref)�1 and�prbisref=vprbisref \(vprbisref)�1;(iv) �rwbis � �rbisref properly;and ditto for vrdivref and vprdivref .We an also develop re�nement relations for the bisimulation ongruene anddivergene ongruene.De�nition 6.2.1 A proess Q is ongruent bisimulation re�nement of a proess P ,P vwbisref Q, if the following holds for all a 2 A:i) P a�!P 0 implies there is a Q0 suh that Q=) a�!=)Q0 and P 0 vwbisref Q0;ii) If P + a, then Q + a and Q a�!Q0 implies there is a P 0 suh that P=) a�!=)P 0and P 0 vwbisref Q0.A proess Q is ongruent divergene re�nement of a proess P , P �div Q, if theprevious onditions i) and ii) hold for every a 2 A with vwbisref replaed by vdivref .Again, the diÆult part in the previous de�nition was the partiality prediate:should it be in the form + or + a. Consider the following proesses P and Q:

P3P2"?b
P1??a Q2Q1

??a -a
Q3Q4"?b

Now P vwbisref Q and P vrbisref Q. We would like it, if vwbisref agreed with vrbisrefin RALTS. But if there were * instead of * a in the de�nition, then P + and it wouldbe neessary to �nd a ounterpart in P for Q2, whih is impossible. On the other



6.2. REFINEMENT RELATIONS 77hand, the example also shows some of the ounter-intuitive aspets of bisimulationre�nements!The re�nement relations just de�ned have the same properties with respet tobisimulation and divergene ongruenes as bisimulation and divergene re�nementshad with respet to weak bisimulation and divergene equivalenes. First, the rela-tions vwbisref and vdivref are preorders. Furthermore, they are ompositional withrespet to all the Lotos operators. Basially, the proof is similar to the proof of thetheorem 97 in [Eloranta 94℄. It is neessary to hek only the additional require-ment for #. But this follows diretly from the de�nitions of the operators and theprediate # itself given in the setion 2.1.Proposition 6.2.1 The relations vwbisref and vdivref have the following properties:i) vwbisref and vdivref agree with �wbis and �div, respetively, on totally de�nedsystems.ii) vwbisref � vwbisref properly.iii) vdivref � vdivref properly.Proof. i) This follows diretly from the fat that vwbisref agrees with �wbis andvdivref with �div on totally de�ned proesses.ii) Suppose P vwbisref Q and P a=)P 0 for some a 2 (Anf�g) [ f"g. Then eitherP ��!P 00 a=)P 0 or P a�!P 00=)P 0 for some P 00. By the de�nition of vwbisref , there isa Q00 suh that Q=) ��!=)Q00 or Q=) a�!=)Q00 and P 00 vwbisref Q00. It followsthat there is also a Q0 suh that Q a=)Q0 and P 0 vwbisref Q0. Suppose P + a. Thenalso Q + a. If now Q a=)Q0, then we again have two possibilities: Q ��!Q00 a=)Q0 orQ a�!Q00=)Q0. Thus there is a P 00 suh that P=)P 00 or P a=)P 00 and P 00 vwbisrefQ00. In the ase P=)P 00 we must have P + a and in the ase P a=)P 00 we haveP +. It follows that also Q00 + a or Q00 +. Hene there is a P 0 suh that P a=) andP 0 vwbisref Q0.The subset relation between the re�nement relations is proper, beause vwbisrefagrees with �wbis on totally de�ned systems and �wbis is properly ontained in�wbis.iii) The proof proeeds in the same way as in ii). The property for Conv followsdiretly from the de�nitions. 2Our main goal in this hapter is to lassify the re�nement relations. As everyre�nement relation agrees with the orresponding equivalene relation on totallyde�ned systems, we an take the inlusion diagram for the equivalenes as ourstarting point. Thus we obtain the following diagram:
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vwbisref

-

19.

vwbisref vrbisref

�

20.

-15. � 16.613. 614.vpbisref vprbisref� 12.
vpdivref vprdivref� 9.
?10. ?11.

vdivref��������318. vdivref vrdivref-2. � 3.
?6. ?7.

QQQQQQQQk 17.

?
4.

���
5.
���R

���
8.

���	

vCFFDref
vBKOref61.

Theorem 6.2.2 The inlusions in the diagram are valid. There are no other inlu-sions between the re�nement relations in the diagram.Proof. The inlusions 1 - 16 follow diretly from the de�nitions. The proofs of theinlusions 19 and 20 are similar but simpler than the proofs of the inlusions 17 and18. We prove the inlusions 17 and 18 in detail and start with the inlusion 17.Suppose P vrdivref Q and R is a divergene prebisimulation between P and Qwith the root ondition satis�ed. We prove the onditions for P vCFFDref Q.Condition 1. Let u 2 partr(P ). Then P u=)P 0, where P 0 is a partially de�ned state.By indution on the length of u (see Lemma 17 in [Eloranta 94℄) there is a Q0 suhthat Q u=)Q0 and (P 0; Q0) 2 R. Thus u 2 tr(Q). Conversely, let v 2 partr(Q).Suppose v = " or v = v1 � � �vn, n � 1, vi 2 Anf�g. Beause v 2 partr(Q), thereis a Q0 suh that Q v=)Q0 and Q0 ". If P * v1 (or P * "), then v1 2 partr(P ) (or" 2 partr(P )) and the ondition is satis�ed. If P + v1, then Q v1=)Q1 implies there



6.2. REFINEMENT RELATIONS 79is a P1 suh that P v1=)P1 and (P1; Q1) 2 R. Proeeding in this way we �nd thateither P v=)P 0 and (P 0; Q0) 2 R for some P 0 or there is a k, 1 � k � n, suh thatP v1���vk=) P 0 and P 0 *. In the former ase P 0 *, beause in the other alternative weshould also have Q +, a ontradition. Thus in both ases P 0 * and ondition 1 issatis�ed.Condition 2. Suppose P +. If P=)P 0 and P 6= P 0, then there is a Q0 suh thatQ=)Q0 and (P 0; Q0) 2 R. Beause the root ondition is satis�ed, Q 6= Q0 andthus � stable(P ) and � stable(Q). If P ��!P , then � stable(P ) and Div(P ). Itfollows from ondition 2 in the de�nition 5.1.2 of the divergene re�nement thatalso Div(Q). Thus also � stable(Q). Suppose now that P is stable. If Q=)Q0and Q 6= Q0, there should exist a P 0 suh that P=)P 0 and P 6= P 0, beause P +and the root ondition is satis�ed. But this would be a ontradition. Hene alsostable(Q). If Q ��!Q, then Div(Q). But P + and ondition 3.b) in de�nition 5.1.2of the divergene re�nement implies Div(P ), a ontradition. Hene Q is stable.Assume P * and � stable(P ). If P=)P 0 and P 6= P 0, then it follows again fromthe properties of the prebisimulation R and the root ondition that � stable(Q). IfP ��!P , then Div(P ) and hene also Div(Q) and thus � stable(Q). Condition 2 hasbeen proved.Condition 3. Similar to ondition 4.Condition 4. We have divtr(P ) � divtr(Q), beause of Lemma 17 in [Eloranta 94℄and ondition 2 in the de�nition of the divergene re�nement. If u 2 divtr(Q), thenQ u=)Q0 and Div(Q0) for some Q0. Reasoning in the same way as in the proof ofondition 1 and taking ondition 3.b) in the de�nition of the divergene re�nementinto aount, we an onlude that either u 2 divtr(P ) or u1 2 partr(P ) for somepre�x u1 of u. Condition 3 has thus been proved.Condition 5. Let (u; L) 2 sfail(P ). Then for some P 0, P u=)P 0, P 0 # and P 0 6a�!for all a 2 L [ f�g. As in the previous onditions we an dedue that for some Q0,Q u=)Q0 and (P 0; Q0) 2 R. Now P 0 + a for all a 2 L [ f�g. If Q0 a=)Q00, a 2 L,then by ondition 3.) in the de�nition of the divergene re�nement we should alsohave P 0 a=)P 00 for some P 00, a ontradition. Thus Q0 6a�! for all a 2 L. SupposeQ0 ��!. We have Conv(P 0) and from this and ondition 3.b) we an dedue that alsoConv(Q0). Thus there an be only �nite hains Q0 ��!Q1 ��!Q2 ��!� � � ��!Qn. Takeone suh hain and all its �nal state Qn Q00. If Q00 a�!Q000 for some a 2 L, thenQ0 a=)Q000. As earlier we should now have P 0 a=)P 00 for some P 00, a ontradition.Thus Q00 6a�! for all a 2 L [ f�g. We an onlude that there is a Q00 suh thatQ u=)Q00 and Q00 6a�! for all a 2 L [ f�g. If Q00 ", then Q0 *, a ontradition. ThusQ00 # and (u; L) 2 sfail(Q). We have proved sfail(P ) � sfail(Q).If (v; L) 2 sfail(Q), then Q v=)Q0, Q0 # and Q0 6a�! for all a 2 L[f�g. Espeially,we have Q0 + a for all a 2 L [ f�g. Write v = v1 � � � vn, if v 6= ". As in the proof ofondition 1, either P v=)P 0 and (P 0; Q0) 2 R or P v1���vk=) P 00 and P 00 *. In the latterase the seond part of ondition 4 is satis�ed. Consider the former ase. There an't



80 CHAPTER 6. COMPARISONSbe transitions P 0 a=), a 2 L, beause Q0 6a=) and (P 0; Q0) 2 R. Beause Conv(Q0),we also have Conv(P 0). Thus there are no in�nite � -paths starting from P 0. IfP 0 *, ondition 4 is satis�ed. So assume P 0 +. Take one of the � -paths P 0=)P 00suh that P 00 6��!. Now P 00 # and P 00 6a�! for all a 2 L [ f�g. Thus P v=)P 00 and(v; L) 2 sfail(P ). Condition 5 has been proved and onsequently P vCFFDref Q.Next we prove inlusion 18. Suppose P vdivref Q. We laim that also P vCFFDrefQ.Condition 1. Let u 2 partr(P ). As in the ase of vrdivref it follows that u 2 tr(Q).Suppose onversely that v 2 partr(Q). Write v = v1 � � � vn, n � 1, if v 6= ". There isa Q0 suh that Q v=)Q0 and Q0 ". If v = " and Q = Q0, then Q *. Now P + wouldlead to a ontradition and onsequently P *, i.e. " 2 partr(P ). If on the otherhand Q 6= Q0, then the �rst transition from Q an be either Q ��!Q00 or Q v1�!Q00.Let a be the �rst ation, i.e. a = v1 or a = � . Now either P * a or P + a. If P * a,then ondition 1 for vCFFDref is satis�ed. If P + a, then there is a P 00 suh thatP=) a�!=)P 00 and P 00 vdivref Q00. Now we an proeed exatly in the same wayas in the proof of the inlusion vrdivref � vCFFDref .Condition 2. Suppose P +. If P ��!P 0, then Q=) ��!=)Q0, i.e. � stable(P )implies � stable(Q). If stable(P ), then P +. Now � stable(Q) would lead to aontradition on aount of ondition ii) in the de�nition of the ongruent divergenere�nement. Thus stable(Q) and the �rst part of ondition 2 is valid.Suppose next P * and � stable(P ). It follows diretly from the de�nition ofvdivref that also � stable(Q). The ondition 2 has been proved.Conditions 3. and 4. The proof proeeds exatly as the proof of the ondition 4 forvrdivref and vCFFDref .Condition 5. Let (u; L) 2 sfail(P ). If u 6= ", we an show sfail(P ) � sfail(Q) inthe same way as in the proof of vrdivref � vCFFDref . If u = ", then for some P 0,P=)P 0, P 0 # and P 0 6a�! for all a 2 L [ f�g. The ase P 6= P 0 is essentially thesame as the ase u 6= ". So suppose P = P 0. We have then P + a for all a 2 L[f�g.Furthermore, Q + a and for every transition Q a�!Q0 there should be a derivationP=) a�!=)P 00, a ontradition. Thus (u; L) 2 sfail(Q).Suppose (v; L) 2 sfail(Q). If v 6= ", then we an proeed in the same way asin the proof of vrdivref � vCFFDref . If v = " and P a�!P 0 for some a 2 L [ f�g,then we should have Q=) a�!=)Q0, a ontradition. Thus (v; L) 2 sfail(P ) andthe whole laim has now been proved.That there are no other other inlusions follows either from de�nitions or fromthe inlusion diagram for the equivalenes. 2



6.2. REFINEMENT RELATIONS 81Proposition 6.2.3 In RALTS, vwbisref = vrbisref and vdivref = vrdivref .Proof. The onditions for transitions are proved in Theorem 81 in Eloranta [2℄. Theonditions for the partiality prediate are the same in both de�nitions. The same istrue for the funtion Conv. 2The next proposition generalizes a property whih was already used in setion4.1.Proposition 6.2.4 Let Q be a partially de�ned labeled transition system interpre-tated as a graph. If P is obtained from Q by utting o� some ars and marking thestates left at the ut-o� points partially de�ned, then P v Q for all the re�nementrelations v.Proof. Let Q1; � � � ; Qn be the states in P and set R = f(Qi; Qi) j i = 1; � � � ; ng.Then R is a relation between proesses. It ontains the initial states of P and Q andit is evident that R is prebisimulation, divergene prebisimulation, partial bisimu-lation and partial divergene bisimulation. Also the root ondition and ongrueneondition are satis�ed. Thus P v Q for all the bisimulation-based re�nement rela-tions v. As for CFFD-re�nement, the inlusions in the de�nition are learly validand the other requirements are ful�lled on aount of the de�nition of P . 2
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Chapter 7Algorithmi AspetsThe starting point for bisimulation-based relations is the �xpoint algorithm forstrong bisimilarity. Its best soure is [Fernandez 89℄, whih is based on [Paige andTarjan 87℄. Earlier results are [Kanellakis and Smolka 83℄, [Bolognesi and Smolka 87℄and [Bolognesi and Caneve 88℄. It is possible to use similar ideas also when om-puting bisimulation-based re�nement relations.The algorithm for determining the CFFD-equivalene, on the other hand, usesthe methods developed for testing the trae equivalene of nondeterministi �niteautomata ([Hoproft and Ullman 79℄, pp. 22-23, [Aho, Hoproft and Ullman 74℄,pp. 157-162). In the ase of CFFD-equivalene, we must also take divergenes,stable failures and partial traes into aount. This an be done by equippingthe nodes with attributes that reserve the neessary information ([Hennessy 85℄,[Cleaveland and Hennessy 90℄, [Cleaveland, Parrow and Ste�en 90℄, [Brinksma 89℄,[Valmari and Tienari 91℄).7.1 Bisimulation-based equivalenesWe �rst present an algorithm to detet strongly bisimilar states in one �nite proessP = (S;A; T; "; s0). The algorithm omputes the partition � of the state set Siteratively. At the end the partition � represents the equivalene lasses of thestates. The omputation starts by partitioning the initial partition �I = fB1; B2g,where B1 = fs 2 Sj s "g; B2 = fs 2 Sj s #g:The algorithm uses the notationT�1a [B℄ = fs 2 Sj (s; a; s0) 2 T; s0 2 Bg;where B � S.
83



84 CHAPTER 7. ALGORITHMIC ASPECTSAlgorithm: Strong bisimilarity.Input: A �nite proess P = (S;A; T; "; s0) 2 ALTS.Output: Partition � of S; � represents equivalent states.Method:1. begin2. W := �I ; � := �I ;3. repeat4. hoose and remove any B 2 W ;5. for eah a 2 A do6. Ia;B := fX 2 �j X \ T�1a [B℄ 6= ;; X 6� T�1a [B℄g;7. I1;2a;B := fX \ T�1a [B℄j X 2 Ia;Bg S fX n T�1a [B℄j X 2 Ia;Bg;8. � := (� n Ia;B) [ I1;2a;B;9. W := (W n Ia;B) [ I1;2a;B;10. endfor;11. until W = ;;12. end.For a 2 A, B � S and a partition � of S, de�ne the operator �a;B(�) as follows:�(�) = fX \ T�1a [B℄j X 2 �g [ fX n T�1a [B℄j X 2 �g:Now the lines 4-9 ompute the operator �(�; �), whih is de�ned as follows. Let�0 = fB1; � � � ; Bng be a family of subsets of the state set S and � a partition of S.Then �(�0; �) = (�B1 Æ � � � Æ �Bn)(�);where �B = �a1 ;B Æ � � � Æ �an ;B, if a1; � � � ; an are the elements of A. The algorithmomputes the maximal �xpoint of ~�(�) = �(�; �) and this turns out to be themaximal bisimulation. The orretness proof of the algorithm is long and tedious,but at the same time elegant, [Fernandez 89℄. The algorithm an be implementedin O(mn) time, where n is the number of states and m the number of ars. Byarefully keeping trak of how bloks of the partition are split into subbloks ateah re�nement step, it is possible to redue the time to O(m logn) ([Fernandez 89℄,[Paige and Tarjan 87℄).



7.2. BISIMULATION REFINEMENTS 85It is now straightforward to test for two �nite proesses P andQ, whether P �wbisQ or not. This an be done by forming the proess R = i;P [ ℄ i;Q and testing, ifthe initial states of P and Q are equivalent.The same algorithm an be used for omputing the weak and divergene bisim-ulation equivalenes. However, instead of P = (S;A; T; "; s0) we must onsider thesystem P̂ = (S;A; T̂ ;*; s0), where(s1; a; s2) 2 T̂ if and only if s1 a=)s2:For weak bisimilarity, the initial partition is �I = fB1; B2g, whereB1 = fs 2 Sj s *g; B2 = fs 2 Sj s +g:For divergene bisimilarity, the initial partition is � = fB1; B2; B3; B4g, whereB1 = fs 2 Sj s + and Conv(s)g;B2 = fs 2 Sj s + and Div(s)g;B3 = fs 2 Sj s * and Conv(s)g;B4 = fs 2 Sj s * and Div(s)g:The most-time onsuming task is the omputation of T̂ . In pratie the mosteÆient way is not to ompute T̂ beforehand, but on the y. In other words, whenomputing T̂�1a [B℄, the best way seems to be the bakward depth-�rst searh in theoriginal transition system P to detet the states s suh that s a=)s0, s0 2 B. Beauseof the time-onsuming omputations of the sets T̂�1a [B℄, it is not neessary to usethe most eÆient version of the equivalene algorithm, but the basi version we havepresented is suÆient for most purposes.7.2 Bisimulation re�nementsThe omputation of the relation vwbisref is based on the same kind of priniplesas the omputation of �wbis. First we de�ne an operator F on binary relationson ALTS. If R � ALTS � ALTS is a relation, then F(R) onsists of those pairs(P;Q) 2 R suh that1. if P a=)P 0, a 2 (Anf�g) [ f"g, then there is a Q0 suh that Q a=)Q0 and(P 0; Q0) 2 R,2. if P + a, then Q + a and for every Q0, Q a=)Q0 there is a P 0 suh that P a=)P 0and (P 0; Q0) 2 R.The algorithm is based on the following theorem ([Stirling 87℄).Theorem 7.2.1 Let P = (S1; A1; T1; "; r0), Q = (S2; A2; T2; "; s0) and v0= S1�S2,vk+1= F(vk). Then P vwbisref Q if and only if for every k, (r0; s0) 2vk. 2The basi algorithm is now simple ([Celikkan and Cleaveland 95℄).



86 CHAPTER 7. ALGORITHMIC ASPECTSAlgorithm: Bisimulation re�nement.Input: Proesses P = (S1; A1; T1; "; r0) and Q = (S2; A2; T2; "; s0).Output: True, if P vwbisref Q, false otherwise.Method:1. begin2. k := 1;3. v0:= S1 � S2;4. v1:= F(v0);5. while vk 6=vk�1 do6. vk+1:= F(vk);7. k := k + 1;8. endwhile;9. if (r0; s0) 2vk then return true else return false;10. end.Conditions 1) and 2) in the de�nition of F are just the onditions in the de�nitionof vwbisref . By replaing the onditions for F with the onditions of the relationvdivref we get an algorithm for vdivref .The time omplexity of the algorithm is quite high ompared to the bisimulationequivalene algorithm. In the worst ase the while loop exeutes jS1j � jS2j times.This would happen if eah iteration removes exatly one pair from vk. The timespent on omputing F is bounded by jS1j � jS2j. Thus the total time is O(jS1j2 �jS2j2).Celikkan and Cleaveland (1995) also give a more eÆient algorithm. It is basedon the ideas presented in [Bloom and Paige 92℄, [Cleaveland and Ste�en 91℄ and[Cleaveland and Ste�en 93℄. The starting point is the observation that R is a pre-bisimulation if and only if R � F(R). Thus, if RnF(R) 6= ; then R is not aprebisimulation. The following algorithm omputes the largest prebisimulation overS1 � S2 and may thus be used to determine if P vwbisref Q.



7.3. BKO- AND CFFD-EQUIVALENCE 87Algorithm: EÆient bisimulation re�nement.Method:1. begin2. R := S1 � S2;3. ToDelete := RnF(R);4. while ToDelete 6= ; do5. hoose (p; q) 2 ToDelete;6. R:= Rnf(p; q)g;7. ToDelete := RnF(R);8. endwhile9. end.Our representation of the eÆient algorithm is still too abstrat for onrete im-plementation, but we don't repeat the details, beause there are plenty of themand they are explained thoroughly in [Celikkan and Cleaveland 95℄. Let's only no-tie that the implementation takes O(jS2j � jP j + jQj � jS1j) time, where jP j =jS1j+ jT1j+ j "P j.7.3 BKO- and CFFD-equivaleneTesting the property P �CFFD Q for two �nite proesses P and Q is algorithmiallymore diÆult than testing P �wbis Q. There seems to be more than one andi-date for eÆient implementation. Our algorithm is nearly the same as presentedin [Valmari and Tienari 91℄ and that's why we introdue only the basi ideas. AneÆient implementation needs more onentration on details, but these have beenexplained in [Valmari and Tienari 91℄. We present only an algorithm for CFFD-equivalene, beause BKO-equivalene an be omputed in the same way with evi-dent modi�ations.Our aim is to attah a unique struture N (P ) to every �nite proess P . Thisstruture should be suh that N (P ) = N (Q), if P �CFFD Q, and N (P ) 6= N (Q), ifP 6�CFFD Q. Furthermore, it should be relatively easy to ompute N (P ) algorith-mially, at least on average. Our N resembles the well-known determinization andminimization proess of �nite nondeterministi automata.Let P = (S;A; T; "; s0) 2 ALTS be �nite. Instead of P , onsider a proess P̂ =(S;A; T̂ ; "; s0), where T̂ is as in the weak bisimulation algorithm, i.e. (s; a; s0) 2 T̂ if



88 CHAPTER 7. ALGORITHMIC ASPECTSs a=)s0. Interpret P̂ as a nondeterministi automaton with every state �nal. To om-pute N (P ), transform P̂ �rst into a deterministi automaton Pdet = (Sd; A; Td; v0),where every state is �nal. This transformation is well-known, see for example[Hoproft and Ullman 79℄. Every state in Sd is a subset R � S. Equip everyR = fs1; � � � ; sng 2 Sd with information about the states s1; � � � ; sn as follows.� A boolean variable d is attahed to R with the following values:d = � true; if Div(si) for some i = 1; � � � ; n;false; if Conv(si), for all i = 1; � � � ; n,� A subset olletion Ref(R) onsists of subsets B � A suh that there is a s 2 R,s #, s 6��!, s 6a�! for all a 2 B and there is no B0 suh that B0 satis�es theprevious onditions of B and B � B0 properly. In other words, every B ismaximal. We also use the notation Ref(s) for a single state in a state graphwith the obvious meaning.� A boolean variable p attahed to R has the values:p = � true; if si " for some i = 0; � � �n,false; if si # for all i = 1; � � �n.� Let R0 be the initial state of Pdet. Then stable(R0) if and only if stable(s0).We use refusal sets Ref(R) in our algorithms. In real implementations it is oftenmore eÆient to use aeptane sets. These are omplements of refusal sets andontain less elements in many pratial situations than refusal sets.We denote the struture Pdet with the attributes d, p, Ref and stable by N0(P )and all it an aeptane graph. Next N0(P ) will be minimized. It turns out thatthe usual minimization algorithm for automata ([Aho, Hoproft and Ullman 74℄)an also be applied in our ase. The only modi�ation is the initial partition of thestate set Sd. The states in Sd are partitioned into initial lasses on the basis of theattributes. If R is a state in N0(P ), the equivalene lass l(R) of R is de�ned byl(R) = fR0 jRef(R) = Ref(R0); d(R) = d(R0); p(R) = p(R0)g:These lasses onstitute a partitioning of the state set, whih is used as the initialpartition in the minimization.After the initial partition we no longer need the attributes in the algorithm. Theminimized N0(P ) with the attributes attahed to the states is the struture N (P ),the normalization of P . It is unique with the exeption of the names of the states.The hek P �CFFD Q an now be done by omparing N (P ) and N (Q). If theyare the same modulo the state names, then P �CFFD Q, otherwise P 6�CFFD Q.As it is known, the determinization step an take exponential time in the worstase. But in many situations the determinization proeeds quikly and thus theCFFD-equivalene is algorithmially relevant in appliations.



7.4. BKO- AND CFFD-REFINEMENT 897.4 BKO- and CFFD-re�nementTo test whether P vCFFDref Q or not is more time-onsuming than testing P �CFFDQ. The reason is that we must hek a lot of trae inlusions. Our algorithm is basedon the idea to examine every trae with a length less than a ertain limit. This limitdepends on the number of states in the labeled transition systems P and Q. It isnot neessary to examine longer traes, beause they must ontain loops and thesewe an bypass.In the artiles [Cleaveland and Hennessy 93℄ and [Celikkan and Cleaveland 92℄the bisimulation algorithm is also used to ompute the testing preorders. We havenot onsidered this possibility in the ase of the BKO- and CFFD-re�nements, al-though it seems to be a plausible alternative. In fat, in our algorithm we have toompare expliitly refusal (or aeptane) sets, whereas in the above method theseomparisons happen impliitly. So using the bisimulation algorithm may be moreeÆient than our method. However, our aim has been to demonstrate that theBKO- and CFFD-re�nements an be omputed eÆiently enough. The question ofthe most eÆient algorithm is left outside this thesis. It is an interesting researhtopi.First we onstrut N (P ) and N (Q). We test with the help of the sets examineand simulation, if every trae in N (P ) belongs to N (Q). The set simulation willonsist of pairs (R;R0) suh that a trae leading to R in N (P ) also leads to R0in N (Q). If R an be reahed with di�erent traes, then we may have severalpairs (R;R01); � � � ; (R;R0k) in simulation. The set examination will ontain new pairs(R;R0) that should still be examined. We onstrut simulation step by step and atthe end it will be maximal in the sense that it ontains all possible pairs (R;R0).Notie that it is not neessary for our purposes to ollet information about theations in traes, but only about the states reahable by the traes.The set simulation is onstruted step by step with the help of the set examina-tion. First the pair of the initial states is added to both sets. After that we takea pair from examination, say (R;R0), and ollet the states reahable with one arfrom R. The we hek the orresponding transitions from R0. In this way we getnew pairs. For every new pair we hek, whether it is already in simulation. If itis not, we add it to both sets, otherwise it is not neessary to onsider that pairanymore.At the same time we onstrut new pairs we an also hek for the attributesof partially de�ned states, divergenes and stable failures. After all the states andpaths in N (P ) have been examined, we do the same for N (Q) with the exeptionthat we study the attributes in a di�erent way. Espeially, if a trae t in N (Q)ontains a pre�x to a partially de�ned state in N (P ), all the onditions of theCFFD-re�nement are satis�ed. For this reason and beause N (P ) and N (Q) aredeterministi, it is no more neessary to examine longer traes, whih ontain t asa pre�x.If R is a state in N (P ), then we denote by d(R) the value of the attribute d in



90 CHAPTER 7. ALGORITHMIC ASPECTSR and by p(R) the value of the attribute p in R. We must test that tr(P ) � tr(Q)and the traes or pre�xes of the traes of Q belong to tr(P ). In both ases we anapply the same kind of tehnique that we present as a proedure:proedure Test-traes(R, N , R0, N 0, simulation, examine)where� R is a state in N ,� N is a normalized state graph,� R0 is a state in N 0,� N 0 is a normalized state graph,� simulation is a set of state pairs (R;R0), where R is in N and R0 in N 0,� examine onsists of the same kind of pairs as simulation.1. begin2. for every (R; a; S) in N loop3. if there is (R0; a; S 0) in N 0 then4. if (S; S 0) 62 simulation then5. add (S; S 0) to simulation;6. add (S; S 0) to examine;7. end if;8. else return 'no'; end if;9. end for;10. end.Furthermore, for a pair (R;R0) in the simulation set we must hek the refusalsets. We use the notation Ref(R) �� Ref(R0), if for every set U in Ref(R) there isa set U 0 in Ref(R0) suh that U � U 0.



7.4. BKO- AND CFFD-REFINEMENT 91Algorithm: CFFD-re�nement testInput: Finite state graphs of proesses P and Q.Output: 'Yes', if P vCFFDref Q, 'no' otherwise.Method:1. begin2. hek the stable prediates of P and Q;3. if OK, ontinue, otherwise return 'no';4. onstrut N (P ) and N (Q) with initial states RP and RQ, respetively;(* Phase 1: hek the traes of P *)5. simulation := f(RP ; RQ)g;6. examine := simulation;7. while examine 6= ; loop8. take (R;R0) from examine;9. if (d(R) and (not d(R0))) or �(Ref(R) �� Ref(R0)) then return 'no';10. end if;11. Test-traes(R, N (P ), R0, N (Q), simulation, examine);12. end while;(* Phase 2: hek the traes of Q *)13. simulation := f(RQ; RP )g;14. examine := simulation;15. while examine 6= ; loop16. take (R;R0) from examine;17. if not p(R0) then18. if p(R) or (d(R) and (not d(R0)))) or �((Ref(R) �� Ref(R0)) thenreturn 'no';19. end if;20. Test-traes(R, N (Q), R0, N (P ), simulation, examine);21. end if;22. end while;



92 CHAPTER 7. ALGORITHMIC ASPECTS23. return 'yes';24. end.Next we prove that the previous algorithm is orret. The proof onsists of along series of lemmas.Lemma 7.4.1 The algorithm stops after a �nite number of steps.Proof. The algorithm stops, beause in the while-loops one pair of states is takenevery time from examine. A pair is added to examine only if it has not been therealready. The proedure Test-traes takes are of this with the help of the setsimulation. Thus the upper bound for the while loops is m � n, where m is thenumber of states in N (P ) and n is the number of states in N (Q). 2Lemma 7.4.2 Let t 2 tr(P ) � tr(Q) and onsider the �rst part of the algorithmwithout the onditions for divergenes and stable failures. Then there will be anelement (R; S) in simulation suh that RP t=)R and RQ t=)S.Proof. We use indution on the length of t. In this ase the indution prinipleis quite powerful and it not neessary to onsider for example loops in the pathaepting t.Suppose t = ", i.e. jtj = 0. Then R = RP and S = RQ, beause N (P ) and N (Q)are deterministi without � -transitions. The pair (RP ; RQ) is in simulation alreadyat the beginning of the algorithm.Suppose jtj = k > 0 and the laim is true for all traes shorter than k. Supposet = ua, juj = k � 1. Let RP u=)Ri a=)R and RQ u=)R0j a=)S. By the indutionhypothesis, the pair (Ri; R0j) will be in simulation. Hene it will also be in examine.Thus in the while-loop 7-12 the pair (Ri; R0j) will be piked at some time fromexamine and the transitions from Ri and R0j will be examined. Espeially, theproedure Test-traes will �nd R and S and the pair (R; S) will be added tosimulation and examine. It is also possible that the pair has been added earlier,when another trae has been examined. 2Lemma 7.4.3 Let (R; S) be an element added into simulation at the k:th round ofthe �rst while loop. Then there is a trae t of length � k suh that RP t=)R andRQ t=)S.Proof. We use indution on k. If k = 0, we must have R = RP , S = RQ and t = ".Thus the laim is valid.Suppose k > 0 and the laim is true for all rounds 1; � � � ; k� 1. Assume the pair(R; S) is added into simulation and examine at the k:th round. This addition isdone in the proedure Test-traes and it shows that R is reahed with an ation afrom some R0 in N (P ) and S is reahed with a from some S 0 in N (Q). Furthermore,



7.4. BKO- AND CFFD-REFINEMENT 93the pair (R0; S 0) has been taken from examine, so it is also in simulation. The pair(R0; S 0) has been added into simulation and examine at an earlier stage and henewe an apply the indution hypothesis to (R0; S 0). Thus there is a trae u suh thatRP u=)R0, RQ u=)S 0 and juj < k � 1. If we now hoose t = ua, we have RP t=)R,RQ t=)S and jtj � k. 2Lemma 7.4.4 Suppose t 2 tr(P ), but t 62 tr(Q). Consider the �rst phase of thealgorithm without onditions for divergenes and stable failures. The algorithm out-puts 'no'.Proof. We again use indution on the length of t. If jtj = 1, then t = a for someation a. There is a transition with a from RP , but no transition with a from RQ.Beause (RP ; RQ) is in examine, the proedure Test-traes noties in step 3 thatt 62 tr(Q) and returns 'no'. Of ourse, the output 'no' ould also our earlier.Suppose jtj = k > 1 and the laim is valid for all traes of length less than k. Lett = ua. If u 62 tr(Q), then by the indution hypothesis the algorithm outputs 'no'.So suppose u 2 tr(Q). If the algorithm does not output 'no', we an onlude byfollowing the proof of Lemma 7.4.2 that there are R0 in N (P ) and S 0 in N (Q) suhthat RP u=)R0, RQ u=)S 0 and (R0; S 0) will be added into examine and simulation.Now the proedure Test-traes �nds that t = ua is not in tr(Q) and outputs 'no'.2Lemma 7.4.5 Suppose t 2 divtr(P ), but t 62 divtr(Q). Then the �rst phase of thealgorithm outputs 'no'.Proof. If t 62 tr(Q), then by Lemma 7.4.4 the algorithm outputs 'no'. So supposet 2 tr(Q). There are R and S suh that RP t=)R, RQ t=)S and (R; S) will be addedinto simulation and examine by Lemma 7.4.2, if the algorithm does not output 'no'before that.Suppose the algorithm piks (R; S) at some round of the while-loop 7-12. Inline 9 the algorithm heks onditions d(R) and d(S). Beause t 2 divtr(P ) andR is unique, d(R) must be true on the basis of the onstrution of N (P ). Beauset 62 divtr(Q) and beause S is also unique, d(S) must be false. Thus the algorithmreturns 'no'. 2Lemma 7.4.6 Suppose (t; L) 2 sfail(P ), but (t; L) 62 sfail(Q). Then the �rst phaseof the algorithm outputs 'no'.Proof. In the same way as the proof of Lemma 7.4.5. 2Lemma 7.4.7 If the �rst phase of the algorithm outputs 'no', then P 6vCFFDref Q.Proof. Suppose the �rst phase outputs 'no' after taking a pair (R; S) from examine.By Lemma 7.4.3 there is a trae t suh that RP t=)R and RQ t=)S. Suppose the



94 CHAPTER 7. ALGORITHMIC ASPECTSalgorithm outputs 'no' when at line 9. The output is the result of the tests fordivergenes and stable failures. For example, if d(R) is true, but d(S) is false, thismeans that there is a state r in R suh that a trae leading to r diverges, but thesame trae does not belong to divtr(Q). So the output is orret. In the same waythe output is orret, if it is the result of the ondition for stable failures. 2Lemma 7.4.8 If the algorithm outputs 'no', P 6vCFFDref Q.Proof. We have already proved the result for the �rst phase of the algorithm, soonsider the seond phase. The lemmas 7.4.2-7.4.3 are valid also for the seondwhile loop with the following exeption: Suppose t 2 tr(Q)\ tr(P ) and onsider theseond while loop without onditions for divergenes and stable failures. Then thereis a pair (S;R) in simulation suh that RQ t=)S and RP t=)R or RQ u=)S, RP u=)R,where u is a pre�x of t and u2 partr(P ).We an now proeed in the same way as with the �rst phase and onlude thatthe laim is valid. 2Lemma 7.4.9 If the algorithm outputs 'yes', P vCFFDref Q.Proof. The algorithm outputs 'yes', if it has not output 'no' before. We have provedwith the previous lemmas that if one of the onditions for �d-re�nement is violated,the algorithm detets this and outputs 'no'. So if 'no' has not been output, it meansthat all the onditions are valid. 2Theorem 7.4.10 The algorithm deides orretly, if P vCFFDref Q or not.2 It is possible to make the algorithm faster. The onstrution of the normalizedversions N (P ) and N (Q) may be time-onsuming and it turns out that it is notneessary to normalize the whole of P .In the �rst phase, we an use P instead of the normalized version. If s is a statein P , we an use the prediates d and Ref with s in the same way as with a stateof the normalized graph. So it is not neessary to hange the �rst phase of thealgorithm in any way.In the seond phase we need the normalized version of P , but only up to partiallyde�ned states. So we �rst onstrut P 0 from P by leaving all the transitions frompartially de�ned states out. Then we onstrut N (P 0) and use it in the seondphase of the algorithm instead of N (P ). No other hanges in the seond phase areneessary.So if P ontains partially de�ned states near the initial state, we an probablyleave most states and transitions out and thus the task of the seond loop is moreeasily exeuted.



7.5. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF CFFD 95The most time onsuming task is the determinization. It is exponential in theworst ase. Otherwise, the while-loops in the algorithm are performed at the mostm� n times, where m and n are the number of states in N (P ) and N (Q), respe-tively. In every round of the loops the algorithm heks the onditions for divergenesand stable failures. The divergenes an be heked in a onstant time in the loops,beause they have been alulated beforehand after the determinization. If a is thenumber of ations in the systems, there an be 2a refusal (or aeptane) sets andeah set has at most a elements. So the omparison of stable failures is at worstO(2a), but in pratie very often less, nearly onstant. It seems that if the numberof states in the determinization is reasonably small, the number of refusal sets also issmall. These two are related, at least in pratie. So the omplexity of the algorithmafter the determinization is O(m�n� 2a) in the worst ase, but O(m�n) in manypratial situations.7.5 Pratial implementation of CFFDI have implemented BKO- and CFFD-re�nements in the presene of partially de�nedstates. If one is going to use existing programs to generate labeled transition systemsfrom Lotos spei�ations, a short way to implement BKO- and CFFD-relations isas follows.De�ne udef as an ordinary Lotos proess. Generate a labeled transition systeminto a �le using an existing software. Determinize the system in a normal way. Addattributes to the determinized system. This an be done by visiting every nodeusing every possible path in the original system with the exeption of the nodesreahable only via �-transitions and olleting the attributes for a node. Searh thenodes in the determinized system that are reahable with the traes and add theattribute information to these nodes. Do the same for the other Lotos spei�ation.After this it is possible to hek the BKO- and CFFD-relations by omparing thedeterminized systems and their attributes.The determinization step an usually be done with existing Lotos software. Byproeeding this way it is neessary to write only about 1500 lines of ode in orderto alulate BKO- and CFFD-relations. This ode inludes a simple user interfae,but no eÆient memory management.
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Chapter 8Abstrat versus onrete notionsof re�nement
8.1 An IntrodutionWe have explained in setion 2.2 how the re�nement is done in pratie. It wasonjetured that this intuitive onept of re�nement is valid in all the situations.Let P and Q be proesses, � an equivalene and v a re�nement relation related tothe equivalene. Then our onjeture is de�ned as follows.Struture Conjeture. We have P v Q if and only if there are P 0 and Q0 suhthat P � P 0, Q � Q0, P 0 v Q0 and Q0 is obtained from P 0 by adding transitionsfrom partially de�ned states, i.e. states p of P suh that p ", to arbitrary augmentedlabelled transition systems or hanging partially de�ned states to totally de�ned.We have now enough mahinery to study the onjeture in bisimulation andCFFD-semantis. It turns out that the onjeture is not true in the bisimulation se-mantis, but a modi�ed version of the onjeture an be shown to be valid. However,the onjeture is true in the CFFD-semantis.8.2 The onjeture in the bisimulation semantis8.2.1 The ounterexamplesThe de�nition of the weak bisimulation re�nement does not orrespond ompletelywith the intuitive onepts, and the onjeture turns out to be false in its originalform. As a ounterexample, onsider the proesses P and Q de�ned by the diagrams
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98 CHAPTER 8. ABSTRACT VERSUS CONCRETE NOTIONS OF REFINEMENTP : ! P1 a�!P2 " b�!P3
Q : ! Q1 a�! Q4 �! Q5??yaQ2??ybQ3We have P vwbisref Q, beause R = f(P1; Q1); (P2; Q2); (P3; Q3)g is a prebisim-ulation. The proess Q is not obtained from P by adding transitions to partiallyde�ned states. Moreover, there is no suh P 0 and Q0 as the onjeture demands. Forexample, the proesses P 0 and P 00, de�ned by the diagramsP 0 : ! P1 " a�!P2 " b�!P3 P 00 : ! P1 a�! P4 "??yaP2 "??ybP3are not weakly bisimilar with P . On the other hand, the proessQ is already minimaland there is no larger proess satisfying the onditions of the the onjeture. Wean onlude that the onjeture is not orret with respet to P and Q.It might be thought that the reason for this behaviour is the di�erene in thede�nitions of the weak bisimulation equivalene and re�nement. Two states P andQ are equivalent, only if P * , Q *. Two states P and Q orrespond with eahother in the prebisimulation sense only if P + a implies Q + a. So in the equivalenewe use the ondition * without an ation and in the re�nement with an ation. Ifwe hanged the de�nition of the prebisimulation so that * were used instead of * a,the onjeture would remain false as the following example shows:
P : #P1 ��! P4 b�! P5??y�P2 "??yaP3

Q : #Q3 a � Q2 � � Q1 ��! Q6 �! Q6??y�Q4??ybQ5



8.2. THE CONJECTURE IN THE BISIMULATION SEMANTICS 99The situation is the same as before so that P vwbisref Q, but there is are no P 0 andQ0 as the onjeture demands.As we have seen in hapter 3, the partiality ondition of the bisimulation re�ne-ment is neessary, if the relation is wanted to be a ongruene with respet to ationpre�x. On the other hand, the partiality ondition of the bisimulation equivalene isvery natural and orresponds with the intuitive onept of equivalene better thanthe ondition with * a. Moreover, the onjeture would remain false even if wehanged the de�nition of the prebisimulation.8.2.2 The modi�ed onjeture in the bisimulation semantisWe show that in the ase P vwbisref Q the proess P an be onsidered to be asubgraph of Q. This means the following. Let P be a labelled transition systemwith a state (node) set VP and an ar set EP . Thus EP � VP � A � VQ, where Ais the set of ations in P . Similarly, let Q onsist of a state set VQ and an ar setEQ. We say that P is a subgraph of Q, if there is an injetion f : VP ! VQ suhthat the initial state of P maps to the initial state of Q and (v1; a; v2) 2 EP implies(f(v1); a; f(v2)) 2 EQ.Proposition 8.2.1 Let P vwbisref Q. There are proesses P 0 and Q0 suh thatP �wbis P 0, Q �wbis Q0 and P 0 is a subgraph of Q0.Proof. Let R be the prebisimulation between P and Q. Let P0 and Q0 be the initialstates of P and Q, respetively. Construt two trees aording to the rules givenbelow. Every node in the trees is of the form (p; q) or (X; q), where p and q arestates of P and Q and X is a speial symbol.The rule are as follows:a) If (p; q) is a node in the tree and p 6= X, add a hild (p0; q0) with a transition afor every p0, q0 and a suh that p a=)p0, q a=)q0 and (p0; q0) 2 R. Note that amay be ".b) If (p; q) is a node in the tree and p 6= X, then add a hild (X; q0) with a transitiona for every q0 suh that q a=)q0 and there is no p0 with p a=)p0, (p0; q0) 2 R.) If (X; q) is a node in the tree and q a=)q0, then add a hild (X; q0) with a transitiona.De�ne T1 to be a tree whih is onstruted by starting from the root (p0; q0) andapplying rule a) as long as possible. De�ne T2 to be a tree whih is onstrutedby starting from the same initial node and applying rules a), b) and ) as long aspossible.A node (p; q) in T1 is partially de�ned, if p is partially de�ned. A node (p; q) inT2, where p may be X, is partially de�ned, if q is partially de�ned.



100 CHAPTER 8. ABSTRACT VERSUS CONCRETE NOTIONS OF REFINEMENTIf we de�ne E1 = f(p; (p; q))g, where p is a state in P and (p; q) a state in T1, thenE1 is a weak bisimulation between P and T1. Similary, E2 = f(q; (p; q)g, where p is astate in P or X, is a weak bisimulation between Q and T2. Moreover, T1 vwbisref T2,beause R0 = f((p; q); (p; q))g, where (p; q) is a state in T1, is a prebisimulationbetween T1 and T2.By the onstrution, T1 is a subgraph of T2. The graphs may be in�nite, but wean stop to add new nodes, if we reah a node whih already is on the path fromthe initial node to the urrent node. In this ase we just draw the transition to theearlier node on the path. In this way we get two graphs and the graph orrespondingwith T1 is a subgraph of the graph orresponding with T2.2The onverse of the previous proposition also is valid, if we put further restritionson the subgraphs. Let a labelled transition system P be a subgraph of a labelledtransition system Q with the following restrition. Let f be an injetion betweenthe state sets of P and Q. If v is a state in P and f(v) has out-transitions notpresent in v, then v is partially de�ned. With these restritions it is seen diretlyfrom the de�nitions that P vwbisref Q.Next, we onsider how T2 di�ers from T1. Take a node (p; q) whih is in T1 andT2 and suppose that (p; q) ontains a transition in T2 not present in T1. By theonstrution, this means that the transition is of the form (p; q) a�!(X; q0). BeauseT1 vwbisref T2, it is neessary that p * a. This means that p or some state reahableby a=) is partially de�ned. We an stateTheorem 8.2.2 P vwbisref Q if and only if there are labeled transition systems P 0and Q0 suh that P �wbis P 0, Q �wbis Q0, P 0 vwbisref Q0, and Q0 is obtained from P 0by adding a-transitions from states p of P 0 suh that p * a, to arbitrary augmentedlabelled transition systems, or by hanging partially de�ned states of P 0 to totallyde�ned.Proof. We have proved the if-part already. To prove the onverse, if P �wbis P 0,Q �wbis Q0 and P 0 vwbisref Q0, then P vwbisref Q, beause the equivalene �wbis isalso the preorder vwbisref and vwbisref is transitive. 2Reasoning in the same way it is easy to see that if we replae + a in the de�nitionof bisimulation re�nement by +, the previous result also is valid with the exeptionthat * is used instead of * a.This result is the best possible. Thus it is not possible to desribe a re�nementin the bisimulation semantis using only the simple onept of a subgraph. Thisseems to be an inherent property of the bisimulation re�nement.



8.3. THE CONJECTURE IN THE CFFD-SEMANTICS 1018.3 The onjeture in the CFFD-semantis8.3.1 The plan of the proof in CFFD-semantisThe proof is based on the onepts of the aeptane graph and normalizationpresented in the previous hapter. So the �rst thing is to onstrut N (P ) and N (Q).After this it is possible to apply the onverse onstrution that builds an ordinarytransition system from an aeptane graph. This onstrution is presented in thepaper [Valmari and Tienari 91℄ and we an follow it with three modi�ations. The�rst modi�ation is that we must take the partially de�ned states into aount. Theseond modi�ation is that it is neessary to handle the two aeptane graphs at thesame time, beause the other must be a subgraph of the other. If done separately,the subgraph property is not satis�ed ompletely. The third modi�ation is thatthe struture of the failure sets in the two proesses must be taken into aount ina new way in order to preserve the subgraph property.It is neessary to do one more trik before the proof is omplete. In order thatthe onstrution yields the labeled transition system Q0 and its subgraph P 0, it isneessary that N (P ) is a subgraph of N (Q) as well. However, this is not the asein general. Consider the following example:
P:

?P1?a �P2?bP3"?dP4"?eP5
Q:

?Q1?aQ2?bQ3?dQ4?eQ5
- Q6 -d Q7 -f Q8

Both P and Q are deterministi as ordinary transition systems. So as graphsN0(P ) is P and N0(Q) is Q. Moreover, N0(P ) already is minimal and N0(Q) isminimal after ombining the states Q5 and Q8. Anyway, P vCFFDref Q and itfollows that N (P ) is not neessarily a subgraph of N (Q).It is possible to transform N (P ) into an equivalent aeptane graph N (P 00),whih is a subgraph of N (Q). The aeptane graph N (P 00) is not minimal, butthis is not neessary. We shall show how to do this in the general ase.De�nition 8.3.1 Two aeptane graphs N (P ) and N (P 0) with initial states p andp0 are CFFD-equivalent, if the following onditions are valid:



102 CHAPTER 8. ABSTRACT VERSUS CONCRETE NOTIONS OF REFINEMENT� stable(p) = stable(p0).� sfail(N (P )) = sfail(N (P 0)), where sfail(N (P )) is the setf(u;A) j p u=)�; A � B; B 2 Ref(�)g;� is a state in N (P ).� div(N (P )) = div(N (P 0)), where div(N (P )) is the setfu j p u=)�; d(�)g;where � is a state in N (P ).It is known that when generating labeled transition systems from aeptanegraphs, CFFD-equivalent aeptane graphs yield CFFD-equivalent labeled transi-tion systems.8.3.2 The proof of the struture onjeture in CFFD-semantisThe onjeture is proved with the following two theorems. We only onsider thease, where the proesses are �nite.Theorem 8.3.1 Suppose P vCFFDref Q. Then there is an aeptane graph Nsuh that as a graph N is a subgraph of N (Q) and as an aeptane graph N isCFFD-equivalent with N (P ). More preisely, if �N is a state in N and �Q is theorresponding state in N (Q), then Ref(�N) �� Ref(�Q).Proof. As automata, P is �nite and N (Q) is �nite and deterministi. BeauseP vCFFDref Q, every trae of P is a trae of N (Q) as well. So take a trae t of Pleading to a state p and onsider a state �Q in N (Q) reahable by the trae t fromthe initial state of N (Q). Add attributes to �Q. Initially, partiality and divergeneattributes are false and the refusal set is empty. If p is partially de�ned or divergent,then the orresponding attributes in �Q beome true. Add a possible refusal set toRef(�Q). Combine the refusal sets so that only the maximal ones remain.Go through all the traes of P using all the possible paths in the same way. Infat, beause P is �nite, it is neessary to examine only a �nite number of paths.The graph onsisting of the visited nodes of N (Q) with the added attributes is theaeptane graph N in the theorem. 2Before proeeding to the main theorem, we introdue some notational onepts.Let N (P ) and N (Q) be two aeptane graphs suh that N (P ) is isomorphi toa subgraph of N (Q) as given in the previous theorem. We will present in whatfollows how to onstrut labeled transition systems P 0 and Q0 fromN (P ) and N (Q),respetively, suh that the struture onjeture is valid. For this purpose we use thefollowing notations.



8.3. THE CONJECTURE IN THE CFFD-SEMANTICS 103� Denote by �P a state in N (P ) and by �Q the orresponding state in N (Q)under the assumed isomorphism.� If �Q is a state in N (Q), then fwd(�Q) denotes the aeptane graph onsistingof all the nodes, with the attributes, in N (Q) reahable from �Q. The node�Q itself belongs to fwd(�Q). As a matter of fat, we denote the node �Q infwd(�Q) with fwd(�Q), too. In what follows, we onsider fwd(�Q) as a separategraph from N(Q) :Thenode�Q in fwd(�Q) will be denoted by vfwdQ .� The labeled transition system P 0 to be onstruted from the aeptane graphN(P ) will ontain every �P and some extra states related to �P . We will denoteby s(�P ) the state in P 0 orresponding to �P . Furthermore, S(�P ) denotes thestate set of P 0 related to �P . The omplete state set of P 0 will be [�2N (P )S(�).The same onventions are valid for Q0.� If Ref(�P ) = fA1; � � � ; Ang and A is the set of all ations in N (P ), exluding � ,then A(�P ) denotes the set f �A1; � � � ; �Ang, where �Ai = AnAi, i = 1; � � � ; n. Inother words, �Ai is a set suh that there is a state s in P , s 2 �P and s a�!, s 6��!,for every a 2 �Ai. The same notations are used for N (Q) with the subsript Preplaed by Q.� ÆP is the transition relation in N (P ). We write ÆP (�P ; a) = w, if there is atransition from � to w with a. Similar for N (Q).� out(�) is the set of outgoing ations in node �.Our onstrution will not be the most ompat. It would be possible to redue theamount of � -transitions, but the rules would be more ompliated. The purpose ofthe following theorem is only to show the validity of the onjeture using a minimalnumber of rules in the onstrution. The example after the following theorem willshow how to minimize � -transitions.Theorem 8.3.2 Suppose P vCFFDref Q suh that N (P ) is a subgraph of N (Q).Then the onjeture is true in CFFD-semantis.Proof. The proof is onstrutive. The transition systems P 0 and Q0 are onstrutedstep by step in parallel. First we take a state �P in N (P ) and its orrespondingstate �Q in N (Q). We show how to de�ne the state sets S(�P ) and S(�Q) and todraw the outgoing transitions from the states in these sets. We go through all thestates in N (P ) and the orresponding states in N (Q) one by one. After this, it isshown how to deal with the other states in N (Q). All the states of N (P ) have beendealt with already.Let �P 2N (P ) and �Q the orresponding state in N (Q). We have the followingtwo ases to onsider:



104 CHAPTER 8. ABSTRACT VERSUS CONCRETE NOTIONS OF REFINEMENT1. � p(�P ),2. p(�P ).Now we present the rules how to de�ne the state sets S(�P ) and S(�Q) and howto draw the transitions.Case 1.� States: Let A(�P ) = fA1; � � � ; Ang. Note that A(�P ) may be empty.{ S(�P ) = fs(�P ); s1(�P ); � � � ; sn(�P )g,{ S(�Q) = fs(�Q); s1(�Q); � � � ; sn(�Q)g.Note that we use the sets in A(�P ) in Q0 too and do not are of the setsin A(�Q) for the moment. These sets are taken into aount in the nextase.� Transitions:{ (s(�P ; �; si(�P )), i = 1; � � � ; n,{ (s(�Q); �; si(�Q)), i = 1; � � � ; n,{ if d(�P ), then (s(�P ); �; s(�P )) and likewise for �Q,{ (si(�P ); a; s(ÆP (�P ; a))) for eah a 2 Ai, i = 1; � � � ; n, and likewise for�Q,{ for every a 62 A1[� � �[An suh that ÆP (�P ; a) is de�ned, add a transition(s(�P ); a; s(ÆP (�P ; a))) to the transitions of P 0 and likewise for �Q.� Example (again dropping the subsripts P or Q):�(2) b � � fag; fa; bg??ya�(1) =) s(�) ��! s(�2) b�! s(�(2))??y� ??yas(�1) a�! s(�(1))Case 2. This is the ase where the two onstrutions di�er in details.� States: As in ase 1) with the additions explained with transitions.� Transitions:{ For every A 2 A(�P ) follow the rules given in ase 1).{ For every b 2 out(�P )\ out(�Q) suh that b does not belong to any setin A(�P ), follow the rule given in ase 1).{ Set s(�P ) ". If p(�Q), set s(�Q) ", too.{ In Q0, make the following additions. Draw the transition(s(�Q); �; inj(�P )fwd);where fwd(�Q) denotes the node �Q in the aeptane graph fwd(�Q) asexplained before the theorem. (This notational onfusion seems to be



8.3. THE CONJECTURE IN THE CFFD-SEMANTICS 105well-motivated in this ase.) So during the onstrution, Q0 ontainsboth parts of the labeled transition system and aeptane graph. Afterall the nodes in N (P ) and the orresponding nodes in N (Q) have beengone through, return to the aeptane graphs fwd(�Q) and apply thease 1 to their nodes. The aeptane graph N (P ) is no more used inthis phase.{ Example: See the example after the proof.It follows diretly from the onstrution that P 0 is a subgraph of Q0 andP 0 vCFFDref Q0. No new traes or stable failures have been added to P 0 andQ0 ompared to P and Q. The transition system Q0 may ontain same traesmany times, i.e. it may be highly non-deterministi beause of the subgraphsfwd(�Q), but this does not disturb the CFFD-property. Thus it is straightfor-ward to show that P �CFFD P 0 and Q �CFFD Q0. We only show that stablefailures are same both in Q and Q0. The same method an be followed in theother ases, too.So suppose (u; L) is a stable failure of Q. Instead of stable failures, onsider(u;A), where A is an aeptane set, a omplement of L. We know that there isa state �Q in N (Q) suh that u leads to �Q. Furthermore, there is B 2 A(�Q)suh that B � A. The onstrution is applied to every node in N (Q). Byexamining the ases 1-2 we see that there is stable state s in Q0, reahed by u,suh that s a�! for all a 2 B, but s 6b�! for every b 62 B. So Q0 ontains a stablefailure (u; �B). By the de�nition of a stable failure, if C � �B, then (u; C) is astable failure of Q0 as well. Now B � A implies L = �A � �B. Thus (u; L) is astable failure of Q0.Conversely, let (u; L) be a stable failure of Q0. There is a node s in Q0, reahedby u, suh that s 6a�! for all a 2 L[ fig. Let A onsist of all the ations b suhthat s b�!. We know that L � �A. In addition, we know the node �Q in N (Q)whih has generated s. By examining the rules given in ases 1 and 2, we anonlude that there is a set B in A(�Q) suh that B � A. It follows that(u; �B) is stable failure in Q. But L � �A � �B and thus (u; L) is a stable failureof Q, too.The only-if part follows diretly from the strutures of P 0 and Q0. 2The two previous theorems imply the onjeture in the CFFD-semantis.In order to larify the onstrution, we present a larger example, where bothrules are applied at the same time. So let P and Q be the following transitionsystems:
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The next pair of �gures shows the aeptane graphs of P and Q. The sets inA(�) are presented beside a node. If no aeptane set has been written, itmeans that A(�) is empty.
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The orresponding states in the two aeptane graphs above have been markedwith the same number.The third �gure pair represents the result of the onstrution. Beause Q0 willbe quite large, we present �rst P 0 and after it Q0. We apply ase 1 with thestates 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. Case 2 is applied with the states 2. The states markedwith a omma originate in the subgraph fwd(s(2)). We have used i instead of� . We use an optimization. If a node ontains only one aeptane set and onlytransitions with the ation in that set as the situation is with the states 1 and3, for example, then we do not draw an i-transition s(1) i�!s1(1) a�!s(2), butleave it out drawing only s(1) a�!s(2). As a matter of fat, the example givesa hint how to make the onstrution more minimal.
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Chapter 9Ation re�nement in full Lotos
9.1 About full LotosIn full Lotos, proesses an send various type of data to eah other and to anenvironment. A proess an deide its next ation on the basis of reeived data.A proess an manipulate data in a similar way as in traditional programminglanguages. The essential di�erene from traditional languages is that datatypes are de�ned using the algebrai spei�ation language ACT ONE (see forexample [Ehrig and Mahr 85℄). Data manipulating operators are de�ned bythe same formalism.An ation in full Lotos onsists of a gate name and zero or more input andoutput operations. A general ation is presented byge1 � � � en;where n � 0, and if n > 0, 1 � i � n, then ei is either of the form ?x:T or!E. Here ?x:T means that x is a variable of type T and a proess is expetinga value for x through the gate g. The notation !E means that a proess issending a value of the expression E through the gate g to other proesses. Weall e1e2 � � � en a gate list.If ge1 � � � en and hd1 � � �dm are general ations with gate names g and h, thenthey an synhronize with eah other if and only if g = h, m = n and ei ansynhronize with di as in the following table:ei di Synhronizing ondition Type of interation E�etg!E g!D value(E) = value(D) value mathing E1g!E g?x:T value(E) is of sort T value passing E2g?x:T g?y:U T = U value generation E3The e�et E1 is a synhronization without side e�ets, E2 means synhro-nization with a substitution x = value(E) and E3 synhronization with thesubstitutions x = y = v, where v is an arbitrary element in T .111



112 CHAPTER 9. ACTION REFINEMENT IN FULL LOTOSA labeled transition system an be generated from the full Lotos spei�ation.In priniple, the transitions are dedued in the same way as in the ase of basiLotos, but there are many additional details whih a�et their generation. Herewe present only the most important rules.Suppose P is a proess and P ge�!P 0 is a possible transition from P . If Prepresents a state in a transition system, then the state P has one of thefollowing transitions:1. If ge is g!E, then the transition is P a�!P 0, where a = g <!v > and v is thevalue of the expression E.2. If ge is g?x:T, then the state P has all the transitions P g<!v>�! P 0v, where vruns through the values in T and P 0v is P 0 with x having the value v.These rules easily generalize in the ase, where there are more than one inputor output operation in the ation.Example. Let B be the Boolean type with values true and false. Consider thefollowing full Lotos proess:P := a!true; b?x:B; stop [℄ a!false; ?y:B?z:B; stopDenote by t the boolean value true and by f the boolean value false. Then theLotos expression P generates the transition system?P���	a!t HHHHHHHHHja!f stopb ?x:B; stop�������b!t AAAAAAUb!f  ?y:B ?z:B; stop -!f!t6!f!f�������!t!t AAAAAAU!t!f stop
stop stop stop stopThe parallel operator is very important in our approah and that's why westill show in detail how to generate the transition system in presene of thatoperator. So suppose P = QjBjR and Q ge�!Q0, R gd�!R0, g 2 B.1. If e =!E, d =!D and value(E) = value(D) = v, then there is the transitionP g<!v>�! P 0 from the state P .2. If e =!E, d =?x : T , v = value(E) and v belongs to the type T , then thereis the transition P g<!v>�! P 0 from P .3. If e =?x : T , d =?y : T , then there are all the transitions P g<!v>�! P 0v fromP , where v runs through the type T and P 0v is Q0jBjR0 suh that x and yhave the value v in Q0 and R0.



9.2. PARTIALLY DEFINED ACTIONS 113The generalization to the ase where there are several input or output opera-tions in one ation is again straightforward. Thus in a transition system all thetransitions are of the form g <!v1; !v2; � � � ; !vn >;where g is a gate name and vi, i = 1; � � � ; n are values of delared types.9.2 Partially de�ned ationsConsider a full Lotos ation ge1 � � � en;with a gate name g and gate list e1 � � � en. The whole ation is atomi in theinterleaving semantis. Thus if the ation is being exeuted, all the events inthe gate list are performed before any other ation an proeed. This propertymakes it possible also to re�ne ations in a restrited form in full Lotos. In largespei�ations with the proess udef we probably do not know all the items inevery gate list before we have redued the number of partially de�ned states inseveral re�nement steps. Unknown or unde�ned ei:s will be used in partiallyde�ned states, but other ei may be essential in the totally de�ned parts of thespei�ation.Suppose we start to design a system and we know that it onsists of severalomponents S = P1jB1jP2jB2jP3 � � �PnjBnjPn+1:In the start all or nearly all the proesses Pi, i = 1; � � � ; n + 1, are partiallyde�ned. In this hapter we study if it is possible to keep gate lists partiallyde�ned as well. So the most general situation is as follows.Proesses Pi are partially de�ned. They exeute ations of the form ge1 � � � en,where the gate list is only partially de�ned. By this we mean that some ei aremissing and we mark that something is missing. It would be too far-reahing inthis thesis to onsider the situation, where a single ei is only partially de�ned(for example, the type of a variable is left partially open). Two proesses maysynhronize with eah other by performing partially or totally de�ned ations.Lotos allows multisynhronization so that several proesses an synhronize atthe same time using the same gate. A exible re�nement is suh that one anre�ne one state or one ation in one proess or independently several states andseveral ations in various proesses.First we must deide what kind of partially de�ned ations we have and howpartially de�ned ations an synhronize with eah other. As for partiallyde�ned ations, we have at least three possibilities:1. A partially de�ned ation is of the formge1 � e3e4 � �e7 � :



114 CHAPTER 9. ACTION REFINEMENT IN FULL LOTOSHere we know that the ation ontains eight operations. The operations 2,5, 6 and 8 are missing, e1, e3, e4 and e7 are omplete.2. Or the ation an be ge1e2e3 � :Here the operations e1, e2 and e3 are omplete, but the ation perhapsontains something else after these operations. We don't know how manyoperations there will be when the ation is totally de�ned, but the newoperations will be added after e3.3. Combination of the previous two:ge1 � e3e4 � e6?:Here the operations 2 and 5 are missing. Moreover, one or more operationsmay be added after e6.The �rst alternative seems restritive. When proesses are partially de�ned,we do not yet know exatly the struture of the gate list. That is why theseond alternative seems more realisti whereas the third would be most exible.However, in this thesis, we onsider only the seond alternative and examinehow far it is suÆient.So a partially de�ned ation is an ation of the formge1e2 � � � en�; n � 0;where the star represents that something is still missing in the gate list. Insteadof the star *, we ould use our old symbol ", but we have hosen the star,beause * and " are used in di�erent ways in what follows.The next question is what kind of partially de�ned ations an synhronizewith eah other. Let g1d1 � � �dm�; g2e1 � � � en�be two partially de�ned ations. We have two possibilities:1. The two ations an synhronize, if g1 = g2, m = n and di math with eiin the usual sense, i = 1; � � � ; n.2. The ations an synhronize, if g1 = g2, m � n and di math with ei,i = 1; � � � ; m or n � m and ei math with di, i = 1; � � � ; n.The following example is instrutive. Let P , Q and S be the following proesses:P : ! P1g<�>�!P2Q : Q1 g<!2>�! Q2??yg<!3>Q3S : S1g<!2>�! S2



9.2. PARTIALLY DEFINED ACTIONS 115Suppose S is a servie desription and the system under onstrution is P j[g℄jQ.The proess Q is totally de�ned both in respet with ations and states. On theother hand, P is under onstrution and in this phase only partially de�ned.Evidently, P an be ompleted so that P j[g℄jQ � S for most equivalenes �.If we apply the �rst alternative in the synhronization of partially de�ned a-tions, the system P j[g℄jQ is the same as stop and this is not in a re�nementrelation with the servie. In the ase of the seond alternative, the systemwould be PQ1 g<!2>�! PQ2??yg<!3>PQ3if we make the natural assumption that the resulting transitions after the syn-hronization of g <!2 > and g < � >, g <!3 > and g < � > are as depited.So in this ase too the system is not in any relation with the servie. All thisseems to suggest that the system annot be ompleted so that it is equivalentwith S, a ontradition with reality.As we have seen, both approahes are insuÆient without some restritions.The solution we shall follow is based on the �rst priniple. In order to theations ge1 � � � em� and gd1 � � �dn� to be able to synhronize, we must havem = n and ei mathes with di, i = 1; � � � ; n. We pose an additional onditionthat synhronizing ations must be in the same phase in every re�nement step.This means the following. Suppose P is a partially de�ned system, P v S andwe are going to re�ne P so that at the end P � S. If g is a gate somewhere inP and we re�ne the gate list of this g, then we must re�ne every other gate listof g in P in the same way before we hek the ondition P v S again.This requirement an be heked during the parsing phase already and a warn-ing an be given, if this rule is not followed. This restrition also solves prob-lems with omposionality of the parallel operator. Without the restrition, theation re�nement annot happen ompositionally with respet to the paralleloperator, if we apply the �rst priniple in the synhronization. For instane,if P , Q and R are proesses, P v Q for some intuitively relevant re�nementrelation v and ation re�nement is in a di�erent phase in P and Q, it mayour that P jBjR 6v QjBjR as the following example shows [Kaivola 97℄:P : ! P1 g<!2;!3>�! P2??yg<!2;�>P3Q : ! Q1 g<!2;!3>�! Q2??yg<!2;!4>Q3R : ! R1g<!2;!4>�! R2



116 CHAPTER 9. ACTION REFINEMENT IN FULL LOTOSNow P v Q, but P j[g℄jR = stop and Qj[g℄jR is g!2!3; stop. So P j[g℄jR 6vQj[g℄jR for any intuitively relevant re�nement relation v and thus v is notompositional with respet to the parallel operator in presene of partiallyde�ned ations in di�erent phases.These kinds of re�nements are, however, now forbidden, beause ations arein a di�erent phase. Theoretially, the solution is not ompletely satisfatory,but we apply the method in a onrete situation and show that in pratie ithas merits. Moreover, this solution makes it possible to use existing softwarepakages for Lotos, beause transition systems are generated now in the sameway as without partially de�ned ations.In Lotos spei�ations we use !� to denote a partially de�ned part in an ation.For example, if g is a gate name and T a data type, we an write g !�, g !2 !�,g ?x : T !�, g !2 ?x : T !� et. In diagrams, theory and explanations we mayuse only the star � without the exlamation mark !, but in omplete Lotosspei�ations we must use both, beause standard Lotos demands either ! or ?.By using ! our spei�ations di�er minimally from the standard syntax.9.3 Generalized BKO-re�nementOur aim in this setion is to develop a BKO-re�nement relation whih allowspartially de�ned states and ations, and whih oinides with the earlier BKO-re�nement, if all the ations are totally de�ned. Consider some examples �rst.Eaxample 1. Let P and Q be proessesP : ! P1g<!2�>�! P2; Q : ! Q1g<!2;!3>�! Q2:We should have P vBKOref Q, beause the ation g <!2� > in P an beompleted to the ation g <!2; !3 >, after whih P is exatly Q. 2Example 2. Let P and Q be proesses! P1 g<!2�>�! P2 "??yg<!2;!3>P3??yaP4
! Q1??yg<!2;!3>Q2??yaQ3Again it should be P vBKOref Q, beause P an be ompleted so that it willbe equivalent with Q. 2Example 3. Let P and Q now be



9.3. GENERALIZED BKO-REFINEMENT 117! P1g<�>�!P2; ! Q1 g<!2>�! Q2??yg<!3>Q3Now P 6vBKOref Q should hold, beause P annot be ompleted to Q. 2These examples show that we must ompare traes in a new way. Espeiallythe example 3 shows that we must be areful, if we are going to get an intuitivere�nement relation. The next de�nition shows the extra onepts we needin order to develop the BKO-re�nement in the presene of partially de�nedations. We formulate the onepts for transition systems. That is why it isenough to onsider only the ations of the form g!e1!e2; � � � ; !en!�. Ations with? are not needed.De�nition 9.3.1 Let u; v 2 tr(P ) for some full Lotos proess P . The trae vis a supertrae of u, or u is a subtrae of v, written u � v, if1. u = a1a2 � � �an, v = b1b2 � � � bn,2. ai and bi are totally or partially de�ned ations in full Lotos, i = 1; � � �m,3. for every i, 1 � i � n,a) either ai = bi, orb) ai = g <!v1; !v2; � � � ; !vk; � >;bi = g <!v1; !v2; � � � ; !vl; � >;k � l;or) ai = g <!v1; !v2; � � � ; !vk; � >;bi = g <!v1; !v2; � � � ; !vl >;k < l:We say that an ation a is a subation of an ation b or b is a superation ofa, if a is a subtrae of b.De�nition 9.3.2 Let L and M be �nite sets of partially or totally de�ned fullLotos ations. The sets L and M are ation equivalent, L �a M , if L andM have the same number of elements, every ation a 2 L is a subation of anation b 2M and every ation b 2 M is a superation of an ation a 2 L.So instead of traes we must onsider super- or subtraes. In addition, theexample 3 on page 116 shows that it is neessary also to ompare the outgoing



118 CHAPTER 9. ACTION REFINEMENT IN FULL LOTOStransitions of two di�erent states. Before we did this by omparing failure sets,but now this is not suÆient. Instead of failure sets, we onsider aeptanesets, whih are omplements of failure sets. If (u; L) is a stable failure, wedenote the omplement of L by �L. The omplement �L represents those ationsthat ould be exeuted after the trae u.De�nition 9.3.3 A �nite full Lotos proess Q is BKO-re�nement of a �nitefull Lotos proess P , P vBKOref Q, if1. for every u 2 tr(P ) there is a supertrae v 2 tr(Q); for every v 2 tr(Q)there is a subtrae u suh that either u 2 tr(P ) or some pre�x u1 of ubelongs to partr(P );2. for every v 2 partr(Q) there is a subtrae u of v suh that some pre�x ofu belongs to partr(P );3. P + =) (stable(P ) () stable(Q));P * =) (� stable(P ) =) � stable(Q));4. for every (u; L) 2 sfail(P ) there is (v;M) 2 sfail(Q) suh that v is asupertrae of u and �L �a �M ; for every (v;M) 2 sfail(Q) either there is(u; L) 2 sfail(P ) suh that u is a subtrae of v and �L �a �M or there is apre�x v1 of v and a subtrae u1 of v1 suh that u1 2 partr(P ).The ondition for sfail is more ompliated than previously, beause we want toexlude relations P vBKOref Q for suh proesses as in example 3 on page 116.The �niteness requirement is essential, beause it is not possible to omparein�nite sets with respet to ation equivalene preisely enough.Proposition 9.3.1 The modi�ed BKO-re�nement is a preorder.Proof. The proof proeeds in the same way as with the original BKO-re�nement.The only addition is the observation that a subtrae of a subtrae is a subtraeof the original trae. 2The modi�ed BKO-relation is evidently ompositional with respet to the Lotosoperators, if all the synhronizing ations are in the same re�nement phase.9.4 About modi�ed bisimulation re�nementSurprisingly, the de�nition of the bisimulation re�nement is muh more diÆultto extend to partially de�ned ations. The reason an be seen from the followingexample.Let P and Q be the proesses



9.5. IMPLEMENTATIONOF BKO- AND CFFD-REFINEMENT RELATIONSWITH ACTION REFINEMENT119P : #P1 g<v1;v2;�>�! P3 "??yg<v1;�>P2 a�! P4 Q : #Q1 g<v1;v2;v4>�! Q3??yg<v1;v2;v3>Q2 a�! Q4The �rst ondition in the de�nition of the prebisimulation is lear, but the se-ond ondition is unsuitable in the presene of partially de�ned ations. Namely,P1 + g < v1; � >, but whih of the ations g < v1; v2; v3 > and g < v1; v2; v4 >in Q to hoose and how to express the hoie? For example, the followingde�nition has drawbaks:De�nition 9.4.1 For two proesses P and Q, P vwbisref Q, if there is a setR of proess pairs suh that (P;Q) 2 R and for every (P1; Q1) 2 R� if P1 a=)P2 then there is a Q2 and a superation �a of a suh that Q1 �a=)Q2and (P2; Q2) 2 R;� if Q1 �a=)Q2 then P1 * a for some subation a of �a or there is a P2 and asubation a suh that P1 a=)P2 and (P2; Q2) 2 R;� if Q1 * �a then P1 * a for some subation a of �a.However, the following example shows that the de�nition does not orrespondwith the intuition:P : ! P1g<!e1 !�>�! P2 " Q : ! Q1 g<!e1 !e2>�! Q2 "??yg<!e1 !e3>Q3 "Now P vwbisref Q, but P annot be ompleted so that it is equivalent with Q.It seems that there is no straightforward, intuitive and exible solution to thisproblem. The only way would be to equip the states with the information aboutaeptane sets, but this would destroy the pure struture of the bisimulationrelation. That is why we do not develop this further in this study.9.5 Implementation of BKO- and CFFD-re�nement re-lations with ation re�nementThe ation re�nement does not inuene the BKO- and CFFD-re�nement al-gorithms muh. The only di�erenes are that we must onsider sub- and su-pertraes instead of ordinary traes and we must ompare ation sets whenheking onditions for stable failures. Sub- and supertraes an be taken areof in the proedure Test-traes. When onsidering a transition (R; a; S) inline 2, we must �nd a sub- or supertrae (R0; a0; S 0). It is an easy programmingtask to hek, if a0 is a sub- or superation of a. Thus, we an �nd sub- andsupertraes by examining sigle ations in Test-traes.



120 CHAPTER 9. ACTION REFINEMENT IN FULL LOTOSThe other modi�ation in the algorithm is that we must ompare, if two ationsets satis�es the onditions of De�nition 9.3.2. This is a bit time-onsuming,but also easily programmed.



Chapter 10Bounded RetransmissionProtool
10.1 Desription of the protoolThe bounded retransmission protool, or shortly BRP, is used by Philips in oneof its produts. It is a suÆiently ompliated protool to illustrate pratialre�nement-based design well. It has been studied using di�erent approahes,for example in [Groote and van de Pol 93℄, [Helmink, Sellink and Vaandrager94℄, [Havelund and Shankar 96℄ and [D'Argenio, Katoen, Ruys and Tretmans96℄. We follow the Lotos-based approah presented in [Mateesu 96℄. Thegeneral desription of the protool is, however, from [D'Argenio, Katoen, Ruysand Tretmans 96℄.Our purpose is to apply our BKO-theory and software. So we develop the pro-tool in steps and verify every step. The protool is modelled using full Lotos.First we apply only partially de�ned states. After that we start all over againand design the protool in steps using ation re�nements, too. The transitionsystems are generated with the help of C�SAR/ALDEBARAN Developmentpakage [CADP 96℄.Our method of re�nement is not restrited to partiular equivalenes. Thedesign ould be done in the same way with for example bisimilarity. A designermust only to hoose the equivalene and related re�nement relation beforestarting to re�ne. Whih one of the equivalenes to hoose is a matter of tasteor sometimes the appliation ditates the hoie.10.1.1 Informal protool spei�ationThe bounded retransmission protool onsists of a sender S equipped with atimer T1, and a reeiver R equipped with a timer T2. The sender and reeiverexhange messages via two unreliable (lossy) hannels, K and L. Sender Sreads a list to be transmitted and sets the retry ounter to 0. Then it starts to121



122 CHAPTER 10. BOUNDED RETRANSMISSION PROTOCOLsend the elements in the list one by one overK to R. Timer T1 is set and a frameis sent into hannel K. This frame onsists of bits and a datum (=hunk). The�rst bit indiates whether the datum is the �rst element in the list. The seondbit indiates whether the element is the last item in the list. The third bit is theso-alled alternating bit that is used to guarantee that data is not dupliated.After having sent the frame, the sender waits for an aknowledgement from thereeiver, or for a timeout. In ase an aknowledgement arrives, the timer T1is reset and (depending on whether this was the last element of the list) thesending lient is informed of orret transmission, or the next element of thelist is sent.If timer T1 times out, the frame is resent (after the ounter for the number ofretries is inremented and the timer is set again), or the transmission of thelist is broken o�. The latter ours if the retry ounter exeeds its maximumvalue MAX.Reeiver R waits for a �rst frame to arrive. This frame is delivered at thereeiving lient, timer T2 is started and an aknowledgement is sent over L toS. Then the reeiver simply waits for more frames to arrive.The reeiver remembers whether the previous frame was the last element ofthe list and the expeted value of the alternating bit. Eah frame is aknowl-edged, but it is handed over to the reeiving lient only if the alternating bitindiates that it is new. In this ase timer T2 is reset. Note that (only) if theprevious frame was the last of the list, then a fresh frame will be the �rst ofthe subsequent list and a repeated frame will still be the last of the old list.This goes on until T2 times out. This happens if, for a long time, no new frameis reeived, indiating that transmission of the list has been given up. Thereeiving lient is informed, provided the last element of the list has not justbeen delivered. Note that if transmission of the next list starts before timerT2 expires, the alternating bit sheme is simply ontinued. This sheme is onlyinterrupted after a failure.Timer T1 times out if an aknowledgement does not arrive "on time" at thesender. It is set when a frame is sent and reset after this frame has beenaknowledged. (We assume that premature timeouts are not possible, i.e. amessage must not ome after the timer has expired.)Timer T2 is (re)set by the reeiver at the arrival of eah new (nondupliate)frame. It times out if the transmission of a list has been interrupted by thesender. To deide the size of the timeslie of T2 in a real implementation,one must take into aount the timeslie of T1, the number of retransmissions,the ommuniation speed and the proessing times at the sender and reeiver.However, in Lotos we don't have expliit time at our disposal, so we must tryto model the above situation in another way. How to do this is left to thestep, where we design the timers. We assume that the sender does not startreading and transmitting the next list before the reeiver has properly reatedto the failure. This is neessary, beause the reeiver has not yet swithed its



10.2. LOTOS DESCRIPTION OF BRP SERVICE 123alternating bit, so a new frame would be interpreted as a repetition.10.1.2 Informal servie spei�ationAs we have seen, the input is a large data paket that is modeled as a listL = (d1; � � � ; dn). The input L is read on the "input" port. Ideally, eahdi is delivered onto the output port. Eah hunk di is aompanied by anindiation. This indiation an be I_FST, I_INC or I_OK. I_OK is used if di isthe last element of the list. I_FST is used if di is the �rst element of the listand more will follow. All other hunks are aompanied by I_INC.However, when something goes wrong, a "not OK" indiation I_NOK is deliveredwithout datum. Note that the reeiving lient does not need a "not OK"indiation before delivery of the �rst hunk nor after delivery of the last one.The sending lient is informed after transmission of the whole list, or whenthe protool gives up. An indiation is sent out on the input port. Thisindiation an be I_OK, I_NOK or I_DK. After an I_OK or I_NOK indiation,the sender an be sure that the reeiver has the orresponding indiation. A"don't know" indiation I_DKmay our after delivery of the last-but-one hunkdn�1. This situation arises, beause no realisti implementation an be ertainin all ases whether the last hunk was lost. The reason is that informationabout a suessful delivery has to be transported bak somehow over the sameunreliable medium. In ase the last aknowledgement fails to ome after themaximal number of retransmissions, there is no way to know whether the lasthunk dn has been delivered or not. This is indiated by sending I_DK, afterwhih the protool is ready to transmit a subsequent list.This ompletes the original informal desription of the �le transfer servie.We remark that it is unlear from this servie desription whih indiationthe sending lient reeives in ase the reeiving lient does not reeive anyhunk. Sine something went wrong an I_NOK indiation is required, but fromthis indiation the sending lient may not dedue that the reeiving lient hasthe orresponding indiation. This is beause the reeiving lient does notreeive an I_NOK indiation before delivery of the �rst hunk. In the Lotosspei�ation we follow this somewhat inomplete desription. So, if the sendinglient reeives an I_NOK, either the reeiving lient reeived the same or did notreeive anything at all.10.2 Lotos desription of BRP servie10.2.1 Data struturesThe data pakets produed by the sending lient are modeled by the Lotosdata type PACKET. It is a list type with typial list operations ons, head



124 CHAPTER 10. BOUNDED RETRANSMISSION PROTOCOLand tail. In addition, the operation len gives the length of a list, the op-eration ons_pak onstruts a data paket with the help of the operationons_paket. Moreover, the maximum number of repetions max is inluded inthe data type PACKET.The data type INDICATION ontains the elements I_FST, I_INC, I_OK, I_NOKand I_DK whih were explained in the informal servie spei�ation. The auxil-iary funtions ind and onf are used to alulate the indiation for the reeivinglient and the on�rmation for the sending lient.The types Boolean and NaturalNumber are taken from the Lotos libraries givenin the ISO standard [ISO 88℄. The speial omment (*! onstrutor *)is used to expliitly indiate the onstrutor operators to the C�SAR.ADTompiler. Construtor operations are basi elements in a data type. Otherelements are onstruted from onstrutors with the help of other operations.No equations are allowed between onstrutors.type DATA is NaturalNumbersorts Dataopns data (*!onstrutor*) : Nat -> Dataendtypetype PACKET is Boolean, NaturalNumber, DATAsorts Paketopns nil (*!onstrutor*) : -> Paketons (*!onstrutor*) : Data, Paket -> Pakethead : Paket -> Datatail : Paket -> Paketlen : Paket -> Natmax : -> Natons_paket : Nat -> Paketons_pak : Nat, Paket -> Paketeqns forall P:Paket, D:Data, N:Natofsort Datahead (ons (D, P)) = D;ofsort Pakettail ( ons (D, P)) = P;ofsort Natlen (nil) = 0;len (ons (D, P)) = len (P) + 1;ofsort Natmax = su (9);



10.2. LOTOS DESCRIPTION OF BRP SERVICE 125ofsort Paketons_paket (N) = ons_pak (N, nil);ons_pak (0, P) = P;ons_pak (su (N), P) =ons_pak (N, ons (data (su (N)), P));endtypeA data paket reeived from the sending lient is for exampleons(data(1), ons(data(2), ons(data(3))).Here the paket ontains three hunks, but in priniple the number of hunksan be arbitrary.type INDICATION is PACKETsorts Indopns I_FST (*! onstrutor *),I_INC (*! onstrutor *),I_OK (*! onstrutor *),I_NOK (*! onstrutor *),I_DK (*! onstrutor *) : -> Indonf : Paket -> Indind : Bool, Bool -> Indeqns forall P:Paket, B: Boolofsort Indlen (P) == 1 => onf (P) = I_DK;onf (P) = I_NOK;ofsort Indind (true, false) = I_FST;ind (false, false) = I_INC;ind (B, true) = I_OK;endtypeThe indiation is omputed leverly from the length of the urrent list ([Ma-teesu 96℄). For example, if the length of the list is greater than one and the�rst hunk is sent, the indiation will beind(len(P) == L, len(P) == 1) = ind(true, false) = I_FST.We present in this setion also the data type SIGNAL whih is used in theprotool to synhronize behaviour with the timers. Its elements are explainedin the protool desription.



126 CHAPTER 10. BOUNDED RETRANSMISSION PROTOCOLtype SIGNAL issorts Sigopns START (*! onstrutor *),RESET (*! onstrutor *),TIMEOUT (*! onstrutor *),S_READY (*! onstrutor *),R_READY (*! onstrutor *) : -> Sigendtype10.2.2 BRP servieThe data pakets produed by the sending lient are read at the INPUT gate. Af-ter reading a paket, a deision is made either to rejet the paket if it is emptyand to go bak to the initial state or to aept it and begin its transmission.The transmission is modeled by a all to the SERVICE_1 proess.proess SERVICE[INPUT, OUTPUT℄: noexit :=INPUT?P:Paket;( [len(P) == 0℄ -> SERVICE[INPUT, OUTPUT℄[℄[len(P) > 0℄ -> SERVICE_1[INPUT, OUTPUT℄(P, len(P)))endproThe SERVICE_1 proess has two value parameters: P, whih represents the por-tion of the paket that remains to be transmitted (initially the whole paket),and L, whih stands for the length (i.e. number of hunks) of the whole paket.The servie follows losely the informal servie spei�ation. Notie only thetehnial detail in dealing with nondeterminism. The i ation is used to pre-vent the sending lient from foring a suesful result of a transmission. Forexample, the hoie between the renzevous "INPUT !I_OK" and "INPUT !I_DK"below annot be inuened by the sending lient, sine the protool an alwaysperform non-deterministially one of the silent ations i.Also note the role of the parameters L and P in S1. The parameter L is theoriginal length of the paket and P is the remaining list of hunks. Indiationsan be omputed with the help of these two parameters.proess SERVICE_1[INPUT, OUTPUT℄ (P:paket, L:Nat) : noexit :=i; OUTPUT !head(P) !ind(len(P) == L, len(P) == 1);([len(P) == 1℄ ->( (* last hunk delivered *)



10.3. DESIGN OF BRP 127i; INPUT !I_OK; SERVICE[INPUT, OUTPUT℄[℄i; INPUT !I_DK; SERVICE[INPUT, OUTPUT℄)[℄[len(P) > 1℄ ->( (* more hunks to deliver *)i; SERVICE_1[INPUT, OUTPUT℄(tail(P), L)[℄i; INPUT !I_NOK; OUTPUT !I_NOK; SERVICE[INPUT, OUTPUT℄)) [℄i;( [len(P) == L℄ ->(* failure at the first hunk *)INPUT !onf(P); SERVICE[INPUT, OUTPUT℄[℄[len(P) < L℄ ->(* failure at an intermediate hunk *)INPUT !onf(P); OUTPUT !I_NOK; SERVICE[INPUT, OUTPUT℄)endpro10.3 Design of BRP10.3.1 The �rst stepThe main parts of the protool are sender S and reeiver R. The sender readsa data paket from the sending lient via the INPUT gate. Proesses S and Rare loosely oupled, so we must design hannel proesses K and L. The sendersends pakets into K and the reeiver sends aknowledgements into L. At �rstthe reeiver just waits for a data paket. Moreover, two timers are needed andwe model them as proesses. Thus the overall struture of the system is asfollows.BRP1[INPUT℄ := ((S[INPUT℄ ||| R) ||| (K ||| L))|||(T1 ||| T2)whereS[INPUT℄ := INPUT ?P: Paket; udef



128 CHAPTER 10. BOUNDED RETRANSMISSION PROTOCOLand all the other proesses are udef. We have used the pure interleavingoperator jjj in our �rst design, beause the struture of the proesses is unlearin this phase and we do not know yet the synhronizing gates. In later stages,when we have re�ned the proesses more, the parallel operators will ontain asynhronizing gate set. We want to show that the design satis�es the onditionBRP1[INPUT℄ vBKOref SERVICE[INPUT;OUTPUT℄:BRP1 ontains the proess INPUT ?P: Paket; udef. The data type Paketis in�nite and there is no proess sending onrete pakets. So our systemis in�nite. In order to be able to analyse the system automatially, we needthe Lotos desription of the sending lient that sends a �nite amount of �nitepakets. We use the following sending lient:proess SENDING_CLIENT [ INPUT ℄ : noexit :=INPUT !ons_paket (N);INPUT ?IO: Ind;SENDING_CLIENT [INPUT℄endproThe auxiliary funtion ons_paket(N) onstruts a data paket of N hunksrespetively numbered from 1 to N . In re�nements it is enough to use shortlists. We have hosen N to be 4. Later, when analysing the omplete protool,the length of the data list may be varied.The global state graph of the servie withN = 4 is small. It onsists of 36 statesand 48 transitions. The minimal determinized graph of the servie onsists of7 states and 13 transitions. The graph of the �rst version of BRP-protoolonsists of 3 states and 18 transitions (inluding �-transitions). The minimaldeterminized version onsists of 2 states and 3 transitions.Now we an show with the help of C�SAR/Aldebaran-system and our ownsoftware thatSENDING CLIENT[INPUT℄ j[INPUT℄j BRP1[INPUT℄ vBKOrefSENDING CLIENT[INPUT℄ j[INPUT℄j SERVICE[INPUT;OUTPUT℄10.3.2 The seond stepWe �rst design the behaviour of the protool in ase where the hannels areperfet, i.e. no pakets are lost in the hannels. We mark those points asunde�ned that take are of errors in the hannels. The sender is as follows:proess S[INPUT, SEND_K, REC_L, T1℄(ALT: Bool): noexit :=INPUT ?P: Paket;(



10.3. DESIGN OF BRP 129[len(P) == 0℄ -> S[INPUT, SEND_K, REC_L, T1℄(ALT)(* empty pakets rejeted *)[℄[len(P) > 0℄ -> S_1[INPUT, SEND_K, REC_L, T1℄(ALT, P, len(P), 0))endproproess S_1[INPUT, SEND_K, REC_L, T1℄(ALT: Bool, P: Paket, L):noexit :=SEND_K !(len(P) == L) !(len(P) == 1) !ALT !head(P);T1 !START;(REC_L;T1 !RESET;([len(P) == 1℄ ->INPUT !I_OK;S [INPUT, SEND_K, REC_L, T1℄ (not (ALT))[℄[ len(P) > 1 ℄ ->S_1 [ INPUT, SEND_K, REC_L, T1 ℄(not (ALT), tail (P), L, 0)[℄udef;))endproProess S_1 sans the data paket P and sends the data hunks, one by one,into hannel K via the SEND_K gate. Eah hunk is aompanied by three bitswhih are modeled as boolean values: the �rst two bits indiate whether thehunk is the �rst and/or last of the paket, and the third is the alternating bit.The value parameter L stands for the initial length of the paket. The timer T1is started via the gate T1. If the sender reeives an aknowledgement, the timeris reset and the next hunk is sent. If the previous hunk was the last one, thesending lient is informed about the suessful delivery with I_OK message andthe sender is ready to aept the next paket from the lient.Channel K is simple. It reeives data via the gate SEND_K and transmits it atREC_K gate. After reading a data hunk, the hannel K may lose it (i.e. do nottransmit it at the REC_K gate). We leave for the moment open how to model aloss of a data paket exatly.proess K[SEND_K, REC_K℄: noexit :=SEND_K ?FST, LST, ALT: Bool ?D: Data;



130 CHAPTER 10. BOUNDED RETRANSMISSION PROTOCOL( i; REC_K !FST !LST !ALT !D; K[SEND_K, REC_K℄[℄i; udef)endproNow we an start to design the reeiver. First it reads a data hunk from K,transmits it to the reeiving lient, starts timer T2 and sends an aknowledge-ment into hannel L. After this it waits for a new hunk. The next hunk maybe a really new one or a resending of the previous hunk. The third alternativeis that no message arrives and timer T2 times out, but we leave this unde�nedin this step.proess R[OUTPUT, REC_K, T2, SEND_L℄: noexit :=REC_K ?FST, LST, ALT: Bool ?D:Data [FST℄;OUTPUT !D !ind(FST, LST);T2 !START;SEND_L;R_1 [OUTPUT, REC_K, SEND_L, T2℄ (LST, not (ALT))endproproess R_1 [OUTPUT, REC_K, SEND_L, T2℄ (END, ALT: Bool):noexit :=REC_K ?FST, LST: Bool !ALT ?D: DATA;(* new hunk *)T2 !RESET;OUTPUT !D !ind (FST, LST);T2 !START;SEND_L;R_1 [OUTPUT, REC_K, SEND_L, T2℄ (LST, not (ALT))[℄REC_K ?FST, LST: Bool !not(ALT) ?D: DATA;(* dupliated hunk *)SEND_L;R_1 [OUTPUT, REC_K, SEND_L, T2℄ (LST, ALT)[℄udefendproChannel L resembles hannel K:proess L[SEND_L, REC_L℄: noexit :=SEND_L;(i; (* orret transmission *)



10.3. DESIGN OF BRP 131REC_L;L [ SEND_L, REC_L℄[℄i; (* loss indiation *)udefendproThe strutures of the timers are still open for the most part. In BoundedTransmission Protool, the timers play an essential role and we postpone theirdesign to later steps. We now write only:proess T1[T1℄: noexit :=T1 !START;(T! !RESET;T1 [T1℄[℄udef)endproproess T2[T2℄: noexit :=T2 !START;(T2 !RESET;T2 [T2℄[℄udef)endproThe whole system is nowBRP2[INPUT, OUTPUT℄ :=hide T1, T2, SEND_K, REC_K, SEND_L, REC_L in( ( S[INPUT, SEND_K, REC_L, T1℄ (false) |||R[OUTPUT, REC_K, SEND_L, T2℄ )|[SEND_K, REC_K, SEND_L, REC_L℄|( K[SEND_K, REC_K℄ ||| L[SEND_L, REC_L℄ )) |[T1, T2℄|( T1[T1℄ ||| T2[T2℄ )



132 CHAPTER 10. BOUNDED RETRANSMISSION PROTOCOLThe global state graph of the partially de�ned BRP-protool onsists of 716states and 3302 transitions. The minimal determinized version onsists of 14states and 26 transitions. We verify thatSENDING CLIENT[INPUT℄ j[INPUT℄j BRP1[INPUT℄vBKOref SENDING CLIENT j[INPUT℄j BRP2[INPUT; OUTPUT℄vBKOref SENDING CLIENT[INPUT℄ j[INPUT℄j SERVICE[INPUT;OUTPUT℄10.3.3 The third stepNow, we omplete the protool. The pakets may be lost in the hannels. Ifthe transmission of a hunk fails, no aknowledgement arrives and timer T1times out. In this ase the previous hunk is sent again, if the number ofretransmissions is less than max. After max failed attempts I_OK or I_DK is sentto the sending lient.If the reeiver reeives no messages for a while, timer T2 may time out. If thelast reeived hunk was not the last in the list, the reeiver sends I_NOK to thereeiving lient, resets the timer and waits for a new paket. If the last hunkof the paket has been reeived, the reeiver only resets timer T2 and waits fora new paket.The proess S_1 beomes:proess S_1 [INPUT, SEND_K, REC_L, T1℄(ALT: Bool, P: Paket, L, RN: Nat) : noexit :=SEND_K !(len(P) == L) !(len(P) == 1) !ALT !head(P);T1 !START;(REC_L;T1 !RESET;( [len(P) == 1℄ ->INPUT !I_OK;S [INPUT, SEND_K, REC_L, T1℄ (not (ALT))[℄[len(P) > 1℄ ->S_1 [INPUT, SEND_K, REC_L, T1℄(not(ALT), tail(P), L, 0))[℄T1 !TIMEOUT;( [RN < max℄ ->S_1[INPUT, SEND_K, REC_L, T1℄ (ALT, P, L, RN+1)



10.3. DESIGN OF BRP 133[℄[RN == max℄ ->INPUT !onf(P);S [INPUT, SEND_K, REC_L, T1℄ (not(ALT))))The hannels are as follows:proess K[SEND_K, REC_K℄: noexit :=SEND_K ?FST, LST, ALT: Bool ?D: Data;( i; REC_K !FST !LST !ALT !D; K[SEND_K, REC_K℄[℄i; K [SEND_K, REC_K℄)endproproess L [SEND_L, REC_L℄ : noexit :=SEND_L;( i; REC_L; L [SEND_L, REC_L℄[℄i; L [SEND_L, REC_L℄)endproNext we omplete the reeiver:proess R_1 [OUTPUT, REC_K, SEND_L, T2℄ (END, ALT: Bool) : noexit :=REC_K ?FST, LST: Bool !ALT ?D: Data;T2 !RESET;OUTPUT !D !ind (FST, LST);T2 !START;SEND_L;R_1 [OUTPUT, REC_K, SEND_L, T2℄ (LST, not (ALT))[℄REC_K ?FST, LST: Bool !not (ALT) ?D:Data;(* dupliated hunk *)SEND_L;R_1 [OUTPUT, REC_K, SEND_L, T2℄ (LST, ALT)[℄T2 !TIMEOUT;([not(END)℄ ->



134 CHAPTER 10. BOUNDED RETRANSMISSION PROTOCOL(* more hunks to follow *)OUTPUT !I_NOK;R [OUTPUT, REC_K, SEND_L, T2℄[℄[END℄ ->(* last hunk already delivered *)R [OUTPUT, REC_K, SEND_L, T2℄)endproThe timers are simple:proess T1 [T1℄ : noexit :=T1 !START;( T1 !RESET;T1 [T1℄[℄T1 !TIMEOUT;T1 [T1℄endproproess T2 [T2℄ : noexit :=T2 !START;(T2 !RESET;T2 [T2℄[℄T2 !TIMEOUTT2 [T2℄)endproBut now the system is not BKO-equivalent with the servie. There are dead-loks in the system and beause of this failure sets are di�erent. The system isquite large with 29251 states and 90123 transitions, although we used a list oflength one and retransmission number 1. The �rst deadloked state is 649, soit is not easy to see the exat reason for the deadlok. However, it is possibleto minimize the system. We determinized the system and the result shows thatsome reeived hunks are not sent to the reeiving lient. The obvious reasonfor this is that the timers are too simple. In fat, the informal spei�ationof the protool states that T1 should not timeout too hastily and T2 shouldtimeout only after pakets of a list are no more oming.



10.3. DESIGN OF BRP 13510.3.4 The fourth stepWe design timer T1 ompletely, but timer T2 is left partially unde�ned. TimerT1 should time out only if a hunk has been lost in the hannel. Beausestandard Lotos has no timing onstraints, we model time with an auxiliary gateLOST. The hannels K and L signal timer T1 that a hunk or an aknowledgementhas been lost and after this T1 an timeout. We also leave those parts in Sand R unde�ned whih depend on T2.proess K [SEND_K, REC_K, LOST℄ : noexit :=SEND_K ?FST, LST, ALT: Bool ?D: Data;(i;REC_K !FST !LST !ALT !D;K [SEND_K, REC_K, LOST℄[℄i;LOST;K [SEND_K, REC_K, LOST℄)endproproess L [SEND_L, REC_L, LOST℄ : noexit :=SEND_L;(i;REC_L;L [SEND_L, REC_L, LOST℄[℄i;LOST;L [SEND_L, REC_L, LOST℄)endproproess T1 [T1, LOST℄ : noexit :=T1 !START;(T1 !RESET;T1 [T1, LOST℄[℄LOST;T1 !TIMEOUT;



136 CHAPTER 10. BOUNDED RETRANSMISSION PROTOCOLT1 [T1, LOST℄)endproproess T2 [T2℄ : noexit :=T2 !START;(T2 !RESET;T2 [T2℄[℄udef)endproproess S_1 [INPUT, SEND_K, REC_L, T1℄(ALT: Bool, P: Paket, L, RN: Nat) : noexit :=SEND_K !(len(P) == L) !(len(P) == 1) !ALT !head(P);T1 !START;(REC_L;T1 !RESET;( [len(P) == 1℄ ->INPUT !I_OK;S [INPUT, SEND_K, REC_L, T1℄ (not (ALT))[℄[len(P) > 1℄ ->S_1 [INPUT, SEND_K, REC_L, T1℄(not(ALT), tail(P), L, 0))[℄T1 !TIMEOUT;( [RN < max℄ ->S_1[INPUT, SEND_K, REC_L, T1℄ (ALT, P, L, RN+1)[℄[RN == max℄ ->INPUT !onf(P);udef)



10.3. DESIGN OF BRP 137proess R_1 [OUTPUT, REC_K, SEND, T2℄ (END, ALT: Bool) : noexit :=REC_K ?FST, LST: Bool !ALT ?D: Data;T2 !RESET;OUTPUT !D !ind (FST, LST);T2 !START;SEND_L;R_1 [OUTPUT, REC_K, SEND_L, T2℄ (LST, not (ALT))[℄REC_K ?FST, LST: Bool !not (ALT) ?D:Data;(* dupliated hunk *)SEND_L;R_1 [OUTPUT, REC_K, SEND_L, T2℄ (LST, ALT)[℄T2 !TIMEOUT;([not(END)℄ ->(* more hunks to follow *)OUTPUT !I_NOK;udef[℄[END℄ ->(* last hunk already delivered *)udef)endproWe tested the system with the list length two and retransmission number one.Otherwise the system would be quite large and it would take a long time toonstrut the determinized version. The global state graph now onsists of 383states and 785 transitions. The determinized version onsists of 12 states and28 transitions. We tested the onditionsSENDING CLIENT[INPUT℄ j[INPUT℄j BRP2[INPUT; OUTPUT℄vBKOref SENDING CLIENT[INPUT℄ j[INPUT℄j BRP4[INPUT; OUTPUT℄vBKOref SENDING CLIENT[INPUT℄ j[INPUT℄j SERVICE[INPUT;OUTPUT℄These are now valid and we an ontinue.10.3.5 The �fth stepWe an now try to omplete the spei�ation of the BRP-protool. The pro-esses S_1, R_1 and T2 beome as follows:



138 CHAPTER 10. BOUNDED RETRANSMISSION PROTOCOLproess S_1 [INPUT, SEND_K, REC_L, T1℄(ALT: Bool, P: Paket, L, RN: Nat) : noexit :=SEND_K !(len(P) == L) !(len(P) == 1) !ALT !head(P);T1 !START;(REC_L;T1 !RESET;( [len(P) == 1℄ ->INPUT !I_OK;S [INPUT, SEND_K, REC_L, T1℄ (not (ALT))[℄[len(P) > 1℄ ->S_1 [INPUT, SEND_K, REC_L, T1℄(not(ALT), tail(P), L, 0))[℄T1 !TIMEOUT;( [RN < max℄ ->S_1[INPUT, SEND_K, REC_L, T1℄ (ALT, P, L, RN+1)[℄[RN == max℄ ->INPUT !onf(P);S [INPUT, SEND_K, REC_L, T1℄))endproproess R_1 [OUTPUT, REC_K, SEND, T2℄ (END, ALT: Bool) : noexit :=REC_K ?FST, LST: Bool !ALT ?D: Data;T2 !RESET;OUTPUT !D !ind (FST, LST);T2 !START;SEND_L;R_1 [OUTPUT, REC_K, SEND_L, T2℄ (LST, not (ALT))[℄REC_K ?FST, LST: Bool !not (ALT) ?D:Data;(* dupliated hunk *)SEND_L;R_1 [OUTPUT, REC_K, SEND_L, T2℄ (LST, ALT)[℄T2 !TIMEOUT;



10.3. DESIGN OF BRP 139([not(END)℄ ->(* more hunks to follow *)OUTPUT !I_NOK;R [OUTPUT, REC_K, SEND_L, T2℄[℄[END℄ ->(* last hunk already delivered *)R [OUTPUT, REC_K, SEND_L, T2℄)endproproess T2 [T2℄ : noexit :=T2 !START;(T2 !RESET;T2 [T2℄[℄T2 !TIMEOUT;T2 [T2℄)endproThe global state graph was now quite large even with the paket size 2 andretransmission number 1. It onsisted of 6181 states and 11395 transitions.The graph ontained deadloks and that is why it annot be equivalent withthe servie. One trae leading to a deadlok isINPUT !CONS(DATA(1), CONS(DATA(2), NIL)) ; OUTPUT !DATA(1) !I_FST;OUTPUT !I_NOK.This trae is not ontained in the servie. In the servie, the reeiver annotinform the lient with I_NOK before the sender has informed its lient. It anbe onluded that the seond timer is too simple.In this protool the timers have a deliate struture. Before aepting a newpaket from the lient, the sender must ensure that the reeiver has also de-teted this situation in order to properly restart the whole protool. BeauseLotos ontains no expliit time onepts, we model this ausal onstraint withthe help of an auxiliary gate SYNC ([Mateesu 96℄). The sender issues "senderready" or S_READY signal on the SYNC gate, enabling the T2 timer to time out,waits for a "reeiver ready" or R_READY reply on the same gate and then returnto its initial state by alling the S proess.



140 CHAPTER 10. BOUNDED RETRANSMISSION PROTOCOLIf the reeiver reeives a timeout signal from T2, it means that the ontathas been lost with the sender. If the urrent paket has not been ompletelydelivered, an I_NOK indiation is issued to the reeiving lient. An R_READYsignal is sent to T2 in response to the timeout, and the reeiver returns to itsinitial state by alling the proess R.We have to omplete S_1, R_1 and T2:proess T2 [T2, SYNC℄ : noexit :=T2 !START;(T2 !RESET;T2 [T2, SYNC℄[℄SYNC !S_READY;T2 !TIMEOUT;T2 !R_READY;SYNC !READY;T2 [T2, SYNC℄)endproproess S_1 [INPUT, SEND_K, REC_L, T1, SYNC℄(ALT: Bool, P: Paket, L, RN: Nat) : noexit :=SEND_K !(len(P) == L) !(len(P) == 1) !ALT !head(P);T1 !START;(REC_L;T1 !RESET;( [len(P) == 1℄ ->INPUT !I_OK;S [INPUT, SEND_K, REC_L, T1℄ (not (ALT))[℄[len(P) > 1℄ ->S_1 [INPUT, SEND_K, REC_L, T1℄(not(ALT), tail(P), L, 0))[℄T1 !TIMEOUT;( [RN < max℄ ->S_1[INPUT, SEND_K, REC_L, T1℄ (ALT, P, L, RN+1)[℄[RN == max℄ ->



10.3. DESIGN OF BRP 141INPUT !onf(P);SYNC !S_READY;SYNC !R_READY;S [INPUT, SEND_K, REC_L, T1, SYNC℄ (not(ALT))))endproproess R_1 [OUTPUT, REC_K, SEND, T2℄ (END, ALT: Bool) : noexit :=REC_K ?FST, LST: Bool !ALT ?D: Data;T2 !RESET;OUTPUT !D !ind (FST, LST);T2 !START;SEND_L;R_1 [OUTPUT, REC_K, SEND_L, T2℄ (LST, not (ALT))[℄REC_K ?FST, LST: Bool !not (ALT) ?D:Data;(* dupliated hunk *)SEND_L;R_1 [OUTPUT, REC_K, SEND_L, T2℄ (LST, ALT)[℄T2 !TIMEOUT;([not(END)℄ ->(* more hunks to follow *)OUTPUT !I_NOK;T2 !R_READY;R [OUTPUT, REC_K, SEND_L, T2℄[℄[END℄ ->(* last hunk already delivered *)T2 !R_READY;R [OUTPUT, REC_K, SEND_L, T2℄)endproNow we an show the relationSENDING CLIENT[INPUT℄ j[INPUT℄j BRP5[INPUT; OUTPUT℄ vBKOrefSENDING CLIENT[INPUT℄ j[INPUT℄j SERVICE[INPUT;OUTPUT℄Beause all the proesses are now ompletely de�ned, the relation is in fatBKO-equivalene. We have thus ompleted the design of the Bounded Re-transmission Protool and shown that it funtions aording to the servie



142 CHAPTER 10. BOUNDED RETRANSMISSION PROTOCOLspei�ation. We an now test the orretness of the design by varying thelength of the data list and the retransmission number, see [Mateesu 96℄ forexample.



10.4. DERIVATION OF BRP USING ACTION REFINEMENT 14310.4 Derivation of BRP using ation re�nementWe have developed Bounded Retransmission Protool stepwise using state re-�nement. This enabled us to proeed gradually and at every step to verifythe orretness of the onstrution. This approah has, however, one negativeaspet. It was neessary to de�ne nearly all the abstrat data types beforehandand ompletely. It an be argued that one seldom knows at the beginning whatkind of data types are neessary or useful. It would be better if data typesould also be introdued step by step along with the state re�nement.We now try to develop BRP using ation re�nement as well. In this protoolthe ations are not very long and the di�erent parts in the ation are notindependent, but must be used together. That is why we use only one stepin ation re�nement. First, we leave the whole inside struture in the ationopen, de�ning only the gate name, for example g!�. In a re�nement step forthe ation we omplete the ation, for example g!1!2. Even this kind of simplere�nement makes it easier to proeed gradually, beause it is more natural tode�ne data types in steps when needed. Notie that there an be many statere�nement steps before an ation is ompleted.Beause BRP is now familiar we use larger steps than in the state re�nementapproah. For example, now we do not onsider the diÆult timing onstraintsin detail.10.4.1 First stepAt the beginning we need the data type Paket that the protool uses whenit ommuniates with the sending lient. In other parts of the protool weuse only gates without data. In this way we �rst test the overall struture ofthe protool before starting to develop data strutures in detail. The overallstruture of the spei�ation is the same as before. So we have the proessesSENDING_CLIENT, sender S, reeiver R, hannels K and L, timers T1 and T2. Inthe �rst step, the above proesses are as follows:� SENDING_CLIENT is ompletely de�ned and the same as before.� proess S[INPUT, SEND_K, REC_L, T1℄: noexit :=INPUT ?P:Paket;( [len(P) == 0℄ -> S[INPUT, SEND_K, REC_L, T1℄[℄[len(P) > 0℄ -> S_1[SEND_K, REC_L, T1℄)endpro� proess S_1[SEND_K, REC_L, T1℄: noexit :=T1 !*;SEND_K !*;



144 CHAPTER 10. BOUNDED RETRANSMISSION PROTOCOL( REC_L;udef)[℄udefendpro� proess R[OUTPUT, REC_K, SEND_L, T2℄: noexit :=REC_K !*;OUTPUT !*;T2 !*;SEND_L;R_1[REC_K℄endpro� proess R_1[REC_K℄: noexit :=REC_K !*;udefendpro� proess K[SEND_K, REC_K℄: noexit :=SEND_K !*;( i;REC_K !*;K[SEND_K, REC_K℄[℄i;udef)endpro� proess L[SEND_L, REC_L℄: noexit :=SEND_L;( i;REC_L;L[SEND_L, REC_L℄[℄i;udef)endpro� proess T1[T1℄: noexit :=T1 !*;udefendpro



10.4. DERIVATION OF BRP USING ACTION REFINEMENT 145� proess T2[T2℄: noexit :=T2 !*;udefendproThe whole system is as before. If we denote it by BRP1[INPUT, OUTPUT℄, wean show with the help of our software thatSENDING CLIENT[INPUT℄ j[INPUT℄j BRP1[INPUT;OUTPUT℄ vBKOrefSENDING CLIENT[INPUT℄ j[INPUT℄j SERVICE[INPUT;OUTPUT℄:10.4.2 Seond stepThis is a large step. We omplete the spei�ations of hannels K and L andtimer T1. Thus we must de�ne the data type for START, RESET and TIMEOUT.We also de�ne all the operations needed in sending the hunks. The data ofthe OUTPUT gate is still left open in order to test our software.In this step, we leave open the synhronization of S, T1 and T2 as well as thesynhronization of R and T2. The proesses K, L and T1 are now ompletelyde�ned and we do not repeat their ode here. We re�ne the proesses S_1, R_1and T2 as follows:� proess S_1[INPUT, SEND_K, REC_L, T1℄(ALT: Bool, P: Paket, L, RN: Nat): noexit :=T1 !START;SEND_K !(len(P) == L) !(len(P) == 1) !ALT !head(P);( REC_L;T1 !RESET;( [len(P) == 1℄ ->INPUT !I_OK;S[INPUT, SEND_K, REC_L, T1℄(not(ALT))[℄[len(P) > 1℄ ->S_1[INPUT, SEND_K, REC_L, T1℄(not(ALT), tail(P), L, 0))[℄T1 !TIMEOUT;( [RN < max℄ -> S_1[INPUT, SEND_K, REC_L, T1℄(ALT, P, L, RN+1)[℄[RN == max℄ ->



146 CHAPTER 10. BOUNDED RETRANSMISSION PROTOCOLINPUT !onf(P);udef))endpro� proess R_1[OUTPUT, REC_K, SEND_L, T2℄(END, ALT: Bool): noexit :=REC_K ?FST, LST: Bool !ALT ?D: Data;T2 !RESET;OUTPUT !*;T2 !START;SEND_L;R_1[OUTPUT, REC_K, SEND_L, T2℄(LST, not(ALT))[℄REC_K ?FST, LST: Bool !not(ALT) ?D: Data;SEND_L;R_1[OUTPUT, REC_K, SEND_L, T2℄(LST, ALT)[℄T2 !TIMEOUT;( [not(END)℄ ->OUTPUT !I_NOK;udef[℄[END℄ ->udef)endpro� proess T2[T2℄: noexit :=T2 !START;( T2 !RESET;T2[T2℄[℄udef)[℄udefendproThe system has 614 states and 1291 transitions. The length of the data paketsis one and no retransmissions are allowed. The system is in BKO-preorder withthe servie. Thus we an omplete the design in the next step.



10.4. DERIVATION OF BRP USING ACTION REFINEMENT 14710.4.3 Third stepWe do not try various forms of the timers any longer, beause those detailswere already onsidered in the state re�nement example. Thus, we ompletethe designs of S, R and T2, but still leave the OUTPUT ation partially de�ned inorder to test our software. As expeted, the Bounded Retransmission Protoolspei�ation and the servie spei�ation are in BKO-re�nement relation. Thuseverything has sueeded well and in the �nal step we an de�ne the outputation ompletely.
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Chapter 11Conlusions and FurtherResearhThe new results have been explained in the setion 1.2. The most importantonlusions are that failure semantis also allows partially de�ned spei�ationsand it is diÆult to de�ne bisimulation relations so that they allow partiallyde�ned ations in full Lotos. Surprisingly, failure semantis, in our ase BKO-and CFFD-semantis, allow restrited ation re�nement, although it does notbehave in the best possible way. In addition, CFFD-semantis seems to orre-spond with the intuition better than bisimulation semantis.The stepwise re�nement of spei�ations using proesses with partially de�nedstates seems a valuable idea and it is worthwhile to apply in pratie. I haveapplied the method with the design of Bounded Retransmission Protool, whihis a real protool and fairly ompliated. The method worked well with thisprotool. I also tried to apply ation re�nement in the design, but it turnedout that in this example the ation re�nement was not as important as thestate re�nement. In fat, it was not very obvious that the ation re�nementwould be of any use in any of the other examples I had at my disposal. Thisdoes not neessarily mean that the ation re�nement is useless in pratie. Itmeans only that we need a di�erent type of protools on whih to apply theation re�nement method. Espeially, we need examples whih ontain severaldata items in one ation and possibly also multisyhronization. These kind ofexamples are now rare. The possibility to develop spei�ations by re�ningstates and ations may alter the style in whih spei�ations are written.As an appliation of partially de�ned states, I have presented a tentative dis-tributed algorithm to detet deadloks. Its main aim was not to speed up thegeneration of global states, but to distribute the states into many entral mem-ories. It is suitable to be used with very large systems, with over a millionstates.As for further researh, one possibility is to restrit equivalenes and re�nementrelations. As mentioned in [Cleveland and Ste�en 90℄, one ould equip every149



150 CHAPTER 11. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCHpartial state with a set of possible ations or, in the ase of full Lotos, a set ofgate names. When re�ning a state, only ations in the orresponding set anbe used. It should not be hard to de�ne equivalenes and re�nement relationsaording to these rules. This approah ould also work in ation re�nementalthough there are many ways to de�ne the possible ations.Then there are di�erent semantis. We have studied re�nement in bisimulationand failure semantis. It is not very interesting to examine re�nement onlosely related semantis, but true onurreny semantis is di�erent. Thereare many versions of true onurreny ([Langerak 94℄), but not all are suitablefor Lotos. For example, in the artile [da Costa and Courtiat 92℄ a suitable trueonurreny semantis is onstruted for Lotos. It is well known that ationre�nement works better in true onurreny semantis ([Aeto 92℄, [Castellanoet al 87℄) and it would be very interesting to examine ation re�nement in fullLotos in true onurreny semantis. This has already been done in [Courtiatand Saidouni 93℄, but their approah is di�erent ompared to our method.Lastly, implementations are a never ending task. I have implemented BKO-relations with partial states and ations and CFFD-relations with partial states.The algorithms work well in pratie, although they seem a bit time-onsumingin the worst ase. It would not require a great e�ort to implement the bisim-ulation relations with partial states. This has already been done with respetto CCS ([Celikkan and Cleaveland 95℄). It is an interesting researh topi tostudy, if the bisimulation re�nement algorithm an be applied to hek the BKOand CFFD-re�nements as has been done in the ase of the testing preorders in[Celikkan and Cleaveland 92℄ and [Cleaveland and Hennessy 93℄. Distributedalgorithms are also possible. The realization of distributed detetion of dead-loks needs a lot of distributed programming, if one is going to use the methodin pratie.Thus it seems that the stepwise re�nement of spei�ations, based on unde-�ned proesses, o�ers a wide area for further work. This re�nement methodis onrete, intuitive and easy to use. In many other re�nement tehniques,re�nement points are not marked expliitly and it is not partiularly easy for alarge group to work on suh spei�ations. In our method, those points, bothstates and ations, that need re�nement are learly marked . It an onludedthat further work to develop the method is well-motivated.
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